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Abstract

On the basis of the on-going transformation of the city of Umeå
that is not only happening in parallel with the Cultural Capital year,
but is openly and explicitly presented and discussed in relationship
with theories of culture-driven growth, this thesis investigates the
complexities of these developments and their social, political and
spatial impact on the life of Umeå’s inhabitants, as well the urban
and architectural strategies involved in the production, staging
and branding of ‘culture’. The thesis explores alternative ways of
organizing cultures and communities in/of the city that cherishes the
commons, collective work and everyone’s opportunities to express
themselves creatively, and intervenes directly upon the making of
culture in the city, establishing spaces and times to imagine together,
and enabling cultural encounters and productions.
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Main Research Questions

The research sets out from the following questions; how are local
cultural actants affected by the on-going developments? to what
extent are local cultures politicized, manipulated and sanitized
in order to stimulate urban development and construct a spatial
re-branding of the city? How is this affecting what spaces the cultural
actants have access to in the city and what are the social and spatial
impacts of this?
The aim is to investigate alternative ways of organizing cultures and
communities in the city that increase the opportunities for everyone
to be cultural producers and to take part, through communities, in a
diversified cultural life. What are the alternative ways of organizing
culture in relation to the already existing structures and networks?
How can we produce spaces and conditions that allow for more
independence and freedom for the involved actants but also
provide increased opportunities for other people to engage in the
construction/production of commons and contribute to the cultural
life of the city? how can we imagine a city which is planned to a much
larger degree on the basis of the interests of its citizens?
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Hypothesis

The project will engage actants in ’communities of cultures’, people,
groups, non-profit associations and grass-root initiatives, with a
notion that it is possible to collectively afford more resources and
enable different kinds of spaces than those already provided for
cultural actants within the city with the hope that it will strengthen
their power and ability to continue with on-going activities as well
as open up opportunities for new activities and new ’communities of
cultures’ to emerge. The hypothesis is that culture and communities
can be strengthened by becoming more independent, autonomous,
and in control over spaces that are valuable or essential for their
survival. And that architectural interventions can play an important
role in such autonomy and the establishment of the common. It
should not be too difficult to organize a cultural event, it should
not be expensive and entail a long list of rules and regulations
constraining freedom and creativity. Can this be enabled by making
spaces for culture that are collectively managed by the actants
themselves, and an organizational structure that gives them more
control over their own situation and make them less dependent on
the on-going development in the city and the established rules,
regulations and ways of doing things?
This could lead to an enriched cultural life in the city and increase
activity for the citizens which would enable many new experiences
and challenge passivity and an unilateral consumption of culture,
ultimately stimulating critical thinking. New impressions and
possibilities for people to produce, formulate and express themselves
can result in increased understanding and communicative skills.
Cross-fertilizing meetings and collaborations may lead to new work
opportunities, strengthen local identity and transform citizens to a
productive power in the near environment that also wants to take
responsibility for it. Security and contact increases as everyone
13

VOLUNTEER
a person who does some act or enters into a transaction
without being under any legal obligation to do so and without
being promised any remuneration for his services.
SHARE
to receive or contribute a portion of: we can share the cost of
the petrol; six people shared in the inheritance
to join with another or others in the use of (something): can I
share your umbrella?
CONSTRUCTING
1. to put together substances or parts, esp systematically, in
order tomake or build (a building, bridge, etc); assemble
2. to compose or frame mentally (an argument, sentence, etc)
MANAGEMENT
the skillful or resourceful use of materials, time, etc.
World English Dictionary
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becomes a part of a community and greater contacts between
generations are established.
In order to create spaces that are constructed, shared and managed
in a collaboration between voluntary actants the research will revolve
around four important matters of concern: Volunteering, Sharing,
Construction and Management. To make people volunteer will be a
prerequisite for establishing a group and a not-for-profit community.
A supporting idea and vision sprung from a lack or from a desire
can make people willing to get involved. A reaction to a perceived
threat against the rights of certain stakeholders or the public can be
a powerful encouragement. To share within a community enables
the group to administer and afford more than every single individual
would be able to attain. It requires that an investment of resources is
made by the involved actants – time, material, skills, etc. – where the
benefits are the affinity with the group, the expectations on the aim
and vision and the advantages and assets it may bring. Construction
brings about redistribution of materials and knowledge. It involves a
consumption and destruction of something existent, but also entails
the promise of that something new is about to emerge. It can also
be a collaborative process in which networks are formed and skills
transferred. A management plan is necessary to ensure the longevity
and further operation and importance of the project after it’s built up.
If the aim is to escape regulations, institutions and power structures,
the organizational structure must ensure that the project in no way
becomes hijacked by particular powers or groupings of opinions.
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Conditions for Production

The Laboratory of Immediate Architectural Intervention is based upon
the idea of architectural intervention and is aiming to conceive and
articulate diverse processes of community development and transformation. Architectural interventions are carried out, experienced
and evaluated through their potential to create community and their
duration and effects on the site where they take place. The focus is on
how our environment is enabling us to coexist with people, materials
and flows. The ”sites” of these interventions in the public sphere are
being made through our investigations and research and they come
about in relation with governmental agencies, diverse institutions,
people, materials, things and other actors. The program is looking for
social and collaborative ways of making architecture where coexistence is a key issue. Our work at the Laboratory of Immediate Architectural Intervention deals with real local, regional, national and global
issues and transformation of space in ’real time and place’, looking for
alternative ways of practicing architecture.
The Master Thesis studio doesn’t set a brief. No specific programs or
sites are given. Instead it’s up to the student to formulate a research
topic and through his/her work ‘make’ the site of intervention, in
connection to the topics he/she is interested in. Therefore, part of
the work presented here consists of critical research on the networks, relations and conflicts embedded in or related to the issue, as
well as on all important aspects of the site. While trying to embrace
complexity it can be difficult to bracket in and out things and delineate the scope of the research. The working method is leading to a
process of ”Design by Research”, setting the parameters for the work
based on an assessment of what is found. How research turns in to an
architectural design project is not always obvious and therefore I have
tried to make clear what aspects are brought forward in the process
and that set the conditions in the end. Parallel to this explorations and
16

testing of the work has been performed through interventions in the
site for the project. Making things and reflecting on the outcomes and
the effects that they produce is also feeding into the project. I believe
that it’s a crucial skill for the architect to be intuitive and to ”think with
the hands” and then be able to reflect and analyse what he or she has
made. It can increase the ”richness” of a project bringing in aspects
that otherwise would have been left unexplored.
My work is asking questions about what society we want to live
in. It is about looking at a site, dealing with people, materials and
matters that are rarely dealt with in a project at a traditional architectural practice, where the conditions make it difficult to earn a profit.
Instead we are dealing with other gains and other kinds of growth;
social and collaborative developments, to strengthen community,
collaboration and networks, to raise questions about how society is
organized, how our cities are built up, what our lives should be about.
Politics has been, in what is criticized by many modern thinkers as
the post-political condition, gradually disappearing as opposition
and counter-force to the prevailing state-backed neo-liberal market.
Politics is reduced to social administration as the political space of
disagreement is eliminated and alternatives to the capitalistic state
automatically are disregarded as naïve or reactionary. Therefore it
is crucial to find ways to intervene and question the current state of
affairs and the ways in which we organize our lives.
The project takes place in a context where more and more of what
remains of the commons and public property is privatized, a process
of transferring ownership of a public service or public property
from the public sector (a government) to the private sector. For
many it has become more important to get involved and defend the
commons.
17

UMEÅ
63°49’30’’N 20°15’50’’E
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”…no one lives in a ’culture, shares a ’paradigm’, or belongs
to a ’society’ before he or she clashes with others”


1

Latour, Bruno. Science in Action. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987, 201

Bruno Latour1

PART 1 /
Background
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Photo of the Umeå 2014 opening ceremony ’Burning Snow’ on the river ice

PART 1 / BACKGROUND

The Capital of Culture

The city is a complex assemblage of things and ongoing processes
including a multiplicity of spaces bound to people, society and cultures. Sometimes the developments are not immediately apparent
and in other cases so rapid that they inevitably raise questions such
as for whom is the city built? and what city do we actually want to
live in?
The European Commission has designated Umeå, Sweden and Riga,
Latvia, as the European Capitals of Culture for 2014. The European
Capitals of Culture initiative (ECOC) is, according to the definition by
the European Commission, ”set up in order to highlight the richness
and diversity of European culture, to celebrate the cultural ties that
link Europeans together and to foster a feeling of European citizenship”. 2 In addition, they claim, studies have shown that the event is
a valuable opportunity to regenerate cities, raise their international
profile, boost tourism and give new vitality to the cultural life. The
Cultural Capital year can be seen as an opportunity to ”put the city
on the map”, to attract tourists and investments. It may also generate
opportunities for a drastic and rapid urban transformation that can
help strengthen the image of the city. The speed of these transformations are, as we will see, also raising questions about what a city can
be, who is it built for, and whose interpretations and ideas are being
disregarded.
Ever since the City Council submitted its first application to obtain
the Capital of Culture nomination back in 2008, the whole project
has been seen with skepticism from both citizens and local cultural
workers. 3 The local politicians in governance have been met with

2

European Commission. European Commission, 2014-03-05. http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-programmes-andactions/capitals/european-capitals-of-culture_en.htm (Retrieved 2014-04-01)

3

See for instance articles published in the local journal by Swanström, Emma. ”Den smutsiga sanningen om
kulturhuvudstaden”. Västerbottens-Kuriren. 2014-04-10.
http://www.vk.se/1169914/den-smutsiga-sanningen-om-umea-2014 (Retrieved 2014-05-05)
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distrust, and criticized for being concerned with the branding of the
city, the economic development and growth that the spectacle is
expected to bring, to construct grand new buildings and to favor
entrepreneurs rather than nurturing the existing cultural life and different actants already present in the city. Worries have been raised
about the possible social and spatial impacts that the ongoing transformations, with large investments changing the city, may have on the
urban tissue and local cultures.

24

PART 1 / BACKGROUND

What is Culture?

In order to talk about culture we need to start narrowing down an
adequate definition of the term, as it can have a broad spectrum of
different meanings. For instance it can refer to what is commonly
labeled ”high culture” such as fine arts or humanities, patterns of
human knowledge, beliefs, behaviors or attitudes, values, customs
and goals shared by a society.4 Don Mitchell describes how, when it’s
analysed, the idea of culture leads to an infinite regress; that there’s
no solid ontological ground that serves as a foundation for ”culture”,
instead we can talk about the ”idea” of culture and how it operates.5 According to Williams it first developed as a term describing
the ”tending of natural growth”, culture as the human appropriation
of nature, and was then extended to describe human development
(tending to the mind) and eventually came to signal an ”abstract
process or the product of such a process” with ”definite class associations”: the cultured and the uncultured.7
Mitchell explains how the idea of culture has been commonly used to
describe at least five things: ”(i) the actual, often unexamined, patterns and differentiations of a people (’culture’); (ii) the processes by
which there patterns developed (’culture’ makes ’cultures’); (iii) the
markers of differentiation between one people and another (individuals are part of ’a culture’); (iv) the way all these processes, patterns
and markers are represented (’cultural activity’); and (v) the hierarchical ordering of all these activities, processes, productions and ways
of life (comparing ’cultures’).” He further writes, as the editors of an
influential collection of papers in cultural studies claimed, “culture is
understood both as a way of life – encompassing ideas, attitudes, lan-

4

Mitchell, Don. Cultural Geography: A Critical Introduction. Malden. Blackwell Publishing. 2000.

5

Mitchell, Don. There’s no such Thing as Culture: Towards a Reconceptualization of the Idea of Culture in Geography.
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, New Series, Vol. 20. No 1. 1995. pp. 102-116.

6

Williams, R. Fontana Press, London. 1983. p. 88.
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”Culture consists in relationships. It is not a ”thing” until
very powerful forces make it so. These forces, …, are always
open to contestation and resistance.”


Don Mitchell
guages, practices, institutions, and structures of power – and a whole
range of cultural practices: artistic forms, texts, cannons, architecture,
mass-produced commodities, and so forth.”7
To understand analytically how ’culture’ is fashioned, then, one must
attend to the processes of the social making of the idea of culture (as
opposed to ’culture itself’), yet at the same time one must understand
that it is the ’winners’ in the clashes who define what culture is and how
it gets represented. They implement the idea of culture to represent to
themselves the nature of their ’victory’. Culture thus comes to signify
artificial distinctiveness where in reality there is always contest and flux.
What gets called ’culture’ is created though struggles by groups and individuals possessing radically different access to power.
Don Mitchell8
Most European Capitals of Culture, including Umeå, have worked
with wide anthropological definitions of culture that have included for
example sport, food, crafts and local traditions. Culture then starts to
permeate everything; literature, music, popular media, styles of clothing, works of art, political resistance, economic formations, religious
beliefs, eating habits, ideologies, ideas, everyday life and so forth. The
question of in whose interest is the idea of culture deployed is thus
of paramount importance. Culture functions as ideology, working for
some set of social actors. Whose culture is represented?
Depoliticized Cultures
The cultural geographers Madeleine and Rickard Eriksson are dwelling on the idea that culture is created through resistance and strug-
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7

Neson, Cary, Treichler, Paula, Grossberg, Lawrence. Cultural Studies: An Introduction”. 1992.

8

Mitchell, Don. There’s no such Thing as Culture: Towards a Reconceptualization of the Idea of Culture in Geography.
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, New Series, Vol. 20. No 1. 1995. p. 108.

9

Eriksson Madeleine & Eriksson Rickard, Staden på kartan, Provins 1:2014, 33

gle when they are reflecting on Umeå as a Capital of Culture and the
creation of a society through the motto of culture driven growth.9 It is
a question about the right to spaces in the city and paying attention
to the collective. They also emphasize that earlier studies of former
Capitals of Culture, for instance Glasgow, Liverpool and Cork, have
shown how local cultures have been depoliticized, manipulated and
cleaned up to create a new image of the city. A Cultural Capital shall
show it’s ”cultures” and ”specificities” but at the same time the intention is to be a part of the global market, to show a ”nice surface” and
to build malls where only the international retail chains can afford the
rent, reproducing a nearly identical urban environments everywhere,
displacing specific characteristics and cultures. Thereby Capitals of
Culture are running the risk of suffocating the local cultures.

REFLECTION
CULTURES CAN NOT BE SOLIDIFIED
INTO A FIXED ARCHITECTURAL FORM
If we consider cultures as struggles we need to
reconsider if we want to give it a static form and
structure. Perhaps the mere creation of ‘culture
houses’ is preventing cultures to develop, to
change and grow. Can something still be considered as culture if it becomes static?

27

There are wars over the shape of everyday life, over the
productions and maintenance of social meanings, and, most
importantly, over the distribution of power, justice, and social
and economic advantage. Culture wars are those battles over
the meaning and structure of the social relationships (for
example, between men and women, gays and the heterosexist
world, capital and labor), the institutions (the media and
other culture industries, global economic governing bodies,
oppositional social movements, and the spaces (particular
landscapes, the controlled spaces of the mall or television
studio) that govern our lives.
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Don Mitchell

PART 1 / BACKGROUND

The City of Alternative Cultures

Counter cultures emerge when groups within a society that differ
substantially from the prevailing cultural hegemony in the society,
oppose the mass or mainstream cultural customs, according to the
historian Theodore Roszak who introduced the term in ”The Making
of a Counter Culture”, 1969. Counter culture is not describing a single
isolated alternative culture or subculture.10 The term is not bound to
an ideology, it may or may not be explicitly political and it typically
involves criticism or rejection of currently powerful institutions, with
accompanying hope for a better life or a new society.11 Umeå can
be said to have through the years functioned as a hotbed for many
oppositional movements, the city has been labelled as distinctively
left oriented and it has been influenced by its strong straight edge
and vegan movements (the latter forced a well known international
fast food chain to close their restaurant in the nineties), subcultures
that have a political agenda and have succeeded to take up a lot of
space in local discourses and debates. Here follows a brief summary
of events, protests and occupations sprung from the lively counter
culture in Umeå:
Reactions against the Construction of a New Bridge in the City Centre
In the 1960’s a new bridge was planned over the river next to the
church in the city centre, causing massive protests from the citizens
with several demonstrations, the largest with over 1 000 protesters.
An extraparlamentarian action group was formed and a lot of articles
were published on the subject in the local journals.12 However, the City
Council voted for a construction of the bridge in 1971 with a one-vote
advantage.

10

11

12

Jonsson Erik, Historien om en progressiv stad, Västerbottens-Kuriren (2014-04-02)

Hall & Jefferson, Resistance Through Rituals. 1991. p. 61.
Persson, Erik. Bron som blev en vattendelare. Västerbottens-Kuriren (2014-04-02)
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Riots Against the Removal of a Grove of Trees in Ålidhem
In 1977 a grove of trees were about to be cut down to give way for
the construction of a new school in the area. What started with a few
kids raising their voices for a preservation of their forest ended up in
massive demonstrations met by a large police action. 5000 protesters were marching against the tree cutting in Ålidhem and were met
by 300 policemen, in what was called the riot in Ålidhem.13 80 percent
of the citizens in Ålidhem were against the decision to cut down the
trees, which was nonetheless executed.
Protests Against the New House of Culture
The municipality decided in 1974 that a new house of culture was to
be build in the Idun block in central Umeå. This decision was also followed by oppositions from ”grassroots” that wanted to stop the plans.
Opponents thought that the project was an attempt to centralize the
culture when it rather should be spread out in the different districts
of the city, into people’s everyday life. The costs of the project were
worryingly high, and the municipality had a weak economy at the
time after the economic crisis in the middle of the 70’s. Protests and
alternative cultural events were organized in the city. 14 221 persons
signed a petition against the culture house in 1978, at the time almost
30 percent of the population in the city. The mayor at the time said
that people didn’t have a clue about what they were signing. The
building was inaugurated in 1986 and even though it was not owned
by the labour movement it was named “Umeå Folkets Hus”.
Today the building is used as a conference and congress centre, even
though some cultural events such as the literature, music and dance
festivals and social dances are organized in the restaurant.
Occupy Umeå
In September 1982 a group of punk musicians and other alternative
youth broke in to an abandoned wooden residential building where
the car-parking Nanna is now located. The group was tired of the
existing youth centers (”Fritidsgårdar”) offered by the municipality. The occupants, around 50 in number, wanted their own place, a
so called ”Allaktivitetshus” (”All Activity House”, described in detail
in the chapter ”Allaktivitetshus”). The years before they had gath-
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13

Persson, Erik. Innan stenöknen, en oas. Västerbottens-Kuriren. (2014-04-05)

ered around a culture association under the name Revolt and carried
out different spectacular actions, including a live performance of
H.C. Andersens story ”The Emperor Without Clothes” on the streets
in front of the eyes of the Swedish king. During the occupation they
were cleaning up the house and giving it a punk aesthetic, organizing
concerts, eating together and sleeping in shifts. The occupants were
also producing their own newspaper, ”Ockupant”, writing about the
reasons for the occupation, the thoughts about an ”Allaktivitetshus”
and what was happening inside the building. Three months later it
was winter and the occupants left the building. The municipality had
agreed on negotiating with the group. One of the participants has
described the negotiations as a ”wet blanket of repressive tolerance”,
understanding the needs and wishes from the alternative culture life
of Umeå but on the other hand wanting to fit it into a boring bureaucracy which ultimately becomes an obstruction. In the end the occupants got access to an old office space next to the Scharinska saw
mill in Öbacka, today part of Umeå Arts Campus. The space was
difficult to use for the all the different ideas about rehearsal rooms,
ateliers, meeting rooms, sewing workshops that once joined the occupants in the dream about a house. It was used for a couple of years
before the group members had lost the engagement. They gained a
space but lost their dreams on the way because of bureaucracy and
time-consuming funding applications.14

14

Persson, Erik. Drömmen om ett hus. Västerbottens-Kuriren. (2014-04-17)
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OCCUPATIONS IN UMEÅ SINCE 198215
1

SEP 1982 Gula Villan, 90 days

2

1983 Vasagatan

to evict and sell the local self-organized youth

Group 8 occupied a house located on Vasaga-

community centre. The decision triggered a

tan and demanded a women’s refuge house in

storm of protests that in the end forced the

the city. A few years later the demands were

police and politicians to back off. The involve-

met with a women’s house in Östra Kyrkoga-

ment and engagement spread in the Nordic

tan in the Haga district.

region and led to a wave of occupations and

In the winter 2007 the social democratic mayor
of Copenhagen, Ritt Bjerregaard-Gaard decided

protests in Sweden during the following years.16

3

Spring 1990 Odéon, Storgatan
The cinema Odéon was about to be demol-

5

APR 2008 Tullkammaren, 1 day

ished to give way for the construction of the

The waterfront warehouse, which had for

new 15-storey Plaza Hotel. The building was

long been empty, was occupied by around 30

occupied for a few weeks and bands from

people as a manifestation for sanctuaries in

Stockholm and Umeå were playing.

Sweden and the rest of the world. The police
surrounds the building and the event gets a lot

4

DEC 2003 Östra Kyrkogatan, 3 weeks

of attention in local media.

When the women’s house was evicted it was
occupied on New Year’s Eve as a 24-hour cel-

6

MAY 2008 Kvarteret Hammaren, 1 day

ebration of an autonomous youth center in

An empty wooden house is occupied in the

Umeå. The occupation was continued in the

block Hammaren as a manifestation for the

next three weeks before it stopped and the

Municipality and Industry to open a dialogue

building was demolished for an apartment

on an autonomous cultural and social center.

building.

200 people participated in the occupation
that was organized as a cultural event with six
artists, food sales and games.

7

JUN 2008 Övägen, 1 day
The activist group “Huset” occupies an abandoned municipal building in the district Ön. In
August a dialogue is established between the
activist group and Umeå Municipality.

8

JUN 2008 Övägen, 1 day (Huset)

9

OCT 2008 Djursjukhuset, 3 days (Huset)
During the Fall of 2008 the discussions with
the municipality runs out of steam. A lack of

Wikipedia. Husockupationer i Sverige. Wikipedia.
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Husockupationer_i_Sverige
(2014-04-07)
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16

Wåg, Mathias. Sedan hela staden. Brand no. 1 (2010): 27–30.

organisation and structure within the activist
group is seen as a possible reason.

9

6
4

1
3
5
2

1

8
7

The Closing of the Culture Center Galaxen
Umeå was in the mid-1990s by many considered to be the city in
Sweden that had the greatest bands in the genre of hardcore and a
stronghold for the straight-edge movement, a counter-culture lifestyle. Several of the bands were big internationally and the community centre and music venue Galaxen became known far beyond the
borders of Umeå. Galaxen was run by the municipality. The building
that housed Galaxen was built in the 1930’s by the People’s movement as ”Folkets Hus”. The people’s movements organization were
active in the premises until 1986 when a new Culture and Community
Center was completed.
Before Galaxen opened concerts used to take place at the municipal youth centers (”Fritidsgårdar”) around Umeå. The space became
important for the cultural movement and through a centre as Galaxen
there were possibilities for the hardcore culture to take root. The
premises also became important in the sense that there was somewhere to rehearse, and then the concerts could be attended by
several hundred persons. The movement was not only bound to
Galaxen, but it could be seen as a contributing element which helped
the culture to evolve. Good facilities that filled its purpose were
offered and it became a central spot in the city where people with
similar interests and values could

meet, exchange experiences and
socialize with each other. Galaxen was numerous times threatened of
closure and in 1999 the municipality decided to move the activities
and merge Galaxen with the youth center Hamnmagasinet in a venue
that is only a quarter of the size of the old building. A few years later,
the organization of Galaxen and Hamnmagasinet was merged into
one and Galaxen has never received the same status as an important
venue in its new location.
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STANDPOINTS
CULTURE AS STRUGGLE
Culture is questioning, reacting against the bad
effects of neo-liberalism, what kind of society we
want to live in, and for whom it is being created.
It can make you see things in different ways
and open up for alternatives. The struggle gives
meaning - if you believe in something you’re
more likely to invest you energy and resources to
achieve a change.

OCCUPATIONS CAN GIVE ATTENTION
BUT ORGANIZATION IS ESSENTIAL
One can reach far by voicing ones opinion, to
prove dedicated. Having a strong public support
helps but without clear aims and a strong organization the project is still likely to fail.

AN ACTIVIST LABEL CAN BE DANGEROUS
Activism can both trigger a lot of people to participate, but there’s also a risk that for some the
opposition becomes the main goal. By others it
can be perceived as threatful and thus intimidate
people who otherwise share the opinions and
would support the idea.

35

“Every invested krona gives more back as more
jobs, visitors and increased tax revenues.
Turku got 2.3 billions back”


36

Municipal Councillor Marie-Louise Rönnmark (S)

PART 1 / BACKGROUND

Culture-driven Growth

Already since the beginning of the 19th century, the city of Umeå has
had a strong development with a steady growth in population. It is
the only city in Norrland that has been constantly growing since the
1970’s, the population has doubled since the inauguration of Umeå
University in 1965, while the development of other comparable cities
has stagnated.17
Roughly speaking, one can say that until the 70’s or 80’s governments were to some extent striving for an equal distribution of wealth
between cities. They supported different regions financially. The
post-industrial era gave birth to a new type of worker and a new type
of city. Having started in Thatcherite England where London would be
the economic “engine” for the whole region the idea spread with the
displacement of heavy industries from Western Europe to Asia and
the third world. Cities began to compete with each other on various
areas of trade and production. It became important to build the city
as a brand to attract investment.18 When Umeå in 2014 is a European
Capital of Culture a key term is ”Growth Through Culture”, Umeå
2014 uses the term culture-driven growth to describe that culture is
an important motor for growth and success, that culture promotes
entrepreneurship, employment and competitiveness. They state:
We are building for the future!
Never before have we seen so many building cranes, so many detours
and big holes in the cityscape. Everything is being built up again. The city
is being renewed, getting smarter, bigger and more sustainable. Meeting
places. Work. Life. Culture. We are taking Umeå not just into 2014 but far
into the future. And we’re doing it together.

17

Westin Lars, Västerbotten på Grand 2014: Lars Westin om hållbar kulturell tillväxt, Region Västerbotten, Youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zn-Ji42CnWQ

18

Karlsson, Björn. Kampen om Ungdomshuset: Formationen av kollektiva identiteter i en urban social rörelse.
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ANNUAL RENT PER M2 BY ZONE, 20141

Housing

Housing

Housing

ZONE C

Retail

ZONE B

Retail

ZONE A

Retail

1 200 – 2 000 SEK
2 000 – 3 800 SEK
1 000 – 1 550 SEK
950 – 1 400 SEK
900 – 2 000 SEK
900 – 1 400 SEK
700 – 950 SEK
900 – 2 000 SEK
850 – 1 100 SEK
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Culture is growing. The city is growing. You and I are growing. With faith
in the future and a mutual commitment Umeå has grown into something
new and unique that is reverberating all around the world.
Growth is taken for granted as the (good) objective and culture as
the means. There seems to be a political consensus in the municipality that the growth of the city is the most important issue with
their vision to have a population of 200 000 inhabitants in the year
2050, compared to 118 349 inhabitants in 2013.19 Politics seem to be
cemented in an unquestioned consensus where the growth in population and economy are the most important goals for the future.
Economic growth is the increase in the market value of the assets in a
society. The assets are the citizen’s knowledge and health, the social
and cultural capital, artifacts (buildings, machines, infrastructure,
public spaces, etc.) and natural resources (forest, minerals, marshes,
nature). The social, knowledge and cultural capital is seen as a very
important asset and was valued as the most important factor when
the World Bank Millennium made a Capital Assessment of Sweden.
Social and cultural capital understood as a factor to attract an inflow
of people and increase diversity, which is opening up opportunities
for new businesses, which in turn can lead to an increase in income
and generate new ideas. A positive upward spiral.
Norrland is a region that is rich in natural resources, which was the
basis of its growth until around 1950, but through the technological
innovations the industry has become less labour intense and there’s
a risk that there will be a gap between where the resources are and
where people settle and where the profit goes, with for example
foreign companies mining minerals in Norrland’s hinterland. Therefore
it is considered to be important to create strong urban centers in the
region, to avoid what is called the curse of natural resources where an
elite is created that is trying to keep the region within one industry.
The establishment of creative cities are seen as a way to escape the
curse.

Statistiska Centralbyrån. http://www.scb.se/sv_/Hitta-statistik/Statistik-efter-amne/Befolkning/Befolkningenssammansattning/Befolkningsstatistik/25788/25795/Helarsstatistik---Kommun-lan-och-riket/159277/

19

20
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Westin Lars, Västerbotten på Grand 2014: Lars Westin om hållbar kulturell tillväxt, Region Västerbotten, Youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zn-Ji42CnWQ

The importance of fostering Cultural and Creative business for the
development of the region is acknowledged by the local authorities and comes through as prioritized development areas in local and
regional strategic development documents by Tillväxtverket and
Region Västerbotten. Since it doesn’t appear in other places, the term
culture-driven growth appears to be invented by local politicians or
officials, but one can imagine there being a kinship with the economic
theories of Richard Florida. He is describing a new new social group,
the ‘creative class’, as ‘the’ prerequisite for economic growth and
development. The culture is a means that is used to strengthen the
attractiveness and change the image of the city in order to attract the
creative class and tourists to a place as well as investors and support
urban regeneration. Places where a large share of the population for
instance are employed within the technology industry, artists, musicians, homosexuals or bohemians generate an open and dynamic
environment that attract more creative people which in turn attract
businesses and capital to the place. Therefore culture has become a
natural part of cities’ ambitions for growth as it can make assets grow.
The district Williamsburg in Brooklyn, New York, is commonly mentioned as an example of this. Artists and musicians moved from Manhattan, which had become more and more expensive, across the East
River where there were a lot of abandoned and spacious industrial
buildings that were turned into cheap ateliers and studios. Along with
the artists followed new hip bars, restaurants and galleries and other
people wanting to be part of the creative sphere. Step by step the
neighborhood got gentrified and what once made the area popular,
cheap spaces and a certain lifestyle, became pushed out by powers
with more capital, thus suffocating what it wanted to be associated
with. This is an example of how the assets of the grassroots cultural
workers are capitalized and how they are in risk of being ”forced out”
by a richer middle class.
To develop the assets in a region it is considered important to have
citizens with power, knowledge, creativity and health, to create institutions and routines for peaceful decision-making and change, build
attractive, sustainable and functional artifacts as well as to strengthen
and diversify the natural capital and resources.
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STADEN MELLAN BROARNA
“The City Between the Bridges”
The project "The City Between the Bridges" is
about developing the wharf area between
Kyrkbron (the Church Bridge) and Broparken
in central Umeå into an attractive meeting
place for the inhabitants of the city and
visitors. The municipality has overall planning
responsibility and has involved affected
property owners in the project. The proposal
was first presented to the City Council back in
1989 and an architectural competition were
held. A study of the area was made by the
municipality in year 2000. In 2004
Balticgruppen hired six well-renowned
architect firms for a new competition. The
winning proposal was made by the norwegian
office Snøhetta and included a big hotel and
congress centre on an artificial island in the
river.
In 2007 the Municipality’s planning committe
decided to start the planning of the area with
the aim to strengthen and increase the city
centre’s attractivity and among other things,
to interact with property owners and other
stakeholders in a way that generates added
value for the area and the city. An agreement
for collaboration and funding part of the area
was already signed with Balticgruppen.

Coop Nord
Supermarket, ext
Under constructi

Hemsö Fastighets AB
Police Station, extnension
Completed 2014
Umehem
Offices, extension
Under construction
Riksbyggen
38 apartments
Planned

HSB Umeå
Apartments
Planned

HH Fastighet
Hotel
Planned
Norrporten
Offices, extension
Planned

Kult
Cult
Und

City fastigheter
Apartments
Completed 2013

Young and Active
Broparken
Parkour Park
Skate Park
Hamnmagasinet
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K U LT U R VÄV E N

Skeppsbron
Flexible Even

PLANNED AND ON-GOING PROJECTS 2014
1 000 m2

ASSESS VALUE PER M2 IN UMEÅ CITY CENTRE
BY BLOCK, YEAR 20002
0 - 3 000

3 000 - 4 000

4 000 - 6 000

6 000 - 11 000

11 000 - 19 000

tension
ion

Bostaden
170 – 200 flats
Planned

Bostaden
Flats
Planned

Umeå Badhus (Umeå Municipality)
Bath House
Under construction

Balticgruppen
Utopia Shopping Mall, Hotel, Offices, Education, Luxuary Apartments
Under construction
Home Properties
Hotel, extension
Planned

turväven i Umeå (Umeå Municipality and Balticgruppen)
ture House, Library, Hotels, Restaurant, Black Box
der construction

nt Space

Balticgruppen applied for
permission to demolish a
wooden building. The
application was denied since
the environment is considered
particularly worthy of
protection.

Öbacka Torg

Staden mellan broarna

Balticgruppen properties

Årstidernas Park
”Park of the Seasons”
Rådhusparken

Umeå Art Campus
Offices and gym
Academy of Fine Arts
Institute of Design
Museum of Modern Art
School of Architecture
Business Incubator

Land that Balticgruppen
has option on to buy from
the municipality

Balticgruppen has an option to buy the land
at Hamrinsberget and the area next to Umeå
Östra train station. The company has asked
the municipality to initiate a plan for
Hamrinsberget and has communicated that
they want to have a flexible plan.
Öbacka Torg is the name of the area next to
the train station that is intended to become
a new commercial center with
dense development.
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Umeå is a city with 118,000 inhabitants in what could be considered
as the periphery of the world in a global perspective, the north of
Sweden. The city is known for its strong temperance and nonconformist movements, having a diversity of associations and being open
for new ideas (e.g. vegan and straight-edge). Because of the university it has a substantial throughput of people bringing in new ideas.
The city council is governed by a coalition and there is no dominant
party, even though Umeå is known as a ”red” city where the left flank
has had a wide support for a long time.

BUILDING SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CAPITAL
1858 Secondary School
1864 Umeå Music Association, Umeå musiksällskap
1879

Pedagogical State College

1903 Minerva Folkbildningsförening: Bookshelf in Town Hall
1901

K4 Cavalry Regiment

1906 College of Nursing
1907 Theatre (burns down 1913)
1909 I20 Infantry Regiment
1934 Umeå Teaterförening and Umeå Folkets hus
1934 Mental Hospital (Umedalen)
1936 Court of Appeals
1951

”The fifth copy” of all Swedish print

1956

Dental and Medicine College

1965 Umeå University
1974

NorrlandsOperan

1981

BildMuseet

1984 Profilteatern
1985 New Central Library in Rådhusesplanaden
1986 New Culture House, Folkets Hus
1987

Academy of Fine Arts

1989 Institute of Design
1994 Sagabiografen becomes a theatre
2002 Extension of NorrlandsOperan
2009 School of Architecture
2010 Arts Campus
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2014 Capital of Culture, Kulturväven Culture House

STANDPOINTS
A SOCIETY FOR PEOPLE’S WELL BEING IS
MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE WELL BEING
OF THE ECONOMY
Culture is becoming to be more about branding, tourism and economical growth. Instead the
culture should strive for a more equal distribution
of wealth, resources, knowledge and open up for
new meetings that makes people grow. The state
of the economy is of course important for employment rates, but accumulation and profit can not
be the only objective.

THE VICTIMS OF GENTRIFICATION ARE
THE CULTURES BEING PUSHED OUT
AND IT SHOULD BE PREVENTED
When a distric is gentrified cheap spaces, often
adequate for cultural activities are demolished
or refurbished to give way for spaces that gives
property developers greater profits.

2009

2010

Umeå’s first application to

2ND APPLICATION ECC NEW POLICY TO
JUN 2009
SELL MUNICIPAL
PROPERTIES
An amended application is

become a Cultural Capital 2014

submitted. The programme is

1ST APPLICATION ECC
OCT 2008

is submitted. The bulk of the

described in more detail with a

document is Umeå’s answers to

stronger emphasis on the Sapmi

an EU questionnaire, after that

cultre, a response to the

there’s a supplement that

comments in the selection

describes the history of the city

panel’s report.

and a photo supplement.
The first meetings and seminars
concerning ECC were held
already in 2007.

2009
In 2009 a policy decision was
made which means that Umeå
municipality should not own any
property except where its core
activities are held. Meaning, for
instance, that the premises
being leased out to non-profit
organizations should be sold.
Since then, reviews of what can
be sold is said to be
continuously made by officials
at the Property Management
Department.

CULTURE HOUSE
INQUIRY
2009
The politicians in the Cultural
Committee (Kulturnämnden)

2011

FINAL DECISION ECC
MAY 2010
The EU’s Council of Ministers of

MAY 2011

Culture makes the decision to

The Cultural Committee decides

appoint Umeå to be one of two

decides to assign the

that the City Library will move in

Capitals of Culture in 2014

management of culture

to the planned Culture House

based on a recommendation

(Kulturförvaltningen) the task to

from the Swedish government.

make an investigation of the
prospects for a possible new
cultural center within or
adjacent to the area for The City
Between the Bridges.

CULTURE HOUSE
DECISION
DEC 2010
The City Council decides that a
new culture house, Kulturväven,
is going to be built and that it
will include a new library and a
women's history museum.

1
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DECISION TO MOVE
THE LIBARARY

2

1

PART 1 / BACKGROUND

A Spatial Regorganization
of Cultures
The following pages explains how several cultural actants
have been ’pushed out’ of their premises in the city centre
for different reason alongside the cultural capital year. A connection can be seen with a series of events and political decisions, described in the timeline below, that have contributed to enable and accelerate the developments.

2012

DECISION THAT
THE SUPPORT TO
SAGATEATERN
WILL END IN 2014
MAY 2011
The Cultural Committee decides
that the annual funding given to
Sagateatern for the operation of
the stage will end when the new
Culture House is built

6

2013

NEW PLANNING
GUIDELINES

UTOPIA MALL
CONSTRUCTION

AUG 2011

SEP 2012

UTOPIA OPENS
SEP 2013

Construction of the new

plan (Översiktsplan) for the

shopping mall and hotel starts

central parts of Umeå is

and Thornbergska huset is

approved by the municipal

demolished. Balticgruppen torns

council. The new plan allows for

down the yellow functionalistic

APBERGET IS
DISMANTLED

a strong densification of the city

house, an act that also marks

SEP 2013

the start of the construction of

building heights than the

the new Utopia mall and a 13

previous plan that advocated for

storey hotel.

a low and cohesive cityscape of
buildings up to four stories with
pitched roofs.

VERKET HAS
TO MOVE

INAUGURATION ECC

SEP 2013

The Umeå Capital of Culture

3

A new comprehensive master

centre, affirming greater

2014

JAN/FEB 2014
year is inagurated. The
inauguration ceremony Burning
Snow that took place on the

7

SCHARINSKA
CLOSES
DEC 2013

4

river ice was the most expensive
component, 8.7 million SEK. A
VIP-dinner for 353 invited
guests amounted to 1,5 million.
“City of winter” 2.2 million,
lighting the city of 2.1 million,
Sapmi Today 0.8 million, travel,

THE DANCE IS
“THROWN OUT”
FROM VÄVEN

accommodation, food for the

SEP 2012

total cost was calculated to

5

1

performers and production of
1.2 million dollars and the safety
of the ice SEK 0.9 million . The
23 million SEK.
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A CULTURAL CAPITAL
SHOULD BE CLEAN
AND TIDY
3

1

KULTURVÄVEN
A project currently under construction run by
Umeå municipality and the local real estate
company Balticgruppen, with the aim to
create a new meeting place for “cross-cultural
meetings” in central Umeå. Kulturväven will
house activities that offer and attract citizens
to create, explore and experience the culture
and commerce in the city’s best location right next to the river.
Kulturväven will house public functions such
as the new city library, a museum of female
history, a black box, and commercial spaces in
the form of an indoor square with restaurants
and food shops and two hotels run by Umeå’s
largest private property owner, Balticgruppen. Critics say that Kulturväven is a “prestige
project” and a construction of a landmark with
the purpose to “put Umeå on the map” and
that doesn’t seem to be based on any requests
from the cultural actants in Umeå. The building is designed by the renowned Norwegian
architectural office Snøhetta in collaboration
with White Architects and the shape of the
building was designed already before a decision was made about the content. The opponents say that the objective is not to highlight
the cultural life, it is a project to show that the
city is aiming to grow to the next step in order
to attract more investors, tourists and people
moving to the city.
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2

STADSBIBLIOTEKET – PUBLIC LIBRARY

3

VERKET – AUTONOMOUS MUSIC VENUE

Despite many protests the Cultural Committee

The autonomous music venue Verket was

decided in 2011 to relocate the central library

kicked out of its facilities on Västra Strandga-

from its current position at Vasaplan, a square

tan in 2013 when the property owner decided

where all local busses stops, to the new culture

to expand the block with 13 500 m2 of shops

house. The opponents argue that the current

and offices in a new tower on top of the exist-

premises of the library are adequate and fulfill

ing structure. The organisation had difficulties

their purpose and the location is excellent and

to find a new space for their activities, which

easily accessible by bus. Worries have been

they interpreted as a sign that they were not

raised about the costs and that the library has

a desirable tenant for most of the property

to reduce the number of books to fit in the

owners in the city. Eventually they managed

new building.

to get a deal with the municipality. Verket now
rents a building from the municipality that the

The organisation Umeå C and Svensk Handel
(Swedish Trade Federation) has for several
years lobbied for a relocation of the library
from its current location to open up the street
Rådhus- esplanaden as a commercial street. It
was said that the library building constituted
a “dead front” towards the street that reduced
retail opportunities.

municipality is renting from the real estate
company Lerstenen. The house is a former
sports club office in a former military area. It
is a temporary contract and the owner wants
to demolish the house and build a high-rise
on the plot. The building is located relatively
remote, thus not risking to disturb any neighbours, but is difficult to reach by public transport and there are no other activities in the
area that can help to attract people.
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4

SCHARINSKA – MUSIC VENUE

5

BALETTAKADEMIEN – DANCING SCHOOL

The Municipality intended to sell Scharinska

Balettakademien started in 1969 and is a part

Villan back in 2012 since it’s the aim to not own

of Folkuniversitetet whcich is an organisation

any buildings in which the municipality does

for culture and popular and adult education.

not have its core activities. The Scharinska

Around 2 000 young dancers are involved

Villa also needed vast and expensive renova-

in their activities. In 2010 Balettakademien

tions leading to the municipality getting a rep-

recieved a call from the municipality, by then

rimand from the County Administrative Board

calling all organisations that are renting facil-

(Länsstyrelsen) and the county antiquarian for

ities owned by the municipality, asking if they

not taking care of the building which is con-

were interested in taking part in the planning

sidered to be of high historical value and that

of the new culture house, Kulturväven. Balet-

club and concert activities were destroying it.

takademien rents an old gymnastics building,

A storm of protests arouse under the slogan

“the pink house”, on a short term contract

“We do not support 2014 without Scharin-

from the municipality. It is, at the time, in

ska villan”. In december 2012 the municipality

quite bad condition and doesn’t have enough

revealed plans of a new music house in the

studios for their activities. A work group is

building known Vasaskolan to house a guitar

formed with Balettakademien, the municipality

museum, music shop, bar, restaurant and also

and Balticgruppen. A space on the 5th floor of

spaces for the Scharinska venue. Scharinska

Kulturväven is discussed, plans are presented.

Villan is still under municipal ownership and is

Balettakademien will get a 5 % increase of

undergoing a renovation.

the rent. In total the organisation spends 28
working days for their involvement in the
planning, expenses that they have to cover
for themselves. In September 2012 they were
told that Balettakademien could no longer be
a part of Kulturväven. The reason is confidential and since the municipality owns only half
of the company behind Väven documents and
agreements cannot be publicly accessed. It
is later revealed that the reason likely can be
that the demolition of the stables next to Stora
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Hotellet, which would provide space for cul-

6

SAGATEATERN

tural fabric, had been appealed and to not risk
a long legal process the municipality chose

Umeå Teaterförening is renting an old cinema

not to demolish the building and to instead

that for over 20 years has functioned as a

redistribute the surfaces within Kulturväven.

theatre stage. The theatre is used by Umeå

Balticgruppen shall then have claimed the sur-

Teaterförening and other cultural actants for

faces that were meant for Balettakademien.

performances in theater, music, dance, lectures and workshops. The low rent (500 SEK

The old gymnastics building has now been
renovated and Balettakademien is satisfied
with the refurbishment but would still need
more studios. A new bath house is under construction in an adjacent block. The site has a
central location in the city and a low floor area
ratio. Balettakademien still rents the spaces on
a short-term contract. The municipality’s aim
is not to own buildings where they do not have
their core activities, therefore it is not unlikely
that they would like to sell the premises in the
future.

per m2) has contributed to make the stage
an important venue for many of the city’s
cultural workers. Associations that want to
use the stage can help out in the wardrobe or
to check tickets at bigger events to later get
to use the space for free. Umeå Teaterförening has received an annual subsidy from the
municipality to be able to pay the rent and to
maintain the space. It is now decided that this
amount will be transferred to pay for the stage
in Kulturväven in 2015. The associations with
activities in Sagateatern are worried about
the costs and under what conditions they will
have access to the new spaces in Kulturväven.
The prospects are uncertain. HSB Umeå is
the owner of the property housing Sagateatern and recently declared that they intend to
demolish the theatre and build a high-rise residential building on the site.
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7

APBERGET

8

FOLKETS BIO

The place that popularly has come to be

Folkets Bio (The People’s Cinema) is a

known as Apberget (the monkey mountain)

member driven association that since 1973

was for over 20 years a public commons, a

runs a small movie theatre in the Haga dis-

meeting place and a democratic forum, with a

trict with 54 seats. The building is owned by

symbolic location in the central square, where

Umeå Municipality and used to be a machine

groups held rallies and public meetings. In

workshop. Folkets Bio has been looking for a

September 2013, a few days after the public

new location for several years, the association

was informed through a press release, the

wants to get a bigger place with two movie

municipality demolished the elevated gath-

theatres and expect that it would make their

ering place. According to municipal officials

business grow. Negotiations are currently

it was because of the water pipes and elec-

being held with the municipality about the

tricity cables that were needed for the newly

spaces in Kulturväven.

constructed Utopia mall, though it was later
revealed that they were planned and budgeted to go around Apberget. During a meeting
with the municipality in May 2013 the property

The municipality has recently approved a new
zoning plan which allows for apartment buildings on the plot.

owners shall have stated that Apberget should
be removed, as it was considered to block
the area and shops located behind, being an
obstacle for the flow of people passing along
the pedestrian street Kungsgatan, thus the
municipality has been accused for favouring
shop owners rather than the public. The Chair
of the Municipal Assembly, Lennart Holmlund,
has said in an interview that he represents “the
silent majority” of the public and that they
wanted the podium removed referring to it as
a dirty spot occupied by youngsters. Temporal
solutions have been built while awaiting a renovation of the square that is planned for 2015.
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STANDPOINTS
RISKY FOR CULTURAL ACTANTS TO DEPEND
ON THE MUNICIPALITY
The history has shown that the conditions can
change drastically as politicians are replaced, the
objectives change and new policies or budget
cuts are implemented.

THE MUNICIPAL POLICY TO OWN L
 ESS
PROPERTY IS AN ISSUE

€

What happens with spaces for culture when the
municipality has a policy saying that it should not
own any property except where its core activities are held? Ultimately the cultural life in Umeå is
threathened.

OBSERVATION
SOME CULTURAL ACTANTS NOT WANTED AS
TENANTS BY PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS –
OTHER SOLUTIONS NEEDED
As it appears most private property owners are
not interested in renting out their facilities for cultural associations like Verket, instead referring that
it is the municipality’s responsibility, therefore it
can become disastrous if the municipality are not
providing any spaces.
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PART 1 / BACKGROUND

Inventory of the Spatial Assets
for Cultural Actants
The following diagrams make up a study of the spaces available for
cultural actants in relation to size, ownership and organization, distance from the city centre, uses, price, conditions and limitations.
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SPACES FOR CULTURE IN UMEÅ

Galleri Andersson Sandström
Art Gallery
Umeå Konstskola
Art School
Umedalens bibliotek
Library
Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park
ABF Musikhuset
Music Studios

Midg
High
Thea
Västerslättskyrkan
Church

Grubbebiblioteket
Library

Grisbackakyrkan
Church

Dragonens Idrotts- oc
Sports and Conventio

Backens kyrka
Church

Ordens
Tempe

Ögon

Hamn
Youth

Böleängskyrkan
Church

Municipal Spaces
Total Area

Popular education associations

User organised spaces,
democratic associations

Business/Private
property owners

Other organisation
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Tegsbiblioteket
Library

Ersboda Skatelokal
Indoor Skate Park

Musik- & Danshuset
Adult Education
Ersbodakyrkan
Kedjans aktivitetscentrum Church
Youth Centre

Ersbodabiblioteket
Library

Mariakyrkan
Church

Mariehemsbiblioteket
Library

gårdsskolan
School for Music, Dance,
atre and Media

Verket
Music Venue

Stallet
Music Studios
Profilteatern
Theatre

ch Mässcentrum
on Centre

Tantteatern
Theatre
NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

shuset (IOGT)
erance Movement

nblicksteatern

nmagasinet
h Centre

Ersboda Folkets Hus

City Library
Sagateatern
Theatre

Folkets Bio
Cinema

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum

Balettakademien
Dance Studios
Umeå Folkets Hus

Glashuset

Galleri Verkligheten
Art Gallery

Kulturväven
Umeå Stads Kyrka
Church

Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria

NBV Musikhuset
Music Studios
Bildmuseet
Museum of Modern Art
Tegskyrkan
Church

Aula Nordica
Auditorium
Galleri Alva
Art Gallery

Ålidhemskyrkan
Church
Klossen
Culture House

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

Fabriken Sensus
Adult Education
Fabriken
Party Venue
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SPACES FOR CULTURE IN UMEÅ
PRODUCTION/EXHIBITION, FLOOR AREA & ORGANIZATION

DISTANCE FROM
CITY CENTRE

Musik- & Danshuset
Popular Education Assoc.
Fabriken Sensus
Popular Education Assoc.

Kedjans aktivitetscentrum
Youth Centre
Ersboda Skatelokal
Indoor Skate Park

ABF Musikhuset
Music Studios

Klossen
Culture House
Popular Education Assoc.

Umeå Konstskola
Art School

Stallet
Music Studios
NBV Musikhuset
Music Studios
Midgårdsskolan
High School for Music, Dance,
Theatre and Media

Balettakademien
Dance Studios
Hamnmagasinet
Youth Centre
Age 15–25

CULTURAL
PRODUCTION 1
58

Verket
Music Venue

In the diagram “Cultural Production” refers to places and situations where common people, and not exclusively
professionals, are taking part in the creative work. The diagram is based on a subjective assesment, it shows tendencies
and should not be interpreted too literally.

Galleri Andersson Sandström
Art Gallery

Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park
Aula Nordica
Auditorium

Ersbodabiblioteket
Library
Ersboda Folkets Hus

Fabriken
Party Venue

Galleri Alva
Art Gallery

Umedalens bibliotek
Library
Grubbebiblioteket
Library

Mariehemsbiblioteket
Library

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

Tegsbiblioteket
Library

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum
Folkets Bio
Cinema
Profilteatern
Theatre

Galleri Verkligheten
Art Gallery

Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria

Tantteatern
Theatre

NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

Kulturväven
(under construction)
Umeå Folkets Hus

City Library
Sagateatern
Theatre

Bildmuseet
Museum of Modern Art

Ögonblicksteatern

Glashuset

EXHIBITION
OF CULTURE
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SPACES FOR CULTURE IN UMEÅ

NAME OF PLACE
Type

FLOOR AREA

KULTURVÄVEN
Culture House

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

Owned by Väven i Umeå AB
which is to 50% owned by
Balticgruppen and 50% by
Umeå Municipality
Tenants are Umeå Kommun and
Balticgruppen. Folkets Bio is
negotiating to rent spaces from
the municipality.

UMEÅ FOLKETS HUS
Congress/People’s Community Centre

Owned by Umeå Municipality
and run by Umeå Folkets Hus
U.P.A, also owned by the
municipality. Financed by the
Umeå Culture Department.
Earns money by renting out
spaces to commercial actors.
Funded by the Culture
Department.
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

Public Library, Performances,

Currently under construction,

Festivals, Exhibitions, Cinema

estimated to be completed

BOOKING AND COSTS

Unknown

in November 2014.
Library, Black Box, Digital Room
Exhibition Space, Workshops

Associatios will be able to make
“guest appearances” meaning
that they will be able to rent
spaces by hour.

Approx. 50% Business events

Extiension planned for the

Booking has to be done well

and 50% Cultural events;

entrance, foyer and restaurant

in advance

Festivals, Meetings, Dances,

Associations can rent spaces

Meeting room for 8 – 12 p.

Cinema

with a subsidised price. Limited

costs 100 SEK/occasion, up

opening hours.

to 45 persons for 250 SEK,

Congresses, Performances,

Congress and Concert Hall,
Restaurants, Exhibition Spaces,

in weekends 200 SEK or
500 SEK/day respectively.

Meeting Rooms,Ticket Office
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NAME OF PLACE
Type

NORRLANDSOPERAN
Opera House

FLOOR AREA

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

Umeå Municipality/
SHBK Fastigheter
Norrlandsoperan AB
(40% owned by Umeå
Municipality, 60% Västerbottens
Läns Landsting)

STADSBIBLIOTEKET
Library

Umeå Municipality

ERSBODA FOLKETS HUS
People’s Community Centre

Umeå Municipality

Run by the Culture Department

Runs by Ersboda Folkets Hus,
part of Umeå Municipality.
Funded by the Culture
Department.
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

BOOKING AND COSTS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

Opera, Concerts, Performances,

Associations can rent spaces to

Booking has to be done well

Dance, Art

a subsidised price when they are

in advance and fit with the

not used by the opera but since

rehearsals and other activities

Concert Hall (509 seats),

the Norrlandsoperan lacks

of the opera.

Theatre, (440), Black Box (260),

rehearsal spaces performances

Small Stage (30), Bar,

are rehearsed on the different

Subsidised prices for

Restaurant, Ticket Office,

stages, drastically reducing the

associations: B-Hall 3 000 SEK,

Workshop

free time.

Black Box 6 000 SEK,
Concert Hall 6 000 SEK and
the Theatre 10 000 SEK

Library, Exhibitions,

Persons with a library card can

Booking through website or

Performances, Concerts

book and use the meeting

library staff

rooms when they are available
Library, Meeting Rooms (6–8
persons), Exhibition Space

Exhibitions, Cinema, Flea

Available for associations and

Market, Dances

organisations. Limited opening

Booking in advance.

hours.
Stage room (150 – 300 seats),
Meeting Rooms, (10 – 30),
Cafeteria (70)
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NAME OF PLACE
Type

KLOSSEN
Popular Education Association

FLOOR AREA

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

Bostaden AB
Studiefrämjandet and
Skuggteatern

HAMNMAGASINET
Youth Centre

Umeå Municipality
Leisure and Recreation Services
Department

BILDMUSEET
Museum of Modern Art

Balticgruppen

MIDGÅRDSSKOLAN
Upper Secondary School

Umeå Municipality

Run by Umeå University

Run by the Secondary School
Department and the municipal
Music School
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

BOOKING AND COSTS

Study Circles, Workshops,

Studiefrämjandet study circles

Theatre

can use the spaces for free,
except the Black Box which is
only for Skuggteatern

Black Box, Cafeteria, Rehearsal
Rooms, Multi Space for dance
and theatre, workshops, class
rooms.

Youth Centre, Concerts,

Targeting age group 15–25

Use of the spaces is free

Workshops, People’s Kitchen

years. Activities has to be

of charge

planned and carried out
Stage, Exhibitions Space,

together with the staff

Rehearsal Rooms, DJ-room,

Opening hours:
Mon – Thu 15 – 22

Meeting Rooms, Cafeteria,
Alcohol is not allowed

Fri 15 –23
Sat 18 – 23

Workshops

Exhibitions, Workshops,

The Flexhall Auditorium can be

Mornings 2 000 SEK/hour,

Lectures, Seminars

rented, but only when the

evenings (until 22.00) and

museum is closed, on Mondays,

weekends 20 000 SEK

Exhibition Halls, Art Workshop,

mornings and evenings.

Flexhall Aditorium

Education, Concerts,

Associations can rent spaces to

Associations can rent the black

Performances, Festivals

a subsidised price when they are

box for 244 SEK/hour when it’s

not used by the schools

not being used by the upper

Black Box (300 seats),

secondary school or music

Cafeteria, Rehearsal Rooms,

school

Dance Studios
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NAME OF PLACE
Type

SAGATEATERN
Theatre

FLOOR AREA

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

HSB Umeå
Sagateatern is run by Umeå
Teaterförening that pays a rent
of 500 SEK/m 2/year. Funded by
the Cultural Department that
has decided that the support
will end in 2015.

PROFILTEATERN
Theatre

Lerstenen
The theater is run by its
members, currently seven
persons

BALETTAKADEMIEN
Dancing School

Umeå Municipality
Balettakademien, a part of the
Popular Education Association
Studiefrämjandet, rents the
space on a short term contract.

FABRIKEN SENSUS
Popular Education Association

Unknown
Sensus is a Popular Education
Association
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

Theatre, performances

Associations that are willing to

and rehearsals, Events

do some volounteer work at

BOOKING AND COSTS

events can use the space for
Theatre, Wardrobe

free.

Theatre, lectures, etc.
Theatre (up to 120 seats)

Dancing School
Dance Studios

Music, Dance, Art

Targeting artists above 30 years

Available for Sensus study

old

circles

Rehearsal Rooms, Dance, Art
Studios

100–300 SEK/person/month
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NAME OF PLACE
Type

FLOOR AREA

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

FABRIKEN
Party Venue

Fastighetsbolaget Fabriken

MUSIK & DANSHUSET
Popular Education Association

Nordbågen Förvaltning AB
Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan
Popular Education Association

GALLERI ANDERSSON SANDSTRÖM
Private Art Gallery

Balticgruppen Fastighet AB

FOLKETS BIO
Cinema

Umeå Municipality

Galleri Andersson Sandström

Folkets Bio
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

Parties, Events, Conferences

Available for rent

BOOKING AND COSTS

Booking through phone or
e-mail

Dining/Conference space
Sun–Thu 8 000 SEK

(up to 200 persons)

Fri–Sat 9 500 SEK
Cleaning 1 800 SEK

Music and Dance

Free for SV study circles

Open 7:00–23:53

Dance studio w. stage (150 m 2),
One smaller dance studio,
Eight rehearsal rooms (á 16m 2),
Study room, small studio, two
offices, kitchen

Private art gallery
Gallery and offices

Cinema, lectures
Movie Theatre (54 seats)

Can be rented by organizations
and private persons at times
when there are no screenings
planned, usually at daytime.
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NAME OF PLACE
Type

VERKET
Autonomous Music Venue

FLOOR AREA

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

Lerstenen
Umeå Municipality rents the
space from Lerstenen and are in
turn renting it out to Verket

GALLERI VERKLIGHETEN
Cooperative Art Gallery

Unknown

ÖGONBLICKSTEATERN
Theatre

Norrporten

BOKCAFÉ PILGATAN
Bookshop and Cafeteria

Unknown
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ACTIVITIES AND USE

STATUS

SPACES

AVAILABILITY

Concerts, Rehearsals

Anyone can organize events in
Verket. A small fee has to be
payed per visitor.

Venue with stage, rehearsal
rooms

BOOKING AND COSTS

Events should stop the latest at
1:30 in the night to prevent it
from becoming a place for
after-parties.

Art exhibitions, events

Gallery spaces

Theatre, performances
Theatre space, offices, stuio and
workshops

Ögonblicksteatern are
sometimes renting out the
facilities

Lectures, meetings, readings
Cafeteria, book shop, record
shop
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A YEAR OF FESTIVALS AND EVENTS AND THE LOCATIONS
Municipal Spaces
Total Area

Business/Private
property owners

Popular education associations

Other organisation

User organised spaces,
democratic associations

På rätt sida om okej
Theatre (until Feb 22)
Klungan, Umeå Teaterförening,
Riksteatern

JAN
FEB
Event and duration

2014

20 1 4
JA N

Space where the event takes place

Det är aldrig för sent för baletten
Theatre (until May 6)
Tantteatern

Fair City
Exhibition (until Feb 14)
Kulturverket

DE

C

FE

1

B

2

3

34
33

NO

V

Tantteatern
Theatre

NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

City Centre
Public Space

Midgårdsskolan
High School for Music, Dance,
Theatre and Media
Seniormässa
Fair for Seniors
PRO Västerbotten

32

Café Station
Cafeteria
Profilteatern
Theatre

Kulturväven

Grubb
Librar
Tegsbiblioteket
Library

31

Mar
Libr

Fair Ground
Concert
Kulturverket

OC T

Holmsundsbiblioteket
Library

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

Umeå Folkets Hus
Ersbodabiblioteket
Library

30
Ursäkta, skulle ni kunna svälta lite
tystare, vi försöker faktiskt skapa
lite ekonomisk tillväxt här borta!
Theatre
Profilteatern

28

Verket
Music Venue

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum

29
Umeå Stads Kyrka
Church

27

Sagateatern
Theatre

Väv 2014
Handicraft Fair
Västerbottens läns
hemslöjdsförening

City Library

Dragonens idrotts- och mässcentrum
Sports and Convention Center
Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria

P

Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park

SE

Broparken
Park

Umestan (outdoor)
Business Centre

26
25

Döbelns Park
Park

Bio i parken
Cinema
Tvåpunktnoll

Gropen Umedalen
Park

Activities organized by
municipal actants

Activities organized by
popular education associations

Hälje Gård
Farm

T3 Arena
Fotball Stadium

17

Ersbodaängarna
Park

Elektra
Opera
NorrlandsOperan

24
18

N

19

23

JU

AU

G

Activities organized by
democratic associations

Fair Opera
Student Opera
Kulturverket

22
21

Activities organized by
pther actants
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Opera i fårhuset
Opera (until Jul 16)
Hälje Gård
Jubileumskonsert
Concert
Visum

J UL

Activities organized by
the business sector

Shakespeare i Park’n
Theatre (until Jul 6)
Skuggteatern

20

Fair Game
Fotball Musical
Kulturverket

Staden – tolv textila gestaltningar
Exhibition
Textilmejeriet, Umeå Konstförening

1

UMEÅ 2014 OPENING/
BURNING SNOW
Opening Weekend

2

MIDVINTER JAZZ
Jazz Festival

ORGANISER
Umeå 2014 and others

ORGANISER
Umeå Jazzstudio,
NorrlandsOperan River Stories

SPACES
City Centre

SPACES
Studion, Umeå Folkets Hus

ACTIVITIES
Performances, Concerts, etc.

TICKETS/FEE
300 SEK

TICKETS/FEE
Free

3

BALKAN NEW FILM
FESTIVAL
Film Festival
ORGANISER
Folkets Bio and BaNeFF/
Justin Theatre Production

Tantflickans & Flicktantens dag
Lectures and Theatre
Institutionen för kultur och medier
vid Umeå universitet, TantForsk!
och FlickForsk!

MA

8

Plupp - sagodans
Dance
Balettakademien

R

7

TICKETS/FEE
80/150 SEK

FUNDERS
Umeå2014, Statens Kulturråd,
Nordiska Kulturfonden,
Konstnärsnämnden, Stiftelsen,
Svensk-danska kulturfonden,
SGC&LLLL

ORGANISER
Såhkie Umeå Sameförening

ORGANISER
Umeå Folkets Hus

ORGANISER
Föreningen Littfest

SPACES
Västerbottens Museum and
other places in the centre

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

TICKETS/FEE
1 day 370 SEK, 2 days 666 SEK

TICKETS/FEE
-

12 POINTS FESTIVAL
Jazz Festival
ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

16

2 DAYS IN UMEÅ
Youth and Music Festival
10
Fair Ground
Student Concert
Kulturverket

riehemsbiblioteket
rary

ORGANISER
Umeå Municipality
SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

TICKETS/FEE
Free

APR

11

13

FESTIVAL NORMAL
Theatre
ORGANISER
Challenging Power/
Ögonblicksteatern
SPACES
Ögonblicksteatern,
NorrlandsOperan
ACTIVITIES
Performances, lectures,
workshops, seminars
TICKETS/FEE
To be announced

FUNDERS
Umeå Kultur

FUNDERS
-

12

LÄNK
AMATÖRTEATERFEST
Amateur Theatre
ORGANISER
Riksteatern Västerbotten
SPACES
Sagateatern

17

KULTURNATTA
Cultural Night
ORGANISER
Umeå C
SPACES
City Centre, Umeå Folkets Hus,
and other
TICKETS/FEE
Free entrance to all events

13

SPRING FORWARD
Dance Festival

ORGANISER
Verket
SPACES
Verket

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

TICKETS/FEE
100 SEK/day, 260 SEK all days

18

MA
Y

Convoy
Collective Performance
Gunilla Samberg
Norrländsk Passion
Theatre
Västerbottensteatern,
Norrbottensteatern, Teater Barda
från Estrad Norr, Jämtlands läns
musik och teater, Scenkonstbolaget,
Teater Västernorrland, Giron Sámi
Teáhter

16

A CHORAL MIDSUMMER
NIGHTS DREAM
Choir Festival

ORGANISER
Lars A Persson and Umeå Kultur
SPACES
Umeå City Library, Umedalen
Skulptur
ACTIVITIES
Workshps and exhibitions

ORGANISER
Kammarkören Sångkraft
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan, Scandic
Plaza, Umeå Stads Kyrka
ACTIVITIES
Workshops, seminars, concerts,
open stage

ORGANISER
U x U Festival
SPACES
Nolia
ACTIVITIES
Concerts
TICKETS/FEE
995 SEK

23

24

UMEÅ FOTBOLLSFESTIVAL
Youth tournament

VISFESTIVAL HOLMÖN
Music

ORGANISER
Mariehems SK
SPACES
Nydala and other sport fields

27

28

SURVIVAL KIT FESTIVAL
Art

UMEÅ PRIDE
Queer Festival

ORGANISER
Forma Umeå Keramikförening
SPACES
Kulturmejeriet i Röbäck

ORGANISER
Queerförvaltningen
SPACES
To be announced

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, performances,
exhibition, open stage

ORGANISER
Survival Kit Umeå, Galleri
Verkligheten
SPACES
To be announced
ACTIVITIES
To be announced

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Lectures, seminars, exhibitions
TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

33

KAMMARMUSIKFESTIVAL
Chamber Music

UMEÅ JAZZFESTIVAL
Jazz Music

MOVE FILMFESTIVAL
Film

ORGANISER
Umeå Kammarmusikförening
SPACES
Västerbottens museum

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan,
Umeå Jazzstudio
SPACES
To be announced

ORGANISER
Folkets Bio Umeå
SPACES
Kulturväven

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, workshops
TICKETS/FEE
140 – 160 SEK/concert
JazzPass 380/440 SEK/day
2 days 750 SEK

29

ORGELFESTIVAL
Organ Festival
ORGANISER
Svenska Kyrkan i Umeå
SPACES
Mariakyrkan, Ålidhemskyrkan,
Umeå Stads Kyrka, Backens
Kyrka, Tegs Kyrka
ACTIVITIES
Concerts
TICKETS/FEE
Free entrance

32

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ORGANISER
Visum
SPACES
Holmön
ACTIVITIES
Concerts
TICKETS/FEE
200 SEK/concert,
All concerts 500 SEK

26

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, workshops

TICKETS/FEE
Members of a choir 250 SEK,
others 300 SEK

22

U X U FESTIVAL
Pop Music

ELDFESTIVAL
Music

31

19

THE NORDIC
WATERCOLOUR FESTIVAL
Art

14

15

14

PUNKFESTEN
Music Festival

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

21

12

9

ORGANISER
Rysk-Svenska Kulturföreningen
SPAS

FUNDERS/COLLABORATORS
Arts Culture Ireland, Norwegian
Embassy, Goethe Institut, Vestnork
Jazzsenter, Culture Ireland, EU

bebiblioteket
ry

8

LITTFEST
Literature Festival

TICKETS/FEE
100 SEK/day, 300 SEK all days

9

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Midgårdsskolan,
Norrlandsoperan

TICKETS/FEE
100–225 SEK/performance

HOUSE OF METAL
Music Festival

11

6

ORGANISER
Umeå Folkmusikförening

SPACES
Profilteatern

SAMISKA VECKAN
Sapmi Week

TICKETS/FEE
Free

5

ORGANISER
Profilteatern

RYSK TEMAVECKA
Russian Week

SPACES
Rådhustorget, Stadsbiblioteket,
Folkets Bio

4

7

ACTIVITIES
Film screenings
TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

5

UMEFOLK
Folk Music Festival

SPACES
Folkets Bio

FUNDERS
Eroupean Commission, Umeå
Municipality, Balticgruppen

6

4

HORROR AND ART
Theatre Festival

34

TICKETS/FEE
320–380 SEK
FUNDERS
Bilda, Umeå 2014, UPAB, Clarion
Collection

10

UMEÅ OPEN
GRAND SLAM
Music Festival
ORGANISER
Kulturföreningen Humlan
SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Hamnmagasinet, Klossen,
Tegskyrkan
TICKETS/FEE
100–700 SEK
FUNDERS
Balticgruppen,
Västerbottens-Kuriren, Umeå
Kultur

15

MADE
Music, Art, Dance, Etc.
ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

20

MIDLIGHT NIGHT TANGO
Dance
ORGANISER
Tango Norteño
SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Västerbottens Museum,
Bokcafé Pilgatan, Scandic Plaza
ACTIVITIES
Workshops, courses, dances
TICKETS/FEE
50 – 200 SEK/event,
All milongas 500 SEK

25

FURANS KULTURFESTIVAL
Culture for disabled
ORGANISER
Föreningen Furan, ABF
SPACES
Furans Hus Bullmark
ACTIVITIES
Concerts, dance, workshops,
exhibitions
TICKETS/FEE
200 SEK/concert,
All concerts 500 SEK

30

SAGOFESTIVAL
Fairytale Festival
ORGANISER
Kulturcentrum Barn och Unga
SPACES
Visiting school children,
ends in Kulturväven
ACTIVITIES
Telling
TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

POPUP GRAND SLAM
Pop Music
ORGANISER
Kulturföreningen Humlan
SPACES
To be announced
ACTIVITIES
Concerts
TICKETS/FEE
Unknown
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STANDPOINTS
MAKE MORE SPACE FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF CULTURE INSTEAD OF EXHIBITION
There already exists a lot of spaces for the
exhibition of (some people’s) cultural objects. We
need spaces that promote cultural production.

NEED OF SPACES FOR A LIMITED BUDGET
For a group to organize something and use a
space in Umeå Folkets Hus, NorrlandsOperan och
Kulturväven entails high costs. If there would be
spaces available for a lower cost, or in best case
for free, more people would be encouraged to
take risks and try out new things.
HIERARCHICAL ORGANISATION STRUCTURE
LEAVES THE CULTURAL ACTANTS WITH LESS
POWER OVER THE SPACES THEY USE
If the people using the spaces also have a responsibility and power over them they it is more likely
that they will take care of them and use them.

NEED OF SPACES WITH LESS CONTROL
AND REGULATIONS
Volunteer projects should be able to quickly
go from idea to realization.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SPONTANEOUS MEETINGS
Creativity, create something together is easier if it
doesn’t cost a lot of money and doesn’t require a
lot of planning.

DESIGN INPUTS
MEETING ROOMS ARE BORING AND NOT
ALWAYS THE MOST SUITABLE KIND OF SPACE
Although the extent of this project does not allow
a detailed study of the spatial qualities of the
spaces available for cultural actants, we can conclude that many of the spaces that are offered
have a ‘institutional’ character, for instance the
conference rooms of Folkets Hus. These are
usually not an inspiring environment and not ideal
for cultural activities. They often lack possibilities to store materials and equipment and have
limited adaptability. Other spaces like the main
stages and venues are very expensive to rent,
have limited availability and therefore have to be
booked well in advance.
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PART 1 / BACKGROUND

Kulturväven

Kulturväven is, as earlier mentioned, currently a construction project
initiated by Umeå municipality and the local real estate company
Balticgruppen. The aim to create a new meeting place for, what they
call, “cross-cultural meetings” in central Umeå. Kulturväven will house
activities that offer and attract citizens to create, explore and experience the culture and commerce in the city’s best location. Critics say
that the objective is not to highlight the existing cultural life of Umeå,
it is a project to show that the city is aiming to grow to the next step
in order to attract more investors, tourists and people moving
to the city.

The program of the building is described with the metaphor of a
gymnastics building for culture, the floor of a sports hall has many
different lines for different sports. Kulturväven will contain spaces
that are supposed to be able to house many different kinds of cultural
activities. Here the different associations are supposed to make guest
appearances, and thus show off the rich cultural life of the city for
residents and visitors. A key question is what cultures that will be able
to rent spaces in the building and under what conditions they will be
allowed to be there. It is likely that it becomes a showcase for some
of the already established cultural actants in the city and that the
involved private business are going to profit from it.
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MIKAEL ÖHLUND
Municipal Director
CEO Umeå Kommunföretag AB

BERTIL HAMMARSTEDT
Chairman on the board
CEO Infrastruktur i Umeå AB
CEO Umeå Vagnverkstad AB
CEO Umeå Badhus AB
CEO Hörnefors Företagscentrum

JONAS OLSSON
CEO Balticgruppen AB

BJÖRN JOHANSSON
Alternate member
CEO Balticgruppen Utveckling AB

KRISTER OLSSON
Founder of Balticgruppen

BOARD OF
VÄVEN I UMEÅ AB

BALTICGRUPPEN
50%

UMEÅ MUNICIPALITY
50%

VÄV E N I U M E Å A B

ACTIV
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GROUP ROOMS
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ERCIAL
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E
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HOTEL

FAIRYTALE ROOM

HOTEL

MULTI STAGE
MUSIC ROOM
MUSEUM OF
FEMALE HISTORY

ART WORKSHOP
CINEMA/AUDITORIUMS

FOOD WORKSHOP

DIGITAL WORKSHOP
PUBLIC STACKS

ART GALLERY

BOOK BUS
OFFICES
OFFICES

FOYER & CAFÉ
GARAGE
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E
VIC OW
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Space rented by the municipality

Space rented by Balticgruppen
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910 M SEK

700 M SEK

THE FLOOR THAT DISAPPEARED
There were extensive plans for Balettakademien to move into
Kulturväven. A space on the 5th floor of Kulturväven is discussed, plans are presented. Balettakademien will get a 5 %
increase of the rent. In total the organisation spends 28 working
days for their involvement in the planning, expenses that they
have to cover for themselves. In September 2012 they told that
Balettakademien can no longer be a part of Kulturväven. The
reason is confidential and since the municipality owns only half
of the company behind Väven documents and agreements can
not be publicly accessed. It is later revealed that the reson likely
can be that thee demolition of the stables next to Stora Hotellet, which would provide space for cultural fabric, had been
appealed and to not risk a long legal process the municipality
chose not to demolish the building and to instead redistribute
the surfaces within Kulturväven. Balticgruppen shall then have

CONSTRUCTION COSTS

claimed the surfaces that were meant for Balettakademien.

96 M SEK

OPERATION

81 M SEK

Initial
estimation

Revised
estimation

10 M SEK
Culture Committee Annual rent
Budget
existing library

Estimated cost for
Kulturväven in 2015
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LESS ACCESSIBLE
The existing library is located right next to the
main bus terminal in Vasaplan. The relocation of
the library to Kulturväven makes it less accessible
through public transport.

SHELL PRIOR TO CONTENT
The design of the building, by the Norwegian firm
Snøhetta, was decided before it was known what
activities actually would go into the building.

FEWER BOOKS THAN BEFORE
Less space for the library means that the amount
of books has to be reduced.

HIGHER PUBLIC COSTS
MORE PRIVATE PROFIT?
Worries has been raised about how the high costs
for Kulturväven are going to affect the cultural
budget of the municipality.
NO TRANSPARENCY
When the municipality is owning 50 % or less of a
business the priciple of openness can be circumvented, meaning that documents doesn’t become
public records.
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STANDPOINTS
CULTURE DOESN’T NEED MONUMENTS
The history has shown that the conditions can
change drastically as politicians are replaced, the
objectives change and new policies or budget
cuts are implemented.

ACESSABILITY AND OPENNESS
Cultural facilities should be readily available in
areas where people live, where it crosses a lot of
people and everyone should be able to do things
there when they feel like it.

DESIGN INPUTS
FLEXIBLE LOW COST SPACES THAT CAN
AFFORD MANY DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES,
CHANGE AND BE ADAPTED TO NEW NEEDS
The building should change as culture changes
as the interests of people and the ongoing discourses and urgencies changes.
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PART 2 /
Case Studies

The following case studies are examples of approaches
that substantially differ from Kulturväven, the culture
house presently being built in Umeå. The first is a concept
of a culture and community house that was tested by a few
municipalities during the sixties. The others are examples
of spaces run by different non-profit organizations in
various ways.
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Houses for Everything

Allaktivitetshus, in the sense it is described here, 24 were places that
would be open for everyone and allow for people to meet acres
different class and age groups. The concept was realized in some
Swedish municipalities between 1967–1971. 25 They were built up and
run by municipalities but were supposed to be grounded on direct
democracy and participation – decisions would be made in general
meetings – and more or less based on the principle of cost price,
meaning it was not for profit and everyone payed the actual costs for
things. The idea was initially to create new collective meeting places
for different cross-fertilizing activities, where everyone would feel
welcome.
With industrialization and the accompanying urbanization and emergence of social and labor movements that started to take place in
Sweden from the 19th century the demand for meeting places in the
cities grew. The strong nonconformist free church movement built
their religious venues and ”Folkets Hus” emerged as assembly halls
for the labor movement. In the mid-1940’s architect Uno Åhrén advocated for the need of what he called a ”Fritidscentra” (leisure centers)
in every neighborhood, with inspiration from the community centers
that started to be built in England in the mid 1930’s. There should be
one every area of the city in which it would be appropriate to form
a ’community’ in, to achieve a center for the shared interests of the
population, a point where the collective life in the area naturally converge, a stimulating place for various kinds of activities. He thought
that we have to seek to create such an environment in our communities, favoring people’s willingness to cooperate to form them as
awake and active citizens.” 23 This differed considerably from the traThe term has later come to be used to describe several functions, for instance day centers for seniors, creative
activities in youth centers or to denote autonomous occupied houses.

21

22

Eriksson, Mats. Artistic researcher at Malmö Konsthögskola. E-mail interview. 2014.

23

Fritidsvetarna. http://www.fritidsvetarna.com/2_Den_goda_narmiljon/Sociokulturella_centra.html
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ditional concepts of meeting places or community centers in Sweden
which, as two young social democrats then wrote, were intended
for: “some people [people in an association] certain nights of the
week, while in a complete Community Centre anyone, anywhere,
anytime can find space, where he can do any work, either individually
or in cooperation with others”. However, despite the support, for no
obvious reason, as it seems, the ideas of the ”Fritidscentra” ran out of
steam. 24
In the late sixties the political climate had changed, the modernistic
planning politics, spatially separating different functions of the city,
were strongly criticized by those who believed that people also need
opportunities to fill their free time with a social, cultural and political
life, and demands for new meeting places rose up again. 25 A handful
of Allaktivitetshus were founded by different municipalities, in Stockholm one was opened at Gamla Brogatan, Göteborg got Hagahuset and other examples are Aveny 18 and Farsta Allaktivitetshus. The
concept never got a larger breakthrough and the ones mentioned
here were all closed down around 1971-1972. A main reason for the
failure can possibly have been that the aim and the purposes were
unclear and the movement wes fragmented within itself, with people
on one side seeing the places as the base for a coming revolution and
other groups who only saw the houses as meeting places for different people. There didn’t seem to be a clear and conscious strategy
or methodology applied, making it difficult to establish a meeting
place for everyone. Conflicts arose between the autonomous and
democratic decision making and the different municipalities which
was critical agains the revolutionary voices and couldn’t accept all of
what was decided in the general meetings. Many of these places also
had a lot of trouble with homeless, older alcoholics, drug addicts and
youth with social or psychological problems, drug dealing and vandalism. More resources could have been put into the projects, but it
was not fully done, and the users felt overrun in the dialogue leading
to Hagahuset, Gamla Bro and Lundaförsöken being occupied when
they were about to be closed. Since then the idea of Allaktivitetshus
got the romantic autonomous image it has today, to demand demand
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Olson, Hans-Erik. Från sockenstuga till allaktivitetshus. Fria Tider. 2–2004. p. 20.

25

Olson, Hans-Erik. Från sockenstuga till allaktivitetshus. Fria Tider. 2–2004. p. 22.

a culture center, an Allaktivitetshus through occupation, as an utopian
project.
The construction of Kulturhuset, the cultural center in Sergels Torg,
Stockholm, containing library, theatre, cinema, exhibitions spaces,
could be interpreted as a way for the municipality to escape the
demands for culture for the people and places in the city where
everyone could meet. This form is top-down controlled and radically different from the idea of Allaktivitetshus and how they were
intended to be organized through the program. It can be conceived
more as a house for the art than a community center, providing a
concept for cultural distribution of various forms of artistic work for
a passive consumer of culture instead of making them into active
creators of culture. Mats Eriksson believes instead that Kulturhuset
stopped new grand attempts to create Allaktivitetshus, together with
not completely having supported the earlier ones, seeing them as failures, as a places for drug dealing and a place where social problems
were made visible and unwanted political ideas could take place.
Thus we can trace a lack of willingness to offer open meeting spaces
from governmental agencies point of view, a fear that it can fuel
opposing political ideas . We can also see that it can be fatal to not
have a clear vision, aim and direction when establishing a community centre or not being capable of communicating it, both externally and internally, risking that the project is not hijacked by groups,
political agendas or powers in motion. To cooperate with municipal
bodies may imply regulations, which should be discussed if they are
detrimental to the activities or not. A collaboration with the municipal
bodies is something that can provide benefits, including economical.
To entirely trust on municipal grants should be avoided, since different grants usually issued on one-year terms. That a grant has been
issued one year does not guarantee that it will be the next.
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Cyklopen, Self-Built Culture
Center in Stockholm
Cyklopen is a culture house and community center in Stockholm, that
to some extent resembles the concept of Allaktivitetshus but operates as a self-organized association that has built and is running the
center, thus being more autonomous than the Allaktivitetshus that
were realized ever were, as they were administered by the different
municipalities, which also led to conflicts.
Idea and Vision
Cyklopen is based on the idea that a movement needs infrastructure. The aim was a place where to escape the bureaucracy, if you
want to use municipal facilities in Stockholm, as many other municipalities, you are getting a long list of rules and regulations to follow,
which can take all the fun and joy out of an idea. You may have to
book the space long time in advance and it costs money. It can end
up being too complicated to make culture, so that in the end it’s not
fun anymore or exclude people who can not afford to take the cost.
Members of the group have described Stockholm as a machine for
homogenization, everything that is straggling or crooking must be
controlled and strengthened out, and it is therefore understandable if
creative people with visions and ideas doesn’t manage to go on. It is
easier to go into existing structures. With Cyklopen they want to offer
something different and strive for a directness from idea to implementation. 26 As such it is challenging the existing power structures
they feel are ”restricting” cultural production.
Process and Construction
The initial group behind Cyklopen was formed through occupations in
2003 when an abandoned television studios in Östermalm, in central
Stockholm, were occupied by people from different leftist groups
and a few homeless people. Inside they carried out construction

26

Andersen, Ivar. Cyklopen 2003–2013. 2013
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work, renovations and made the building inhabitable. They invited
the property owner to a dialogue, but the initiative was not appreciated and the occupants eventually got evicted and the building
was demolished to give way for a car parking. But among some of
the occupants there was a dedication to do something together and
under the group name Kulturmassakern (later a non-profit association
was formed with the less hostile name Kulturkampanjen) they were
looking for empty buildings around Stockholm and tried to negotiate
with the municipality for a space, but failed. Eventually they were suggested to build their own house, through a municipality official they
got to know that there was an empty plot in Högdalen, a suburb to
Stockholm, that they possibly could get. 27 It was an industrial site, that
stood empty and no businesses were interested in it. Kulturkampanjen bought shipping containers that were transported to the site and
used them as the framework for their construction which was organized as a collaborative effort, where decisions were made through
democratic processes, intendedly without hierarchies because of
previous construction experience, skills or knowledge. 28 Costs were
kept low by using cheap construction methods, harvesting materials,
knowledge and skills in the surroundings and through contact networks. A collaborative construction can make the group gain experiences, knowledge and establish a network of contacts, but it is also a
long and labor intense process and when everything has to be done
by voluntary efforts it is, as described by members of the group, not
easy to recruit workers, there was ”…a widespread skepticism about
our project, there were few who thought that we would actually build
a house. Many seemed to view it as a waste of time and effort to participate in a project that still would soon falter and die by itself”. 29
They believed that the political aims of the project would attract a
wide support from different leftist movements. Within the group
there were almost no experience of constructing a building before
they started, the same applied to the understanding of the workload
in different stages of the process. A lack of dialogue on responsibility and the division of labor led to major conflicts. Work groups with

27

Andersen, Ivar. Cyklopen 2003–2013. 2013
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Andersen, Ivar. Cyklopen 2003–2013. 2013. p. 60.
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Andersen, Ivar. Cyklopen 2003–2013. 2013. 60.
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different responsibilities in the construction had been made. And this
structure worked only ocassionally as there were varying perceptions
of how much time everyone should invest in the construction. A few
individuals in the group often ended up alone in the construction site
and felt betrayed by the other group members, while others felt pressured to be there.
Cyklopen, was inaugurated in September 2007. One year later the
building was completely destroyed in a fire when it suffered an artson
attack. The attack got a lot of attention in media, the group also got
support from Kulturhuset, the City of Stockholm’s culture house, that
organized a fundraising gala, and the group received some support
from cultural foundations and awards. All the attention attracted a
lot of new people to the association. Conflicts arose as the group was
not unanimous regarding how to proceed and what to do with the
money they had. Would their aim be to construct a new house again
or would they not bother to construct a new building and instead
invest in, for instance, an organic vegetable garden? The group was
not prepared to handle this situation and got stuck in a deadlock, a
democratic paralysis that some people got tired from and therefore
left the group. A majority of the members still in the group shall still
have been in favor of building up a new independent culture house
which became the new objective.
The municipality suggested a new plot in the same area, Högdalen,
but closer to the urban area, where they could build ”Cyklopen 2.0”.
To get a building permit was a considerable effort, the public bureaucracy was difficult, to develop a new zoning plan would cost
200 000–400 000 SEK, a process that can take up to 3–4 years
and then it can also be denied in the end. To get around this Kulturkampanjen was able to get a temporary building permit valid for five
years. Juridical help was also needed to get money from the insurance company. Members of the group estimated that during the
whole process up to 1 000 people participated in the construction of
the new building. 33 They considered themselves to be better organized, better in communicating, and say it was easier to recruit people
that could help out with the construction.
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Interview with members of the association Kulturkampanjen in Cyklopen. 2014-04-21
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Scaffolding
Circulation areas are going along
the facade and are constructed
of scaffolding that also keeps
the polycarbonate facade in
place, a cheap solution that also
was useful during the
construction process

Open kitchen
WC

Big doors
Allow for a truck to
reverse in to the building

Double height space
The balconies are used for
techinical equipment
during events

Ground Floor

Main Hall
Crowd heats up the spcace

Meeting Room/Bar

Second Floor
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Wooden Box
The second floor is
constructed as an insulated
wooden box, carried by
glue laminated beams,
offering 80 m 2 of heated
space for meetings and
smaller events

Library

Spaces
The new house has a higher standard than the previous one and
could be said to be more ”professional” it its execution. The aim was
that the finished building should be easy to use and house a broad
spectrum of activities in order to afford spaces for the visitors ideas,
there should be possibilities for concerts, clubs, sculpture workshops
or a car workshop for instance. Since what will be in the house is
not predefined the ground floor is a large, open and flexible space
without internal walls. The exterior wall and facade consists of translucent panels of polycarbonate plastic carried by a metal scaffolding
system. The scaffolding functioned as such during the construction
process and functions as circulation areas in the finished building. The
light wall enabled the group to construct a larger space to a low cost,
even though it lacks proper insulation. A heat pump keeps the temperature in the bigger space on a minimum of five degrees celsius,
and it reaches higher temperatures in the summer or at an event
when the room is full of people that heats up the air. Only the smaller
rooms on the upper floor are insulated, they consist of a wooden box
– that can accommodate up to 30 persons for meetings and seminars
– carried by glue laminated wooden beams also carrying the roof.
The different climate shelters for different activities to afford a larger
space is a sensible solution, a concept that can be found in the architecture of Lacaton-Vassal.
Organisation and Management
Cyklopen strives for direct democracy and that decisions should be
taken by those who are affected by them, and claim that they within
the group as far as it’s possible try to make consensual decisions. The
democratic process can sometimes be perceived as slow and cumbersome when there are diverging opinions and disagreements within
a group and, as described above, deadlocks can occur when it is difficult to agree. From personal experience, I have often felt that there in
a democratic organization may be a few individuals who are stronger
in expressing their opinions and their arguments during meetings and
gatherings while others are more difficult to express themselves, even
in a flat organization power structures are emerging almost organically. Ultimately the group can end up in risky situations where certain
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powers within the group will try to gain control over decisions, administration and economy, forming illegitimate power structures.
Today around 30 people are involved in the operation, there has
been a flux of people as most of them were not involved in the initial
occupations back in 2003 and the construction of the first building,
and some of the ones still left say that they have gotten tired of the
project and fatigued from the construction process and now would
like to see new talents to take over. 31 Perhaps has the construction
process been too much to handle for an association like this or could
it be that the project has ”stabilized” as the building has been completed and thereby lost some of its strength? I imagine that such
a stabilization process could be a big risk, making the interest of a
project cool down. Initially there was a vision and a threat against this
vision, when the first building was burnt down even more attention
was brought to the project, now the building stands where it is, and it
is what it is. In a way it appears as the focus has been on constructing
a house, and they have a finished building which they now don’t really
know what to fill it with. Even though the costs were kept low and the
construction work was carried out by voluntary workers the association has debts. It is still unclear whether the group will be allowed to
renew the temporary building permit or not.

31

Interview with members of the association Kulturkampanjen in Cyklopen. 2014-04-21
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Periods of transition are intensely contested. Like a great
mass teetering on an unstable footing, future directions and
momentum may be determined by small pressures one way
or the other. Mass mobilizations are not prerequisites for
impact. Right now and probably for the next few decades, we,
as individuals and as small groups, are players. The creative
administration of space–i.e. territory and architecture–is of
particular significance given the process of world-systemic
bifurcation, and the fact that space is the sphere in which
property rights are most concretely manifested.
To describe what Mess Hall is against such sociohistorical
conditions, with their attendant political urgencies, is to
suggest that Mess Hall, for all its humble effect, can be a
meaningful part of a tide, a current, a flow that moves in a
general direction. Being a conscious effort, this direction is a
chosen one, and therefore it is not inappropriate to confess
that Mess Hall is in its most abstract interpretation an ethical
project. Moreover, given the reality in which we operate
and the constellation of forces working against the simple
proposition of an open space available to a self-administered
public, it is impossible to understand Mess Hall without
considering its ethical dimension.
messhall.org
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Mess Hall, Experimental
Cultural Center in Chicago
Idea and Vision
Mess Hall was a neighborhood experimental cultural center in North
Chicago for visual culture, art, sustainable ecology and radical politics that was operating in an empty shop unit that was given for free
by the property owner between 2003–2013. The group had decided
not to adopt a recognized administrative form, and they opened their
doors whenever an activity presented itself and those proposing it
were able to take charge, whether it was about organizing exhibitions, performances, workshops, film screenings, concerts, brunch
potlucks, meetings, lectures or exchange of objects. Mess Hall was
functioning both as a space and the support structure for local interactions and exchanges to occur outside the commodified spaces. The
center was intended as a completely free resource for the community
and was not for economical benefit, preferring to redistribute temporary material and personal surpluses and to reinvest fees or any
occasional donations. Hence it ran on the generosity of those who
used it, grounded on what they called ”a culture of generosity”. There
were no regular opening hours but it opened for scheduled events
announced through an on-line calendar and mailing list. Therefore
people who wanted to engage with Mess Hall, local residents and visitors had to take some responsibility for finding out about events, you
couldn’t just turn up. 32
Organisation and Management
The first project of Mess Hall was for individuals to come together
and establish a working group that would coordinate the use of the
space. Mess Hall was run by an ever changing group of five to fifteen
people that were ”keyholders”, or caretakers, of the culture that was
created within the walls, responsible for their work, their relations
and also the way in which decisions are taken within the group and

32

Spatial Agency: Mess Hall, http://www.spatialagency.net/database/mess.hall
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with their collaborators. The term “keyholder” designates those who
actually carry a set of storefront keys at all times, with permanent,
unrestricted, and frequently exercised access to the space. Being a
keyholder also includes a number of responsibilities having to do with
sharing basic labors. For instance: making decisions about programming, cleaning the space, paying the utility bills, helping with publicity, buying, preparing, and sharing food. Thus, while wanting to be
a free space open for people to fill with activities, to some extent it
could be considered to remain a curated space in the interests of the
keyholders. Dan S. Wang describes his view of being a keyholder: …
it itself is a type of project different from all other Mess Hall projects:
collaborative, ongoing, cumulative, open-ended, regularly and sometimes intensely conflictual, profoundly social, simultaneously theoretical or even dreamy, while also concrete in the least glamorous ways
imaginable. Articulating what keyholder status is and means will be
a Mess Hall project for as long as Mess Hall lives. It is also a fundamental project, in the sense that its directions, successes, and failures
can easily affect all other Mess Hall projects.”33 Negotiations about
the aims and activities of the project were deliberately left open,
allowing all types of proposals, so that debate was frequent and, to
a certain extent, implies constant reconsideration of the organization’s purpose. 34 Disagreements within the group were caused by
many questions, most of them centered on specific decisions, such as
whether in some particular occasion objects could be put up for sale,
or how to confront people behaving disrespectfully on the premises
without renouncing their open-doors policy. 35
Sánchez de Serdio Martín refers to these in her analysis of Mess Hall:
”These debates are an example of the concretion of politics or, to be
more exact, of how politics challenges macro and micro hierarchies
because the overall implications are actively inserted into everyday
decision making. Consequently, there would be no way of carrying
out a project on spatial and social justice such as Mess Hall without
facing up to the same interrogatives internally on a day to day basis.”
Through how the group has organically come together, she explains
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http://web.archive.org/web/20130526224440/http://www.messhall.org/wimh.html
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Sánchez de Serdio Martín, Aida. Transducers: Collective Pedagogies and Spatial Policies.
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Sánchez de Serdio Martín, Aida. Transducers: Collective Pedagogies and Spatial Policies.
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MESS HALL ‘TEN POINTS’37
1. We demand cultural spaces run by the people
who use them.
2. We create the space to remix categories, experiment, and learn what we do not already know.
3. Mess Hall explodes the myth of scarcity. Everyone is capable of sharing something.
4. The surplus of our societies should be creatively
redistributed at every level of production and consumption.
5. Social interaction generates culture!
6. We embrace creativity as an action without
thought of profit.
7. We demand spaces that promote generosity.
8. Mess Hall insists on a climate of mutual trust and
respect - for ourselves and those who enter our
space.
9. No money is exchanged inside Mess Hall. Surfing
on surplus, we do not charge admission or ask for
donations.
10. Mess Hall functions without hierarchy or forced
unity.
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that some of the conflicts are discussed on the basis of prior understandings, of a shared social capital. ”This does not mean that disagreement is any the less, but it does suggest the importance of a
discursive framework and a regime of intelligibility when starting a
debate. In this process the power relations articulated and materialized in languages(s) (such as those causing the differences between
laymen and experts, or between teachers and apprentices) are fundamental. This is why, although there is ample margin for conflict, the
very fact of sharing a framework of common meanings and references is a basis facilitating the achievement of provisional and relative
consensus.”
Mess Hall was dependent on the arrangement with the landlord for
the project to survive, enabling it to be a completely free resource.
That the center closed in 2013 was a result of the building owner’s
decision to develop the building in a different direction. 36

36

http://www.chicagoartistsresource.org/announcements/experimental-cultural-center-mess-hall-closes-march-2013

37

Spatial Agency.
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Ungeren, Copenhagen
and the Strength of Fragility
The old youth house on Jægtvej 69 in Copenhagen was an important place for many youths and when it got sold by the municipality
and later demolished a storm of protests arouse. The Danish labour
movement originally constructed the building as one of the first
Folkets Hus in Denmark, but since the early 1980’s it was a legalized
squatting. The conflict about the youth house came to function as a
node for the resistance against the changes in the city, with gentrification and dismantling of the commons fueled by a ‘post-industrial’
urban planning. Demonstrations and riots followed after each other.
Karlsson38 describes how the movement around the house changed
as a result of the threat and the demolition of the building and how
people who had not been part of the Youth House before, while it still
existed, also felt obliged to act and to stand up for their objectives.
The conflict was about more than the struggle for a specific building.
Social movements exist, according to Karlsson, to protect the fundamental expressions of life and once they don’t need to be defended
anymore it also means the social movement is fading away.
As we could see the engagement around Cyklopen also grew
stronger as the first building was set on fire and the existence of the
group and the ideas were under threat. The conflicts and the threats
seem to be strengthening the groups, both are examples of public
commons in risk that are gaining a great support, they make people
volunteer and take their standpoint.

38

Karlsson, Björn. Kampen om Ungdomshuset: Formationen av kollektiva identiteter i en urban social rörelse.
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STANDPOINTS
FRAGILITY GIVES STRENGHT
An uncertainty of what the project can lead to
and the struggle for an insecure survival may
strengthen the project.

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSIBILITY
AND POWER
The control over a project should be spread in a
rhizomatic network can secure its continuation
and an unpredictable development.

AN ONGOING DISCUSSION ON THE AIMS
AND PURPOSES IS IMPORTANT
To not loose track of the main aims and ambitions
a discussion has to be kept alive to protect and
develop the ideas and ambitions.

THE SPACE AS A GENERATOR OF ACTIVITIES
To offer a space and infrastructure will itself
enable for new activities, meetings and ideas to
emerge. Through its affordance the space itself
will enable new things to happen.
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DESIGN INPUTS
COLLABORATIVE CONSTRUCTION
To build up something together is good for the
affinity towards the group, the distribution of
knowledge and skills as well as it enables the
group to afford more. A collaborative process sets
requirements for ease of construction and safety.
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Vehicle Architecture:
Ways to Escape Regulations
By discovering different mobile structures and their presence in the
city - caravans, mobile homes, street vendors – questions about
mobility and ways of regulations emerged. The intervention is an
exploration of the opportunities to circumvent regulations, to find
loopholes through mobile devices and speculate on how it could
affect the city. This to allow for more freedom and for the unexpected
to happen. Being mobile can potentially open up for new meetings
and reactions.
The intervention was a human-driven mobile house moving on the
biking paths. People that met the vehicle were invited to sit down and
have a coffee and a short conversation.

KEYWORDS Mobility, Illusion of Mobility/Misleading,
Change, Freedom, Loopholes, Attention, Interest,
Closeness, Distance
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Appropriation:
Making Space for Cultures
In the city there are always buildings that are empty awaiting new
tenants, uses or demolition. These are idle resources. “The Roundhouse” was once the workshop were locomotives underwent service.
Today the building is disconnected from the railway and abandoned.
The big halls with large foldable doors would be great for events. To
test the potential of the space I organized a small concert with food
and snacks for some fellow students.

KEYWORDS Idle Resources, Rebellious, Risky, Re-use,
Emancipating, Affinity, Exploration
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I N B J U D A N T I L L E N H E L K VÄ L L O M A U TO N O M A

KULTURHUS
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Umeå 2014, Kulturhuvudstadsåret har inletts. I spåren av
en investeringsboom, en förnyelse av centrumkärnan och
byggandet av en väv har många konflikter blossat upp i staden.
Konflikter som rört framtiden för Stadsbiblioteket, Sagateatern,
Verket, Balettakademien, Folkets Bio och Scharinska har
väckt frågor om vad staden och kulturen är, vilka de är till för
och vem som besitter makten och tolkningsföreträdet?
Umeå saknar idag ett autonomt, självstyrt kulturhus och den
pågående utvecklingen skulle kunna ses som ett tecken på
en ökad institutionalisering av kulturlivet. Ockupationer och
aktioner med krav på ett autonomt kulturhus har gjorts av
flera grupperingar tidigare i Umeås historia. Behövs det en
sådan plats i Umeå? Kan vi skapa en? Vad skulle den i så fall
innehålla? Vi inbjuder till en kväll där vi diskuterar dessa frågor
tittar på exempel på autonoma kulturhus från andra städer,
äter en lätt måltid och åtnjuter framträdanden olika former.
Vi möts torsdagen den 10:e april klockan 19:00 utanför
före detta Galaxen, Järnvägsallén 24 (nummer nio på
kartan ovan) för gemensam färd till platsen för mötet.
Skicka ett mail till tobias.westerlund@gmail.com om du tänker komma, så
att vi vet hur många vi blir. Meddela gärna om du kan du vill hjälpa till med
förberedelserna för mötet, spela musik under kvällen eller likanande?
Mötet är en del i ett projektarbete på masterprogrammet i direkt arkitektonisk
intervention vid Umeå Arkitekthögskola. Syftet med arbetet är att undersöka
de rumsliga förutsättningarna för det självorganiserade kulturlivet i Umeå mot
hypotesen att det framförallt är den etablerade kulturen som gynnas av ett
kulturhuvudstadsår. Hur kan de olika aktörerna kan stärka sin postition i staden?
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How are the ongoing
developments and
the new culture house
Kulturväven (1) affecting
the culture in Umeå?

INVITATION TO AN EVENING
ABOUT AUTONOMOUS
CULTURE HOUSES
Umeå is a city that currently lacks an
autonomous community center. Occupations
and campaigns calling for such a place have
been made by several groups earlier in
Umeå’s history. Do we need an autonomous
culture centre in Umeå? What would it
house? We invite you to an evening where
we discuss these issues, eat a light meal and
enjoy different different performances.
We meet on Thursday, April 10 at 19:00
outside the former Galaxen, Järnvägsallén
24, (number nine on the map above) for
a joint trip to the place of the meeting.
Send an e-mail confirmation to
tobias.westerlund@gmail.com if you
intend to come. Notify if you interested
in helping out with the preparation
for the meeting, play music, etc.
The meeting is part of a project in the
master’s program in Immediate Architectural
Intervention at Umeå School of Architecture.
The purpose of this work is to investigate
the spatial conditions for the self-organized
cultural life in Umeå against the hypothesis
that it is mainly the established culture
that benefits from Umeå being a European
Capital of Culture. How can the different
actants strengthen their postition in the city?

PART 3 / INTERVENTIONS

The Place for a Meeting:
Forming a Group Identity
Umeå is a city that currently lacks an autonomous community center.
Occupations and campaigns calling for such a place have been made
by several groups earlier in Umeå’s history. Do we need an autonomous culture centre in Umeå? What would it house? We invite you to an
evening where we discuss these issues, eat a light meal and enjoy different performances.
A letter with these sentences on a poster were sent out to four
email-addresses with a call to spread the word to people that could
be interested. The road crossing outside the building that once used
to house the venue “Galaxen” was set as the meeting point, for many
a symbolically important location for Umeå’s cultural life. Around
25 people showed up, many of them active in different cultures and
groups. From there we walked to the (not mentioned) location where
the discussion would take place.
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The space was set with six adjacent tables covered with a red cloth in
the middle of the room together with a mismatch of chairs. The tables
had been collected from a nearby dumpster and the chairs was found
on site. Three light bulbs set the focus and almost made the surroundings to disappear.
We presented ourself for each other and a few had been asked
to hold a short presentation about earlier experiences. After the
meeting many of us decided to keep in contact through social media
and organize meetings to plan events.
The ambition is that it should be easier to make culture. In the recent
years there has been a development towards an even stronger institutionalization of the culture in Umeå, as affordable self-run venues
like Verket and Sagateatern are being disregarded and the municipality is investing in landmark project. The spaces offered are too
expensive, have to be booked and are institutional and regulated. We
want to work for the creation of other kinds of spaces, the ones that
we’re missing in Umeå, we want places that are self-organized, dem-

KEYWORDS Sharing, Engagement, Affinity, Desire,
Interconnecting, Networking, Symbolic, Exciting,
Uncertainty, Opportunities, Organization
ocratic, and open for many different forms of cultures and people. A
dynamic place where we can meet under better conditions. The aim
is to organize a culture festival open for everyone that is interested to
participate to make and take part of. The festival can contain theatre,
meetings, concerts, games, poetry, film screenings, flea market, gardening, cooking, sports, skateboarding, dancing, workshops, painting
and much more.
At the point of the deadline for this Master Thesis project an overview
schedule has been made for the planning and construction. The work
for the festival is now in a stage where we are formulating our visions,
making up ideas of activities and listing the infrastructures that we
are going to need. A fundraising event is soon being held at Verket to
get money for the necessary equipment. This intervention has got a
life of its own and will now continue outside the Thesis framework.
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PART 3 / INTERVENTIONS

Modular Systems:
Making Flexible Spaces
The making of the modular systems is an exploration of directness
and collaborative creation of space. A simple piece made of plywood
becomes a clip to connect banana boxes with in order to modulate a
wall or a shelf unit. The construction is quick and easy and the materials can be harvested for free.
The triangular system is based on 45x45 mm timber and planks,
which can be replaced by other materials depending on what is available or found. The triangular shape is formed by cutting the edges in
30 degree angles. Heights and widths can be variable. A stand, stage
or a stair, for instance, can be made by connecting different pieces
together.
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KEYWORDS Adaptability, Addition, Change, Possibilities,
Open-ended, Sharing, Generosity, Temporality, Uncertainty,
Risk, Fragility, Identity, Ease of Construction, Re-use
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PART 3 / INTERVENTIONS

The Importance of Food

In collaboration with Josep Garriga and Ibrahim Mehmood I was
involved in the organization of an outdoor dinner event that included
the construction of a kitchen, floor and benches. It was an informal
business event for two collaborating companies, the system consultant firm Revenues AB and Balticgruppen.
The assignment was to create a special dinner, unlike the ordinary
restaurant experience, and to make not only the space for the dinner
but also compose the menu and cook the food. The conditions were
that one of the companies, Revenues, would pay the expenses for
the food, material for construction and transportation. This was an
opportunity both for a spatial intervention and to build a kitchen to
keep and use for other purposes in the future.
The design of the kitchen unit is based on the dimensions of a regular
plywood board. The plywood boards are carried by two timber
beams. One of the long sides is covered and the other has doors and
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KEYWORDS Affordance, Sharing, Synergy, Infrastructure,
Definition of Space, Food as Unifying Nominator,
Construction, Logistics, Right of Public Access
drawers. A sink and a tap with a hand pump are mounted on the top.
The unit has been coated with a hard wax oil.
The self-built kitchen enables the cooking to take place on site as a
performance. The floor defines a space which contrasts the green
nature surrounding it. Everything is dimensioned to fit in a standard trailer that you can rent for a small amount of money at a regular
gas station. Food naturally binds people together, to share a dinner
means to spend some time in a company, opening for discussions,
small talk and for people to get to know each other.
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PART 4 /
Speculations
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PART 4 / SPECULATIONS

The Potential (of)
Common Spaces
This research has been searching for openings and possibilities
for cultures to take other forms and spaces in possession within
the city. One of the main research questions were ‘how can we
produce spaces and conditions that allow for more independence
and freedom for the involved actants but also provide increased
opportunities for other people to engage in the construction/
production of commons and contribute to the cultural life of the city?’
The project made me question the concept of culture in itself and
whether it is something that can (or should) be accommodated in
a fixed built form. Many of the spaces for culture that exist and the
ones being built in the city praise the cultural object (in certain cases
the architecture as object as well) and their function appears to be
different than to see to people’s creative needs. Therefore I would
want to propose to shift the focus towards spaces that make people
into creators, that enable new social contexts and meanings.
In the following pages I present a speculation of how such a project
might take form. It shows an idea of how, through small interventions,
it is possible to turned an existing, unused building into something
enriching for the urban environment. It should not be considered as
a final design but as a speculation and illustration of a set of ideas
that could coexist on the site. More important than the architectural
form is the organizational structure that is needed for the viability of
the project. I imagine a group of people that have gathered for one
common purpose, to create better conditions for cultures, to enable
them to grow better, bigger and wider.
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EMPTY BUILDINGS IN UMEÅ

Empty Gas Station
Preem
Old Farmhouse
Lerstenen
To be demolished
Thulehuset, Shop Units
Norrporten
To be demolished

Train Roundhouse
Jernhusen/Umeå Municipality
Empty Shop Unit
Housing Association
Office Buildings
Balticgruppen

Abandoned House
Private

Ålidhem School
Umeå Municipality
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Could some of the empty buildings in Umeå be converted into spaces
for cultural activities for a limited time while they are awaiting redevelopment or new uses? I contacted Balticgruppen asking about their
empty office buildings in the centre, the future uses of them and the
possibility to make a deal to rent one of the spaces for a limited time
for a subsidized rent. They replied:
Our property business began in 1987 when we acquired Umedalen Menal
Hospital, the artist Nic Langendoen became our first tenant and he is still
present there with some of his works in the old “mortuary”. Other artists
have over the years rented studio space at Umedalen as music producers
and gallery owners.
Balticgruppen is continually working to develop its properties in Umeå
and in this work there may be periods when the individual objects may
be empty. Even if a property is empty it does not mean that it can be
rented out. Plumbing, electricity and other elements of the interior environment may be flawed, the property may be considered for demolition or remodeling. The properties you mention are all examples of this.
At the same time, it means a very great responsibility to rent a property, and to quickly set it in order for a tenant can be costly. Premises
for community citizens’ own activities is primarily a matter for the local
authority to deal with, but we are always open to dialogue if the municipality has a need for it.
Håkan Martinell
CEO Balticgruppen Fastighet AB
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I had previously been trying to get in touch with Jernhusen, the
owner of the empty roundhouse by the railway. When a news article
was published in the newspaper this spring saying that the municipality had bought up land around the railway from Jernhuset to build
parking garages and a new bus terminal on the south side of the rail
I emailed the City Chief Executive Mikael Öhlund asking if the area
north of the railroad where the roundhouse is located was included
and if there were any concrete plans for that area. He replied briefly:

Hello!
It is included. There are no concrete plans for the roundhouse yet. / MÖ
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The building were trains once underwent maintenance has a peculiar
form and is located close to the central station and the city centre.
Empty and now owned by the municipality, with an uncertain future it
offers great opportunities. The challenge is to make the municipality
agree on such a deal, but let’s imagine that there would be a widespread support for the idea among the citizens and that the municipality would feel the pressure to allow for some things to happen.
It wouldn’t have to cost anything for the municipality to rent out the
space for cultural activities or, even better, letting it out for free.
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FIRST SPECULATION
There are two different approaches to deal with the building presented here. The first one is based on an idea that a part
of the building consists of dwellings and the rest is a shared
space with opportunities for cultural activities and events. The
program allows the parts of the buildings closest to the large
foldable doors to be the most public space and the other side
would become the private part with dormitories. Here a number
of people with different backgrounds, life situation and needs
could live and benefit from sharing spaces with each other,
encouraging encounter, social exchange and collaboration.

SHOWER & WC
KITCHEN

SAUNA

GARAGE DOORS
RAIL TRACKS

OFFICE

WORKSHOP PITS

LIVING ROOM

OFFICE
SHOWERS & WC
STORAGE
CHANGING ROOM

1 EXISTING RESOURCES
A fully equipped and functional kitchen, toilets, changing rooms, showers and even a sauna are already at
place, in good condition and can be used as they are.
The large halls with railway tracks give the building its
character and have a lot of potential. The short wall
consists of large garage doors and can be almost
completely opened.
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GARAGE DOORS

SMALL EVENTS

A2

PPROPRIATING

The central location and the particular spatial features
of the roundhouse makes it a nice setting for cultural
events such as concerts, performances or exhibitions.
Surfaces are rough, hard and durable. There are no
close neighbors that can be disturbed by noise.
Furniture and some material can be found inside the
building. There is currently no heating and no water,
the electricity is working.

INFLATABLE ROOM

MOVABLE DANCE FLOOR

A3

DDING THINGS

A deal is made with the property owner. With legal

“FLYTTBLOCK”

access to the space movable objects are constructed
and taken to the site, enabling new activities. E.g. a
dance floor or an inflatable room. When the water is
switched on more organised public events can take
place. The small offices can be used as bedrooms is
some of the participants need a place to stay.
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MOVEABLE STAGE ON TRACKS
WC

MOVEABLE STUDIOS ON TRACKS

4 ROOMS-ON-RAILS
Studios on wheels are built. They can be moved on the
existing rails inside the building and 4-5 meters outside
it. A moveable stage makes one of the workshops in to
a concert venue and can also be used for outdoor
concerts. Guest toilets are added, the since before
existing wc’s in the annex building is now only used by
the people creating the space and their collaborators.

DORMITORIES

5 DORMITORIES
A community kitchen inside one of the workshops
makes cooking and eating a public activity. In the
evenings it becomes a bar. In parrallel with the curving
north-east facing facade a double wall is built out of
wooden boards. It functions as a sound barrier and
storage space. The space behind the wall is then
divided up into dormitories which can be adapted to
the specific needs of the dwellers.
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COMMUNITY KITCHEN

BICYCLE PARKING

DORMITORIES

AUDIENCE PLATFORM

E6

XPANDING

When it is needed the dormitories are expanded in to
the next workshop. One hall is inhabited by people
who require silence during the dark hours, while the
other one can be more liberated in that sense.
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SECOND SPECULATION
The other approach focuses on cultural production and how existing cultures and groups
could appropriate the building to create
a different kind of culture house.
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IDEA AND CONCEPT

By using the existing infrastructures that already
can be found in the building and adding a few strategic interventions the building will be able to
afford great opportunities for many different activities. Mobile devices can run along the rail tracks in
the main halls, making it easy to adapt and change
the function and division of the spaces. Everything
can be self-built, adapted and repaired in collaborations by the users themselves. The building could
function as a base for organizations that today are
in need of spaces, for instance Verket and different
organizations active in Sagateatern, and at the same
time have plenty of space left for new initiatives.

WC
GUEST ROOM

PROGRAM THAT ALLOWS FOR
MANY SIMULTANEUS ACTIVITIES

WORKSHOP

PERFORMANCE
REHEARSAL/
MEETING ROOMS
DRESSING
ROOM

USING THE EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE
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ACTIVITY
SPORT
KITCHEN
LOUNGES
SEMINARS
FILM

MOVIE SCREENING AND
CHILDREN’S THEATRE

SKATEBOARD COMPETITION

OUTDOOR CONCERT

LITERATURE FESTIVAL
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LIST OF INTERVENTIONS

FIXED DEVICES

Skateboard Ramp containing a Community Kitchen
Plywood boards on a wooden framwork
floor-to-ceiling windows on both sides of the kitchen

INFRASTRUCTURES

Outdoor Platform
with power outlets

MOBILE DEVICES

Kitchen Unit and Bar
with sink and gas stove (see p. 122)

FURNITURE
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Modular Furniture System

Film Room and Space Dividers

“Backstage Wall” with Workshop and Storage Spaces

Steel Scaffold and Fabric Curtains

Steel Scaffold and Translucent Polycarbonate

New Doors and Stairs

Fixed Stage

east facade

docking with mobile stages

Mobile Sands

Mobile stages

running on existing rail tracks

running on existing rail tracks

Other Equipment
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PART 4 / SPECULATIONS

Conclusions

There are urgencies about the commons in the city which are being
threatened, disappearing or overregulated. Through my explorations
I have found a willingness to act and do something, to take part and
to volunteer, among people that I have met during the project. We
see the necessity of ‘alternative’ spaces in a place like Umeå which
is uniform, clean and organized, lacking undefined, uncontrolled and
unregulated spaces. There are not a lot of places where you can just
‘do things’, where experiments and the unexpected are allowed to
emerge and the climatic conditions limit the possibilities to perform
activities outdoors.
There are examples in other cities where democratic non-profit
organizations have been able to make deals with municipalities or
private property owners to create their own space. We can conclude that a wide public support and a strong organization can be
crucial to convince governing politicians and officials.. There has to
be a clear aim and purpose to strive towards and an ongoing discussion around the main objectives, and there should be a distribution of
power and control to prevent manipulation.
A single place that articulates and holds all the activities as well as
the real and symbolic capital, can become too strong and central.
It runs the risk of creating the conditions for a too established and
stable entity to solidify. Instead, I imagine a network of interconnected spaces, times and activities around the city that can preserve
certain instability, openness and lack of definition. This could be an
antidote against stagnation, manipulation and neutralization.
Just as important as creating the spatial conditions and supports, or
maybe even more important, is to establish contacts between different actants, share resources infrastructures, ideas and visions, and
put them to work in order to create alternative forms of organization.
What kind of spatial assets do they already have access to or own?
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Someone’s basement can become a concert venue. In a discussion
with a friend we talked about a potential intervention that could be a
tour of basements, living rooms, garages, sheds etcetera that could
be used for cultural production and events. Built on people’s generosity and sharing.
‘Would this be architecture?’ one could ask. Some might question
whether the speculative designs presented in this project can be
regarded as architectures? During my five year long study period, and
in particular during the last two years in the Laboratory of Immediate
Architectural Intervention, my understanding of the term architecture
has shifted. To ‘architect’ concerns the redistribution of materials and
non-material things, to establish new forms and relations. Instead of
focusing on the architectural object architects should be concerned
with the effects of what they are making. Buildings or the appearance of buildings should not be seen as the only viable solution to the
worlds problems. There already exists a lot of buildings and resources
that we can learn to see in different ways. What matters is what our
actions are producing, what the architecture can afford and how it
relates to context and time. In relation to the topic and the site of my
thesis project I don’t find it relevant to propose a new building at this
point.
I don’t believe in the architect as a mastermind, someone able to
come up with the solution to any problem, or a genious designer able
to find the most articulate of shapes. I see the architect as a mediator
with a wide array of skills which makes him or her a competent coordinator in projects and problem solving in many societal issues. To be
able to do this the architect has to reach out, be present in the sites in
which he or she is going to intervene and research relevant topics.
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The matters of concern that were put forward in the hypothesis, Volunteering, Sharing, Construction and Management, have not been
developed in the scope that was initially intended, but they are in
various ways dealt with in the different topics. The interventions that
I’ve made have managed to engage people, to make them participate and volunteer, share their time and knowledge. Through the case
studies I have learnt more about different ways of management and
organization. The work on these issues at a theoretical level could be
developed further in the future.
My ambition is now to proceed with the work in the city and continue
taking part in what can be considered as the extension of one of my
interventions. Hopefully it is going to have lasting impacts in the city.
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designed by COBE in Nørrebro, Copenhagen.
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to take root. The premises also became important in the
sense that there was somewhere to rehearse, and then the
concerts could be attended by several hundred persons.

groups held rallies and public meetings. In September 2013,
a few days after the public was informed through a press
release, the municipality demolished the elevated gathering
place. According to municipal officials it was because of the
water pipes and electricity cables that were needed for the
newly constructed Utopia mall, though it was later revealed
that they were planned and budgeted to go around
Apberget. During a meeting with the municipality in May
2013 the property owners shall have stated that Apberget

the organisation spends 28 working days for their involvement in the planning, expenses that they have to cover for
themselves. In September 2012 they told that Balettakademien can no longer be a part of Kulturväven. The reason is
confidential and since the municipality owns only half of the
company behind Väven documents and agreements can
not be publicly accessed. It is later revealed that the reson
likely can be that thee demolition of the stables next to
Stora Hotellet, which would provide space for cultural
fabric, had been appealed and to not risk a long legal
process the municipality chose not to demolish the building
and to instead redistribute the surfaces within Kulturväven.
Balticgruppen shall then have claimed the surfaces that
were meant for Balettakademien.

disturb any neightbors, but is difficult to reach by public
transport and there are no other activities in the area that
can help to attract people.

performances in theater, music, dance, lectures and
workshops. The low rent (500 SEK per m ) has contributed

the street Rådhusesplanaden as a commercial street. It was

said that the library building constituted a "dead front"

FOLKETS BIO

LESS

municipality has a policy saying that it should not

What happens with spaces for culture when the

THE MUNICIPAL POLICY TO OWN
PROPERTY IS AN ISSUE

cuts are implemented.

objectives change and new policies or budget

change drastically as politicians are replaced, the

The history has shown that the conditions can

RISKY FOR CULTURAL ACTANTS TO DEPEND
ON THE MUNICIPALITY

threathened.

OBSERVATION

Haga district with 54 seats. The building is owned by Umeå

association that since 1973 runs a small movie theatre in the

Folkets Bio (The People’s Cinema) is a member driven

8

planned for 2015.

built while awainting a renovation of the square that is

spot occupied by youngsters. Temporal solutions have been

they wanted the podium removed refering to it as a dirty

he represents “the silent majority” of the public and that

Assembly, Lennart Holmlund, has said in an interview that

owners rather than the public. The Chair of the Municipal

thus the municipality has been accused for favouring shop

people passing along the pedestrian street Kungsgatan,

and shops located behind, being an obstacle for the flow of

own any property except where its core activi
ties are held? Ultimately the cultural life in Umeå
- is

STANDPOINTS

used by Umeå Teaterförening and other cultural actants for

towards the street that reduced retail opportunities.

20 years has functioned as a theatre stage. The theatre is

relocation of the library from its current location to open up

2

6

Umeå Teaterförening is renting an old cinema that for over

Trade Federation) has for several years lobbied for a

SAGATEATERN

they would like to sell the premises in the future.

have their core activities, therefore it is not unlikely that

municipality's aim is not to own buildings where they do not

mien still rents the spaces on a short term contract. The

location in the city and a low floor area ratio. Balettakade-

construnction in an adjacent block. The site has a central

would still need more studios. A new bath house is under

Balettakademien is satisfied with the refurbishment but

The organisation Umeå C and Svensk Handel (Swedish

undergoing a renovation.

Scharinska Villan is still under municipal ownership and is

restaurant and also spaces for the Scharinska venue.

Vasaskolan to house a guitar museum, music shop, bar,

revealed plans of a new music house in the building known

Scharinska villan”. In december 2012 the municipality

arouse under the slogan “We do not support 2014 without

concert activities were destroying it. A storm of protests

considered to be of high historical value and that club and

antiquarian for not taking care of the building which is

Administrative Board (Länsstyrelsen) and the county

to the municipality getting a reprimand from the County

ka Villa also needed vast and expensive renovations leading

municipality does not have its core activities. The Scharins-

2012 since it’s the aim to not own any buildings in which the

The Municipality intended to sell Scharinska Villan back in

SCHARINSKA

as Galaxen there were possibilities for the hardcore culture

forum, with a symbolic location in the central square, where

Balettakademien will get a 5 % increase of the rent. In total

building is located relatively remote, thus not risking to

4

important for the cultural movement and through a centre

a public commons, a meeting place and a democratic

floor of Kulturväven is discussed, plans are presented.

demolish the house and build a high-rise on the plot. The

The old gymnastics building has now been renovated and

centers (Fritidsgårdar) around Umeå. The space became

Apberget (the monkey mountain) was for over 20 years as

the municipality and Balticgruppen. A space on the 5th

area. It is a temporary contract and the owner wants to

should be removed, as it was considered to block the area

Before Galaxen concerts took place at the municipal youth

The place that popularly has come to be known as

activities. A work group is formed with Balettakademien,

APBERGET

7

condition and doesn’t have enough studios for their

GALAXEN (1990’S)

contract from the municipality. It is, at the time, in quite bad

9

gymnastics building, “the pink house”, on a short term

house is a former sports club office in a former military

providing any spaces.

can become disastrous if the municipality are not

tural associations like Verket, instead referring that
it is the municipality’s responsibility, therefore it

not interested in renting out their facilities for cul -

As it appears most private property owners are

SOME CULTURAL ACTANTS NOT WANTED AS
TENANTS BY PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS –
OTHER SOLUTIONS NEEDED

quarter of the size of the old building.

Galaxen with Hamnmagasinet in a venue that is only a

the municipality decided to move the activities and merge

Galaxen was numerous times threatened of closure. In 1999

ences and socialize with each other.

similar interests and values could meet, exchange experi-

and it became a central spot in the city where people with

to evolve. Good facilities that filled its purpose was offered

be seen as a contributing element which helped the culture

The movement was not only bound to Galaxen, but it could

Center, now known as Folkets Hus was completed in 1986.

called "Folkets Hus" until the new Culture and Community

People's movement, which was active in the premises, then

building that housed Galaxen was built in the 1930's by the

borders of Umeå. Galaxen was run by the municipality. The

music venue Galaxen became known far beyond the

bands were big internationally and community centre and

greatest bands in the genre of hardcore. Several of the

Umeå was in the mid-1990s the city in Sweden that had the

culture house, Kulturväven. Balettakademien rents an old

new building.

the library has to reduce the number of books to fit in the

by bus. Worries have been raised about the costs and that

purpose and the location is excellent and easily accessible

premises of the library are adequate and fulfill their

new culture house. The opponents argue that the current

at Vasaplan, a square where all local busses stops, to the

2011 to relocate the central library from its current position

Despite many protests the Cultural Committee decided in

2

services, road maintenance , social services etc.

expenses, for instance healthcare, education, social

rest of the cultural budget or other parts of the city

fears have been that the project will negatively affect the

budgeting has been unclear from Umeå municipality. The

Kulturväven will be expensive to run and information about

cities, raise their international profile, boost tourism

and give new vitality to the cultural life. The Cultural

investors, tourists and people moving to the city.

show that the city is aiming to grow in order to attract more

objective is not to highlight the cultural life, it is a project to

about the content. The opponents say that the main

building was designed already before a decision was made

collaboration with White Architects and the shape of the

the renowned Norwegian architectural office Snøhetta in

the cultural actants in Umeå. The building is designed by

and that doesn’t seem to be based on any requests from

of a landmark with the purpose to “put Umeå on the map”

that Kulturväven is a “prestige project” and a construction

largest private property owner, Balticgruppen. Critics mean

restaurants and food shops and two hotels run by Umeå’s

commercial spaces in the form of an indoor square with
renting from the real estate company Lerstenen. The

they are interested in taking part in the planning of the new

library, a museum of female history, a black box, and
building from the municipality that the municipality is

are renting facilities owned by the municipality, asking if

that they were not a desireable tenant for most of the
get a deal with the municipality. Verket now rents a

from the municipality, by then calling all organisations that

space for their activities, which they interpreted as a sign

building on the site.

to demolish the theatre and build a high-rise residential

property owners in the city. Eventually they managed to

structure. The organisation had difficulties to find a new

city's best location - right next to the river.

Kulturväven will house public functions such as the new city

in their activities. In 2010 Balettakademien recieved a call

shops and offices in a new tower on top of the existing

explore and experience the culture and commerce in the

“cross-cultural meetings” in central Umeå. Kulturväven will

house activities that offer and attracts citizens to create,

adult education. Around 2 000 young dancers are involved

owner decided to expand the block with 13 500 m2 of

pen, with the aim to create a new meeting place for

BALETTAKADEMIEN

sitetet whcich is an organisation for culture and popular and

5
Balettakademien started in 1969 and is a part of Folkuniver-

VERKET

facilities on Västra Strandgatan in 2013 when the property

3
The autonomous music venue Verket was kicked out of its

KULTURVÄVEN

municipality and the local real estate company Balticgrup-

1

A project currently under construction run by Umeå

the event is a valuable opportunity to regenerate

hip”.2 In addition, they claim, studies have shown that

together and to foster a feeling of European citizens-

celebrate the cultural ties that link Europeans

the richness and diversity of European culture, to

European Commission, ”set up in order to highlight

initiative (ECOC) is, according to the definition by the

Culture for 2014. The European Capitals of Culture

Sweden and Riga, Latvia, as the European Capitals of

The European Commission has designated Umeå,

want to live in.

like for who the city is built and what city we actually

other cases so rapid that it inevitably raises questions

developments are not immediately apparent and in

bound to people, society and cultures. Sometimes the

ongoing processes including a multiplicity of spaces

The city is a complex assemblage of things and

of Culture

€

Other organisation

Business/Private
property owners

User organised spaces,
democratic associations

Popular education associations

Municipal Spaces
Total Area, scale 1:1000

Backens kyrka
Church

Umeå Konstskola
Art School
Umedalens bibliotek
Library
Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park
ABF Musikhuset
Music Studios

Galleri Andersson Sandström
Art Gallery

The Struggles for Common Spaces

un-capitalized culture

Grubbebiblioteket
Library

Böleängskyrkan
Church

Grisbackakyrkan
Church

Tegsbiblioteket
Library

Hamnmagasinet
Youth Centre

City Library

Glashuset
Kulturväven

Ersboda Skatelokal
Indoor Skate Park

8

2
9

3

Ålidhemskyrkan
Church

Aula Nordica
Auditorium

5

10 11

4

13 14 15 16

7

1

Mariakyrkan
Church

Ersbodabiblioteket
Library

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

Ersboda Folkets Hus

12

6

Mariehemsbiblioteket
Library

Musik- & Danshuset
Adult Education
Ersbodakyrkan
Kedjans aktivitetscentrum Church
Youth Centre

Galleri Alva
Art Gallery

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum

Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria
NBV Musikhuset
Music Studios
Bildmuseet
Museum of Modern Art

Umeå Stads Kyrka
Church

Umeå Folkets Hus

Folkets Bio
Cinema

Galleri Verkligheten
Art Gallery

Tantteatern
Theatre

Balettakademien
Dance Studios

NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

Stallet
Music Studios

Verket
Music Venue

Profilteatern
Theatre

Sagateatern
Theatre

Tegskyrkan
Church

Ögonblicksteatern

Ordenshuset (IOGT)
Temperance Movement

Dragonens Idrotts- och Mässcentrum
Sports and Convention Centre

Västerslättskyrkan
Church

Midgårdsskolan
High School for Music, Dance,
Theatre and Media

DISTRIBUTION OF
CULTURAL SPACES
IN THE CITY

Umeå Konstskola
Art School

1

In this case “Cultural Production” refers to places and situations
where common people, and not exclusively professionals, are taking
part in the creative work. The diagram is based on a subjective
assesment and should not be interpreted too literally

ABF Musikhuset
Music Studios

Kedjans aktivitetscentrum
Youth Centre

Ersboda Skatelokal
Indoor Skate Park

Hamnmagasinet
Youth Centre
Age 15–25

Balettakademien
Dance Studios

NBV Musikhuset
Music Studios

Stallet
Music Studios

Musik- & Danshuset
Popular Education Assoc.
Fabriken Sensus
Popular Education Assoc.

CULTURAL
PRODUCTION 1

DISTANCE FROM
CITY CENTRE

SPACES FOR PRODUCTION AND EXHIBITION RELATIVE TO LOCATION

Midgårdsskolan
High School for Music, Dance,
Theatre and Media

Klossen
Culture House
Popular Education Assoc.

Verket
Music Venue

Sagateatern
Theatre

Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria

Ersboda Folkets Hus

City Library

Kulturväven
(under construction)

Ersbodabiblioteket
Library
Umedalens bibliotek
Library

Ögonblicksteatern

Tegsbiblioteket
Library

Galleri Alva
Art Gallery

Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park

EXHIBITION
OF CULTURE

Glashuset

NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

Aula Nordica
Auditorium

Galleri Andersson Sandström
Art Gallery

need spaces that promote cultural production.

exhibition of (some people’s) cultural objects. We

There already exists a lot of spaces for the

MAKE MORE SPACE FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF CULTURE INSTEAD OF EXHIBITION

Bildmuseet
Museum of Modern Art

STANDPOINTS

Umeå Folkets Hus

Folkets Bio
Cinema

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum

Tantteatern
Theatre

Profilteatern
Theatre
Galleri Verkligheten
Art Gallery

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

Grubbebiblioteket
Library
Mariehemsbiblioteket
Library

Fabriken
Party Venue

Fabriken
Party Venue

Fabriken Sensus
Adult Education

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

Klossen
Culture House

AREA
m2 1:1 000

NORRLANDSOPERAN
Opera House

UMEÅ FOLKETS HUS
Congress/People’s Community Centre

KULTURVÄVEN
Culture House

NAME OF PLACE
Type

The Struggles for Common Spaces

un-capitalized culture

space on a short term contract.

to 45 persons for 250 SEK,

opening hours.

Cinema

Umeå Culture Department.

in advance and fit with the
rehearsals and other activities
of the opera.
Subsidised prices for
associations: B-Hall 3 000 SEK,
Black Box 6 000 SEK,

a subsidised price when they are
not used by the opera but since
the Norrlandsoperan lacks
rehearsal spaces performances
are rehearsed on the different
stages, drastically reducing the
free time.

Dance, Art

Concert Hall (509 seats),

Theatre, (440), Black Box (260),

Small Stage (30), Bar,

Restaurant, Ticket Office,

Workshop

(40% owned by Umeå

Municipality, 60% Västerbottens

Läns Landsting)

the Theatre 10 000 SEK

Concert Hall 6 000 SEK and

Booking has to be done well

Associations can rent spaces to

Opera, Concerts, Performances,

Norrlandsoperan AB

Meeting Rooms,Ticket Office

Department.

SHBK Fastigheter

Restaurants, Exhibition Spaces,

Funded by the Culture

Umeå Municipality/

in weekends 200 SEK or
500 SEK/day respectively.

Congress and Concert Hall,

spaces to commercial actors.

MUSIK & DANSHUSET
Popular Education Association

FABRIKEN
Party Venue

FABRIKEN SENSUS
Popular Education Association

Studiefrämjandet, rents the

costs 100 SEK/occasion, up

with a subsidised price. Limited

Festivals, Meetings, Dances,

municipality. Financed by the

Earns money by renting out

Popular Education Association

Meeting room for 8 – 12 p.

Associations can rent spaces

Congresses, Performances,

U.P.A, also owned by the

Studios

Dance studio w. stage (150 m 2),
One smaller dance studio,

Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan
Popular Education Association

offices, kitchen

Study room, small studio, two

Eight rehearsal rooms (á 16m 2),

Music and Dance
Nordbågen Förvaltning AB

(up to 200 persons)

Dining/Conference space

Parties, Events, Conferences

Rehearsal Rooms, Dance, Art
Association

Fastighetsbolaget Fabriken

Music, Dance, Art
Sensus Popular Education

Dance Studios

Dancing School

Unknown

Balettakademien, a part of the

in advance

entrance, foyer and restaurant

and 50% Cultural events;

and run by Umeå Folkets Hus

Umeå Municipality

Booking has to be done well

Extiension planned for the

Approx. 50% Business events

Owned by Umeå Municipality

BALETTAKADEMIEN
Dancing School

Theatre (up to 120 seats)
persons

members, currently seven

Theatre, lectures, etc.
The theater is run by its

Theatre, Wardrobe

and rehearsals, Events

Theatre, performances

SPACES

ACTIVITIES AND USE

Lerstenen

will end in 2015.

spaces by hour.

negotiating to rent spaces from

the municipality.

has decided that the support

that they will be able to rent

Balticgruppen. Folkets Bio is

Exhibition Space, Workshops

the Cultural Department that

Teaterförening that pays a rent

Sagateatern is run by Umeå

HSB Umeå

TENANTS

OWNERSHIP

“guest appearances” meaning

AREA
m2 1:1 000

Tenants are Umeå Kommun and

PROFILTEATERN
Theatre

SAGATEATERN
Theatre

NAME OF PLACE
Type

of 500 SEK/m 2/year. Funded by

Unknown

BOOKING AND COSTS

Associatios will be able to make

Umeå Municipality

Library, Black Box, Digital Room

estimated to be completed
in November 2014.

Currently under construction,

Festivals, Exhibitions, Cinema

Balticgruppen and 50% by

Public Library, Performances,

AVAILABILITY

SPACES

which is to 50% owned by

STATUS

ACTIVITIES AND USE

Owned by Väven i Umeå AB

OWNERSHIP
TENANTS

SPACES FOR CULTURE:
CONDITIONS AND
AVAILABILITY
8

2
9

3
12

6

Free for SV study circles

Available for rent

circles

Open 7:00–23:53

Cleaning 1 800 SEK

Fri–Sat 9 500 SEK

Sun–Thu 8 000 SEK

e-mail

Booking through phone or

100–300 SEK/person/month

Available for Sensus study
old

BOOKING AND COSTS

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

Targeting artists above 30 years

free.

events can use the space for

do some volounteer work at

Associations that are willing to

AVAILABILITY

STATUS

5

10 11

4

13 14 15 16

7

1

MIDGÅRDSSKOLAN
Upper Secondary School

BILDMUSEET
Museum of Modern Art

HAMNMAGASINET
Youth Centre

KLOSSEN
Popular Education Association

ERSBODA FOLKETS HUS
People’s Community Centre

STADSBIBLIOTEKET
Library
library staff

only for Skuggteatern

Mornings 2 000 SEK/hour,
evenings (until 22.00) and
weekends 20 000 SEK

museum is closed, on Mondays,

STANDPOINTS

go from idea to realization.

Volunteer projects should be able to quickly

lot of planning.

doesn’t cost a lot of money and doesn’t require a

Creativity, create something together is easier if it

limited adaptability.

ties to store materials and equipment and have

for cultural activities. They often lack possibili-

usually not an inspiring environment and not ideal

conference rooms of Folkets Hus. These are

NEED OF SPACES WITH LESS CONTROL
AND REGULATIONS

have a ‘institutional’ character, for instance the
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SPONTANEOUS MEETINGS

clude that many of the spaces that are offered

spaces available for cultural actants, we can con-

a detailed study of the spatial qualities of the

Although the extent of this project does not allow

take risks and try out new things.

that they will take care of them and use them.

Kulturväven entails high costs. If there would be

MEETING ROOMS ARE BORING AND NOT
ALWAYS THE MOST SUITABLE KIND OF SPACE

Events should stop the latest at
1:30 in the night to prevent it
from becoming a place for
after-parties.

for free, more people would be encouraged to

sibility and power over them they it is more likely

space in Umeå Folkets Hus, NorrlandsOperan och

Ögonblicksteatern are
sometimes renting out the
facilities

Anyone can organize events in
Verket. A small fee has to be
payed per visitor.

Can be rented by organizations
and private persons at times
when there are no screenings
planned, usually at daytime.

DESIGN INPUTS

Cafeteria, book shop, record
shop

Lectures, meetings, readings

Theatre space, offices, stuio and
workshops

Theatre, performances

Gallery spaces

Art exhibitions, events

rooms

Venue with stage, rehearsal

Concerts, Rehearsals

Movie Theatre (54 seats)

Cinema, lectures

Gallery and offices

Private art gallery

spaces available for a lower cost, or in best case

If the people using the spaces also have a respon-

For a group to organize something and use a

Unknown

Norrporten

Unknown

turn renting it out to Verket

space from Lerstenen and are in

Umeå Municipality rents the

Lerstenen

Folkets Bio

Umeå Municipality

Galleri Andersson Sandström

Balticgruppen Fastighet AB

NEED OF SPACES FOR A LIMITED BUDGET

BOKCAFÉ PILGATAN
Bookshop and Cafeteria

ÖGONBLICKSTEATERN
Theatre

GALLERI VERKLIGHETEN
Cooperative Art Gallery

VERKET
Autonomous Music Venue

FOLKETS BIO
Cinema

GALLERI ANDERSSON SANDSTRÖM
Private Art Gallery

HIERARCHICAL ORGANISATION STRUCTURE
LEAVES THE CULTURAL ACTANTS WITH LESS
POWER OVER THE SPACES THEY USE

school

Dance Studios

Cafeteria, Rehearsal Rooms,

not being used by the upper

not used by the schools

Music School

box for 244 SEK/hour when it’s

a subsidised price when they are
secondary school or music

Associations can rent the black

Associations can rent spaces to

Performances, Festivals

Black Box (300 seats),

Education, Concerts,

Flexhall Aditorium

mornings and evenings.

rented, but only when the

Exhibition Halls, Art Workshop,

The Flexhall Auditorium can be

Sat 18 – 23

Fri 15 –23

Mon – Thu 15 – 22

Lectures, Seminars

Alcohol is not allowed

together with the staff

Exhibitions, Workshops,

Workshops

Rehearsal Rooms, DJ-room,

Meeting Rooms, Cafeteria,

Opening hours:

of charge

Stage, Exhibitions Space,

Use of the spaces is free

years. Activities has to be

Workshops, People’s Kitchen
planned and carried out

Targeting age group 15–25

Youth Centre, Concerts,

rooms.

and theatre, workshops, class

Rooms, Multi Space for dance

Department and the municipal

Run by the Secondary School

Umeå Municipality

Run by Umeå University

Balticgruppen

Department

Leisure and Recreation Services

Umeå Municipality

except the Black Box which is

can use the spaces for free,

Black Box, Cafeteria, Rehearsal

Skuggteatern

Studiefrämjandet study circles

Theatre

Studiefrämjandet and

Study Circles, Workshops,

Cafeteria (70)

Department.

Bostaden AB

Meeting Rooms, (10 – 30),

Funded by the Culture

organisations. Limited opening
hours.

Available for associations and

Market, Dances

Stage room (150 – 300 seats),

Exhibitions, Cinema, Flea

persons), Exhibition Space

Booking in advance.

Booking through website or

book and use the meeting
rooms when they are available

Persons with a library card can

Performances, Concerts

Library, Meeting Rooms (6–8

Library, Exhibitions,

part of Umeå Municipality.

Runs by Ersboda Folkets Hus,

Umeå Municipality

Run by the Culture Department

Umeå Municipality

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, workshops

ORGANISER
Umeå Kammarmusikförening
SPACES
Västerbottens museum

KAMMARMUSIKFESTIVAL
Chamber Music

31

TICKETS/FEE
140 – 160 SEK/concert
JazzPass 380/440 SEK/day
2 days 750 SEK

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, workshops

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan,
Umeå Jazzstudio
SPACES
To be announced

UMEÅ JAZZFESTIVAL
Jazz Music

32

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Film screenings

Fair Ground
Concert
Kulturverket

Seniormässa
Fair for Seniors
PRO Västerbotten

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Concerts

ORGANISER
Kulturföreningen Humlan
SPACES
To be announced

31

POPUP GRAND SLAM
Pop Music

MOVE FILMFESTIVAL
Film

ORGANISER
Folkets Bio Umeå
SPACES
Kulturväven

34

FEB

33

2014

JAN

30

32

33

Space where the event takes place

Event and duration

The diagram show many of the events
that are listed at the official Umeå 2014
website. (www.umea2014.se)

The Struggles for Common Spaces
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NO

un-capitalized culture

34

Kulturväven

1
2

20 1 4
JA N

Umeå Folkets Hus

City Centre
Public Space

3

1

6

7

Mariehemsbiblioteket
Library

Grubbebiblioteket
Library

Café Station
Cafeteria

3

Ålidhemsbiblioteket
Library

B

Ersbodabiblioteket
Library

Holmsundsbiblioteket
Library

Tegsbiblioteket
Library

FE

5

8

FUNDERS
Umeå2014, Statens Kulturråd,
Nordiska Kulturfonden,
Konstnärsnämnden, Stiftelsen,
Svensk-danska kulturfonden,
SGC&LLLL

TICKETS/FEE
80/150 SEK

Fair City
Exhibition (until Feb 14)
Kulturverket

TICKETS/FEE
100–225 SEK/performance

SPACES
Folkets Bio

ORGANISER
Profilteatern
SPACES
Profilteatern

4

4

HORROR AND ART
Theatre Festival

ORGANISER
Folkets Bio and BaNeFF/
Justin Theatre Production

BALKAN NEW FILM
FESTIVAL
Film Festival

Profilteatern
Theatre

2

Det är aldrig för sent för baletten
Theatre (until May 6)
Tantteatern

Midgårdsskolan
High School for Music, Dance,
Theatre and Media

Tantteatern
Theatre

FUNDERS
Eroupean Commission, Umeå
Municipality, Balticgruppen
På rätt sida om okej
Theatre (until Feb 22)
Klungan, Umeå Teaterförening,
Riksteatern

TICKETS/FEE
300 SEK

ACTIVITIES
Performances, Concerts, etc.
TICKETS/FEE
Free

SPACES
Studion, Umeå Folkets Hus

ORGANISER
Umeå Jazzstudio,
NorrlandsOperan River Stories

MIDVINTER JAZZ
Jazz Festival

SPACES
City Centre

ORGANISER
Umeå 2014 and others

UMEÅ 2014 OPENING/
BURNING SNOW
Opening Weekend

NorrlandsOperan
Opera House

Other organisation

Activities organized by
pther actants

C

Business/Private
property owners

Activities organized by
the business sector

DE

User organised spaces,
democratic associations

Popular education associations

Activities organized by
popular education associations
Activities organized by
democratic associations

Municipal Spaces
Total Area, scale 1:1000

Activities organized by
municipal actants

A YEAR OF FESTIVALS
AND EVENTS AROUND
THE CITY
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10
Fair Ground
Student Concert
Kulturverket

Plupp - sagodans
Dance
Balettakademien

Tantflickans & Flicktantens dag
Lectures and Theatre
Institutionen för kultur och medier
vid Umeå universitet, TantForsk!
och FlickForsk!

FUNDERS
Bilda, Umeå 2014, UPAB, Clarion
Collection

TICKETS/FEE
320–380 SEK

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Midgårdsskolan,
Norrlandsoperan

ORGANISER
Umeå Folkmusikförening

UMEFOLK
Folk Music Festival

5

13 14 15 16

2

1

APR

TICKETS/FEE
100–700 SEK

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Hamnmagasinet, Klossen,
Tegskyrkan

ORGANISER
Kulturföreningen Humlan

UMEÅ OPEN
GRAND SLAM
Music Festival

10

FUNDERS
Umeå Kultur

TICKETS/FEE
-

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

ORGANISER
Föreningen Littfest

LITTFEST
Literature Festival

9

TICKETS/FEE
1 day 370 SEK, 2 days 666 SEK

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

ORGANISER
Umeå Folkets Hus

HOUSE OF METAL
Music Festival

8

FUNDERS
-

TICKETS/FEE
Free

SPACES
Västerbottens Museum and
other places in the centre

ORGANISER
Såhkie Umeå Sameförening

SAMISKA VECKAN
Sapmi Week

7

TICKETS/FEE
Free

SPACES
Rådhustorget, Stadsbiblioteket,
Folkets Bio

ORGANISER
Rysk-Svenska Kulturföreningen
SPAS

RYSK TEMAVECKA
Russian Week

6

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

ORGANISER
Queerförvaltningen
SPACES
To be announced

ORGANISER
Survival Kit Umeå, Galleri
Verkligheten
SPACES
To be announced
ACTIVITIES
To be announced

Bio i parken
Cinema
Tvåpunktnoll

27

TICKETS/FEE
200 SEK/concert,
All concerts 500 SEK

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Concerts, performances,
exhibition, open stage

TICKETS/FEE
200 SEK/concert,
All concerts 500 SEK

ORGANISER
Visum
SPACES
Holmön
ACTIVITIES
Concerts

ORGANISER
Forma Umeå Keramikförening
SPACES
Kulturmejeriet i Röbäck

ORGANISER
Föreningen Furan, ABF
SPACES
Furans Hus Bullmark
ACTIVITIES
Concerts, dance, workshops,
exhibitions

VISFESTIVAL HOLMÖN
Music

26

ELDFESTIVAL
Music

25

24

26

Elektra
Opera
NorrlandsOperan

25

FURANS KULTURFESTIVAL
Culture for disabled

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Lectures, seminars, exhibitions

UMEÅ PRIDE
Queer Festival

SURVIVAL KIT FESTIVAL
Art

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

28

Väv 2014
Handicraft Fair
Västerbottens läns
hemslöjdsförening

27

TICKETS/FEE
Free entrance

ORGANISER
Svenska Kyrkan i Umeå
SPACES
Mariakyrkan, Ålidhemskyrkan,
Umeå Stads Kyrka, Backens
Kyrka, Tegs Kyrka
ACTIVITIES
Concerts

ORGELFESTIVAL
Organ Festival

29

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ACTIVITIES
Telling

ORGANISER
Kulturcentrum Barn och Unga
SPACES
Visiting school children,
ends in Kulturväven

P

SE

SAGOFESTIVAL
Fairytale Festival

23

ORGANISER
Mariehems SK
SPACES
Nydala and other sport fields

UMEÅ FOTBOLLSFESTIVAL
Youth tournament

G

30

22

TICKETS/FEE
995 SEK

ORGANISER
U x U Festival
SPACES
Nolia
ACTIVITIES
Concerts

U X U FESTIVAL
Pop Music

Jubileumskonsert
Concert
Visum

23

24

Opera i fårhuset
Opera (until Jul 16)
Hälje Gård

22

TICKETS/FEE
To be announced

ORGANISER
Challenging Power/
Ögonblicksteatern
SPACES
Ögonblicksteatern,
NorrlandsOperan
ACTIVITIES
Performances, lectures,
workshops, seminars

FESTIVAL NORMAL
Theatre

21

Gropen Umedalen
Park

Broparken
Park

21

Ersbodaängarna
Park

Döbelns Park
Park

City Library

Hälje Gård
Farm

Umestan (outdoor)
Business Centre

Dragonens idrotts- och mässcentrum
Sports and Convention Center

Umeå Stads Kyrka
Church

20

TICKETS/FEE
50 – 200 SEK/event,
All milongas 500 SEK

SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus,
Västerbottens Museum,
Bokcafé Pilgatan, Scandic Plaza
ACTIVITIES
Workshops, courses, dances

ORGANISER
Tango Norteño

18

ORGANISER
Kammarkören Sångkraft
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan, Scandic
Plaza, Umeå Stads Kyrka
ACTIVITIES
Workshops, seminars, concerts,
open stage
TICKETS/FEE
Members of a choir 250 SEK,
others 300 SEK

Fair Game
Fotball Musical
Kulturverket

Fair Opera
Student Opera
Kulturverket

17

TICKETS/FEE
Unknown

ORGANISER
Lars A Persson and Umeå Kultur
SPACES
Umeå City Library, Umedalen
Skulptur
ACTIVITIES
Workshps and exhibitions

THE NORDIC
WATERCOLOUR FESTIVAL
Art

18

Staden – tolv textila gestaltningar
Exhibition
Textilmejeriet, Umeå Konstförening

T3 Arena
Fotball Stadium

Sagateatern
Theatre

Verket
Music Venue

A CHORAL MIDSUMMER
NIGHTS DREAM
Choir Festival

19

19

Umedalen Skulptur
Sculpture Park

MIDLIGHT NIGHT TANGO
Dance

20

Västerbottens Museum
Regional Museum

Bokcafé Pilgatan
Book Shop and Cafeteria

Shakespeare i Park’n
Theatre (until Jul 6)
Skuggteatern

J UL

AU

29

N

28

JU

Ursäkta, skulle ni kunna svälta lite
tystare, vi försöker faktiskt skapa
lite ekonomisk tillväxt här borta!
Theatre
Profilteatern

Convoy
Collective Performance
Gunilla Samberg

11

TICKETS/FEE
100 SEK/day, 260 SEK all days

ORGANISER
Verket
SPACES
Verket

PUNKFESTEN
Music Festival

events, when and at what cost.

events. This situation limits who can organize such

the places that has the infrastructures for major

in Folkets Hus or NorrlandsOperan. These are

Most of the main cultural events are happening

AGAINST CENTRALIZATION OF CULTURE

ORGANISER
Umeå Municipality
SPACES
Umeå Folkets Hus

2 DAYS IN UMEÅ
Youth and Music Festival

13

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

16

15

MADE
Music, Art, Dance, Etc.

14

ORGANISER
Riksteatern Västerbotten
SPACES
Sagateatern

LÄNK
AMATÖRTEATERFEST
Amateur Theatre

12

FUNDERS/COLLABORATORS
Arts Culture Ireland, Norwegian
Embassy, Goethe Institut, Vestnork
Jazzsenter, Culture Ireland, EU

TICKETS/FEE
100 SEK/day, 300 SEK all days

ORGANISER
NorrlandsOperan
SPACES
NorrlandsOperan

12 POINTS FESTIVAL
Jazz Festival

11

FUNDERS
Balticgruppen,
Västerbottens-Kuriren, Umeå
Kultur

SPRING FORWARD
Dance Festival

Norrländsk Passion
Theatre
Västerbottensteatern, Norrbottensteatern, Teater Barda från Estrad
Norr, Jämtlands läns musik och
teater, Scenkonstbolaget, Teater
Västernorrland, Giron Sámi Teáhter

13

STANDPOINTS

TICKETS/FEE
Free entrance to all events

ORGANISER
Umeå C
SPACES
City Centre, Umeå Folkets Hus,
and other

KULTURNATTA
Cultural Night

17

16

15

14

12

MA
Y

2009 School of Architecture

2002 Norrlandsoperan extension

1994 Sagabiografen becomes a theatre

1989 Institute of Design

1987 Academy of Fine Arts

1986 New Folkets Hus

1985 New Central Library in Rådhusesplanaden

1984 Profilteatern

1981 BildMuseet

1974 NorrlandsOperan

1965 Umeå University

1956Dental and Medicine College

1951 ”The fifth copy” of all Swedish print

1936 Court of Appeals

1934 Mental Hospital (Umedalen)

1934 Umeå Teaterförening and Umeå Folkets hus

1909 I20 Infantry Regiment

1907 Theatre (burns down 1913)

1906 College of Nursing

1901 K4 Cavalry Regiment

1903 Minerva Folkbildningsförening: Bookshelf in Town Hall

1879 Pedagogical State College

1864 Umeå Music Association, Umeå musiksällskap

1858 Secondary School

Hemsö Fastighets AB
Police Station, extnension
Completed 2014
Balticgruppen

Umeå Badhus (Umeå Municipality)
Bath House
Under construction

Bostaden
Flats
Planned

Kulturväven i Umeå (Umeå Municipality and Balticgruppen)
Culture House
Under construction

Retail

Housing

Retail

Office

Housing

Retail

Office

Housing

Bostaden
170 – 200 flats
Planned

9

8

6
12

5

10 11

4

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

2 000 – 3 800 SEK

11 000 - 19 000

6 000 - 11 000

4 000 - 6 000

3 000 - 4 000

0 - 3 000

ASSESS VALUE PER M2 IN UMEÅ CITY CENTRE
BY BLOCK, YEAR 20002

1 000 m2

PLANNED AND ON-GOING PROJECTS 2014

Bevara Hamrinsberget
bevarahamrinsberget.se

850 – 1 100 SEK

900 – 2 000 SEK

700 – 950 SEK

900 – 1 400 SEK

900 – 2 000 SEK

950 – 1 400 SEK

1 000 – 1 550 SEK

1 200 – 2 000 SEK

ANNUAL RENT PER M2 BY ZONE, 20141

Rör inte apberget
www.facebook.com/pages/Rör-inte-Apberget/421451447959828
1 576

Scharinska
Music Venue/Club

Vi ställer inte upp på 2014 utan Scharinska Villan
www.facebook.com/scharinskakvar
4 602

Apan Fattas
www.facebook.com/apanfattas
433

Balettakademien
Dance Studios

Umeå Stadsbibliotek
Library

Coop Nord
Supermarket, extension
Under construction

Verket
Music Venue

Sagateatern
Theatre

Umehem

Rädda Sagateatern!
www.facebook.com/RaddaSagateatern
1 323

Flytta inte stadsbiblioteket
umebiblioteket.wordpress.com

Var ska dansen vara?
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Var-ska-dansen-vara/279738115474577
1 075

Folkets Bio
Cinema

Office

3

2

13 14 15 16

7

1

ZONE C

BUILDING SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL CAPITAL

four stories with pitched roofs.

that advocated for a low and cohesive cityscape of buildings up to

centre, affirming greater building heights than the previous plan

council. The new plan allows for a strong densification of the city

ÖP) for the central parts of Umeå is approved by the municipal

Verket 2.0
Music Venue

THE GROWING CITY

ZONE B

In august 2011 a new comprehensive master plan (Översiktsplan,

NEW MASTER PLAN

The Struggles for Common Spaces

un-capitalized culture

ZONE A

2

Lundmark, Elin. Fastighetstaxeringsvärdets spridningsmönster i
centrala Umeå. Umeå universitet, 2002.

1

Svefa. Svensk Fastighetsmarknad – Fokus 24 orter, Tema:
Industribolagens fastighetsinnehav. 2014

The idea of the city between the
bridges is presented in a motion
to the city council and an
architectural competition is held

1989

THE IDEA OF “THE
CITY BETWEEN THE
BRIDGES” IS BORN

gruppen.

tion and funding part of the area was already signed with Baltic-

added value for the area and the city. An agreement for collabora-

property owners and other stakeholders in a way that generates

city centre’s attractivity and among other things, to interact with

planning of the area with the aim to strengthen and increase the

In 2007 the Municipality’s planning committe decided to start the

a big hotel and congress centre on an artificial island in the river.

proposal was made by the norwegian office Snøhetta and included

well-renowned architect firms for a new competition. The winning

by the municipality in year 2000. In 2004 Balticgruppen hired six

architectural competition were held. A study of the area was made

proposal was first presented to the City Council back in 1989 and an

bility and has involved affected property owners in the project. The

the city and visitors. The municipality has overall planning responsi-

central Umeå into an attractive meeting place for the inhabitants of

wharf area between Kyrkbron (the Church Bridge) and Broparken in

The project "The City Between the Bridges" is about developing the

STADEN MELLAN BROARNA
“The City Between the Bridges”

The municipality initiates a new
study of the area between the
bridges. A broad survey
conducted and summarized in
the objective of the area will be
developed to provide venues,
activities and experiences for
everybody, and in all seasons.

2000

SURVEY

Six invited architectural firms
with international reputation
present their proposals for
Staden mellan broarna. A
high-rise hotel on an artificial
island in the river is a
spectacular and controversial
part of the winning entry,
proposed by the Norwegian

2004

Property owners are invited to
take part in the project. A series
of meetings with all affected
property owners takes place.
The purpose of these talks is to
offer property owners to
participate in the project with
the given opportunities to
develop their own properties in
the context of the overall
objective.

ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITION

2001

Home Properties
Hotel, extension
Planned

Utopia Shopping Mall, Hotel, Offices, Education, Luxuary Apartments
Under construction

architectural firm Snøhetta.
Engineering problems and
safety issues with respect to the
airport's approach means that
alternative solutions are
discussed - including a lower
hotel building adjacent to the
Scandic Plaza Hotel.

UMEÅ MUNICIPALITY
50%

STANDPOINTS

THE CULTURES BEING PUSHED OUT
AND IT SHOULD BE PREVENTED
When a distric is gentrified cheap spaces, often
adequate for cultural activities are demolished
or refurbished to give way for spaces that gives
property developers greater profits.

Culture is becoming to be more about branding, tourism and economical growth. Instead the
culture should strive for a more equal distribution
of wealth, resources, knowledge and open up for

be the only objective.

ment rates, but accumulation and profit can not

of the economy is of course important for employ-

new meetings that makes people grow. The state

THE VICTIMS OF GENTRIFICATION ARE

Construction starts in the end of
the year.

The Company Väven i Umeå AB
is formed. The City Council
determines that the municipality
will form a new company
together with Balticgruppen.

2011

VÄVEN I UMEÅ AB

OF THE ECONOMY

Resolution on Kultuväven. In
December, the City Council
takes the decision that
Kultuväven will become a reality
and that the new building will
include a library and a women's
history museum.

2010

KULTURVÄVEN

always open to dialogue if the municipality has a need for it.”

primarily a matter for the local authority to deal with, but we are

company wrote that “Premises for the citizens' own activities is

availability of spaces for cultural associations, a representative for the

In an e-mail correspondance with Balticgruppen, regarding the

"IT’S THE MUNICIPALITY’S RESPONSIBILITY"

Results: 316 million SEK for 2010

Solvency: approximately 37%.

Fort Knox AB and 20 percent by Nordvest i Norrland AB.

Västerbottens-Kuriren). Balticgruppen is owned to 80 percent by

Fastighetsbolaget Gazette AB (50/50 owned by Balticgruppen and

100 % owned by Balticgruppen and 130 000 via the company

MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE WELL BEING

The Culture Department gets
the mandate to "in accordance
with the strategic decision of
the Urban Planning Commission
investigate the prospects for a
possible new cultural center
within or adjacent to the area
for Staden mellan broarna."

2009

dense development.

new commercial center with

that is intended to become a

area next to the train station

Öbacka Torg is the name of the

to have a flexible plan.

communicated that they want

Hamrinsberget and has

municipality to initiate a plan for

company has asked the

Östra train station. The

and the area next to Umeå

buy the land at Hamrinsberget

Balticgruppen has an option to

Holding: Approximately 250 000 m 2 of which 120 000 m 2 is to

BALTICGRUPPEN

Land that Balticgruppen
has option on to buy from
the municipality

Balticgruppen properties

Staden mellan broarna

Öbacka Torg

A SOCIETY FOR PEOPLE’S WELL BEING IS

The municipal Urban Planning
Commission initiates the
planning of the city between
the bridges in the fall 2007.
Work on the design of the area
begins in spring 2008. The goal
is still to strengthen and
increase the attractiveness of
the city center by turning the
city towards the river. The key
words are venues, activities and
experiences.

PLANNING INITIATED PROSPECTS FOR A
2007–2008
CULTURAL CENTRE

VÄV E N I U M E Å A B

BALTICGRUPPEN
50%

Rådhusparken

Årstidernas Park
”Park of the Seasons”

Umeå Art Campus
Offices and gym
Academy of Fine Arts
Institute of Design
Museum of Modern Art
School of Architecture
Business Incubator

Balticgruppen applied for
permission to demolish a
wooden building. The
application was denied since
the environment is considered
particularly worthy of
protection.

Kulturväven i Umeå (Umeå Municipality and Balticgruppen)
Culture House, Library, Hotels, Restaurant, Black Box
Under construction

Skeppsbron
Flexible Event Space

HH Fastighet
Hotel
Planned
Norrporten
Offices, extension
Planned

Offices, extension
Under construction

HSB Umeå
Apartments
Planned

Young and Active
Broparken
Parkour Park
Skate Park
Hamnmagasinet

MEETINGS WITH
PROPERTY OWNERS

City fastigheter
Apartments
Completed 2013

Riksbyggen
38 apartments
Planned

.5 %

UPPSALA
966 SEK/citizen

UMEÅ MUNICIPALITY
1912 SEK/citizen

Councillor Marie-Louise Rönnmark (S)

23% Other expenses

30% Libraries

14% Support to associations

33% Support to
NorrlandsOperan
Umeå Folkets Hus
Västerbottens museum
Umeå Arts Campus

5 000 000 000 SEK
42 000 SEK/citizen

INCOMES
Umeå Municipality
Budget 2013

“Every invested krona gives more back
as more jobs, visitors and increased tax
revenues. Turku got 2.3 billion back”

ÖSTERSUND
761 SEK/citizen

MONEY SPENT ON CULTURE
Per Capita
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The Struggles for Common Spaces
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EXPENSES BY ACTIVITY
Umeå Municipality
Budget 2013

Peda
ac tivitygogical
43 .9 %

un-capitalized culture

DEPRECIAT

CE

SALARIE
S/PAYRO
LL

56.4 %

Savings will include removal
of playgrounds, cuts in street
maintenance and the open
preschool

In 2014 The municipality will
have to save 300 Million SEK
in order to avoid to avoid
budget deficits

100 MSEK
Umeå Municipality

Culture
Committee
Budget

96 M SEK
81 M SEK

Annual rent
Est. cost for
existing library kulturväven in 2015

10 M SEK

83 MSEK
Swedish Government

UMEÅ2014
345 MSEK

80 Million SEK less than Stockholm got
from the government when the city was
a European Capital of Culture in 2008.

HIGH COSTS FOR
KULTURVÄVEN

The municipality's
contribution comes from
previous years' surpluses

12.5 MSEK
European Commission

Approximately 120 MSEK
Other Sponsors

1.5 MSEK
European Funding
Melina Mercouri Prize

9

8

7

12

10 11

Program & projects 74%
255 000 000 SEK

UMEÅ2014
EXPENSES

Opening weekend
23 000 000 SEK

Culture year:

working towards one or ideally several of the goal of the

could become part of the program year 2014, and that are

Support is given to projects and event proposal which

projects”.

for big projects, the focus is now on what they call “smaller

and it is now too late to apply for large amounts of money

At the time of writing 80 million SEK has been distributed

events.

their own and even bring their experiences to future

project owners to both prepare and implement projects on

independent. The aim is to also give the opportunity to

associations and institutions should be autonomous and

proposals. The idea of Open Source and co-creation is that

and instead focus on financing projects owners' program

administrative and staff costs should be kept to a minimum

accordance with the Capital of Culture application the

reasons why Umeå2014 is not an active partner. In

recieves money from another agency. There are two

project, in order to get funding from Umeå2014, also

of culture projects, it is therefore a requirement that a

Umeå2014 project funds is only intended as a co-financing

Culture Committee.

Umeå2014 office for decision by the municipal Capital of

To apply for funding, proposals should be sent in to the

UMEÅ2014
PROJECT FUNDING

26 MSEK
Kulturrådet

Information, marketing
and administration 26%
90 000 000 SEK

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

80 000 000 SEK in
grants had been
distributen in April 20014

6

5

4

13 14 15 16
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2

1

amateur cultural associations.

– Provides good opportunities for both professional and

inspiring for citizens in Umeå.

– Is directed towards associations that are inclusive and

to take part in Umeå's cultural life and be co-creators.

vulnerable groups in the society increased opportunities

– Gives people that are unfamiliar with culture and

new cultural meeting places.

– Provides associations with opportunities to develop

ACTIVITY SUPPORT FOR CULTURE ASSOCIATIONS

the coming calendar year.

The application is deadline is September 15 to get support

structure and transparent.

sound or film. The organisation shall be of democratic

has to be within the artistic field, words, pictures, stage,

association database. The main activities of the association

least one year and are registered in Umeå municipality’s

For cultural associations who have been operating for at

Support for projects
Projektstöd
1 507 600 SEK

There are more than 750
associations in the municipality
who in various ways get support
from the municipality.

UMEÅ MUNICIPALITY’S
GRANTS TO ASSOCIATIONS
65 282 200 SEK

2 500 000 SEK

Lokalstöd

SUPPORT FOR FACILITIES
AND ROOMS

Rent for facilities and rooms
Lokalförhyrningar
11 491 200 SEK
Political Youth Associations
Politiska ungdomsförbund
332 900 SEK

Association council
Föreningsrådet
21 200 SEK

Support for facilities
(eg. sport fields)
Anläggningsstöd
4 951 700 SEK

Ethnic associations
193 700 SEK

Pensioners’ associations
229 800 SEK

Assembly halls
(Bygdegårdsföreningar)
641 800 SEK

International Youth Exchange
103 000 SEK

Youth activities
419 900 SEK

Sports Movement
Study Association
750 000 SEK

12 047 000 SEK

Verksamhetsstöd Kulturföreningar

ACTIVITY SUPPORT FOR
CULTURE ASSOCIATIONS

Adult Education Associations
Studieförbund
9 100 000 SEK

Activity Support
Aktivitetsbidrag
15 800 000 SEK

Social Organisations
Verksamhetsstöd sociala föreningar
2 891 000 MSEK

N 1.8%

6 069 000 Theatre
285 000 Art
305 000 Dance
653 000 Ethnic
160 000 Film
573 000 Literature
3 682 000 Music
290 000 Other (Youth
Culture, Image…)
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open to all and take place in Umeå Municipality.

as words, pictures, stage, sound and film. The event shall be

Cultural events refers to events within the artistic field such

the Umeå Municipality

– that promotes new cultural venues scattered throughout

cultural events

– are directed to target groups with limited access to

– engage children and youth

The Cultural Committee especially prioritizes events that:

the cultural life.

audience but that promotes people's active participation in

Committee is positive to events that not only has a passive

but also ones that address smaller audiences. The Cultural

carry out cultural events both that attracts a lot of people

The purpose of the grant is to enable the associations to

For Whom?

of the culture life of Umeå

availability
diversity
durability

development
co-creativity/influence

inappropriate content.

project. No project has yet been denied funding due to

organization and a plan for the implementation of the

whole project and not partial funding, there is a lack of an

funding is that the application concerns funding of the

The most common reasons why a project is not approved

equality

rethinking

characterize a Capital of Culture project:

Konstfrämjandet, Art
100 000 SEK
Sångkraft, Choir
115 000 SEK

Föreningen för byggnadskultur / Building Heritage Group
30 000 SEK

get hold of them.

organization with continuity is usually required to

and cultural activities, but an established, stable

There are funds assigned for cultural actants

A LOT OF PUBLIC MONEY AND BUREAUCRACY

DESIGN INPUTS

Ume-Metal, Music
55 000 SEK

0.7

EXPENSES BY DEPARTMENT
Umeå Municipality
Budget 2013

d
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PROJECT SUPPORT
FOR TEMPORARY
CULTURE EVENTS

sustainable society.

Jamo Jamo Arts, Dance
55 000 SEK
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Projects should be based on the attributes that should

Umeå Bluesförening, Music
50 000 SEK
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Profilteatern, Theatre
1 074 000 SEK

S
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M
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D

Ögonblicksteatern,
Theatre
820 000 SEK

Support for Associations for
People with Disabilities
Verksamhetsstöd
Handikapporganisationer
1 551 000 SEK

Umeå Open Festival 631 000 SEK

750 000 SEK

Humlan, Culture/Other
427 000 SEK

Projektstöd tillfälliga kulturarrangemang

Pop-up Festival 200 000 SEK

PROJECT SUPPORT FOR
TEMPORARY CULTURE EVENTS

Samiska Veckan Festival 603 000 SEK

– To strengthen the international networks and dimensions

Umeå Kammarmusikförening, Classical Music
53 000 SEK

Culture Committee
Kulturnämnden

Såhkie Umeå Sameförening, Ethnic
50 000 SEK

– To strengthen the role of culture as a catalyst for a

Umemodellen
50 000 SEK

Leisure and Recreation Committee
Fritidsnämnden

Skuggteatern, Theatre
600 000 SEK

– To promote human growth

Holmjazzens vänner / SeaJazz Festival
50 000 SEK

Expenses

Umeå Folkmusikförening, Folk Music
94 000 SEK

re, . 6 .7
etc

Umeå Legend Club, Integration / Sports
40 000 SEK

Incomes

Umeå Teaterförening 3 385 000 SEK

Spe
.1%
Föreningen Littfest, Litterature Festival
453 000 SEK

S3
KF Kretsen, Culture/Other
330 000 SEK

ED
Föreningen Jazz i Umeå, Jazz Music
380 000 SEK

NE
Sunset Park Festival 425 000 SEK

D
She’s got the beat, Music
229 000 SEK

TE

9%
Kulturstorm, Youth/Integration
200 000 SEK

EC

EN 2.
Grotteatern, Theatre
190 000 SEK

P
EX

EL S
Galleri Verkligheten, Art Gallery
185 000 SEK

UN

T YR
Visum / Visfestival Holmön, Music
175 000 SEK

UNS

4.7%
Folkets Bio, Cinema
160 000 SEK

M
KOM

NÄM NDEN
Umeå Musiksällskap
160 000 SEK

TEKNISK A
Bokkafé Pilgatan, Book Shop & Café
120 000 SEK

BYGGNADSNÄMNDE
N 0.7%
MILJÖ- OCH
HÄLSOSKYDDSNÄMNDEN 0.2%
Verket, Music Venue
233 000 SEK

Danskonst i Norr (Nomo Daco), Dance
250 000 SEK
Umefolk Festival 425 000 SEK

Timo Fällman
Lennart Johansson

Eva Hellerqvist

Board of Recreational
Activities

Board of Umeå
Teaterförening

Greger Knutsson
Rose-Marie Forsgren

Gerd Aurell

Jonas Westerlund

Fanny Carinasdotter

Helena Vikström

Mattias Olofsson

Alexander Svartvatten

Dennus Lyxzén

Anna Berge

Folkets Bio Umeå

Rosa Huset

Maj-Lis Jakobsson

Kajsa Althén

Film i Västerbotten

Fredrik Lindegren

European Capital of Culture

Madeleine Eriksson

Sanna Samuelsson

Jan Björinge

"QLTR synar
kulturhuvudstadsåret"

Bra 4 AB

Ville Andersson

Margareta Ling

Staffan Ling

Balticgruppen Service AB

Balticgruppen Design AB
Balticgruppen Bostad AB
Envix Nord AB

5
12

6

Per Håkan Martinell

Handelsbolaget Pinnen
Förvaltning

Viktor i Umeå AB

Balticgruppen Projekt AB

Blå Huset Hotell Umeå AB

Restaurang Sävargården AB

Balticgruppen Bio AB

Balticgruppen Kapital AB

Katrin Örneholm

Vicktor Öhlund

Thomas Mäster TJ
Bert Karlsson

Evelina Lindahl

Mats-Ove Öhman

Rädda sagateatern

Mats Wennberg
Stefan Gyllenberg

Daniel Rinnström

Master Thesis in Architecture
Tobias Westerlund

Daniel Häggkvist

Jessica Åhlin

10 11

4

Kjell Olof Österberg

Kjell Olof Österberg
Balticgruppen
Byggproduktion AB
Apoidea ABAB
Board of Balticgruppen
Byggaren Hefaistos AB

9

3

Fort Nord i Umeå AB

Markus Skoog Olsson

Markus Skog Olsson

Balticgruppen Central AB
Balticgruppen Bostäder AB

Balticruppen Utveckling AB

Niklas Svenlin

Göran Öberg

Balticgruppen Handels AB

8

2

13 14 15 16

7

1

Balticgruppen Fastighet AB
Balticgruppen Centrum AB
Balticgruppen
Centrumhandel AB

Fastighetsbolaget
Olsson-Åström
Handelsbolag

Balticgruppen AB

Balticgruppen
Lokalutveckling AB

Fort Knox Förvaring AB

Gunnar Balgård

Balticgruppen Trading Tre AB
Jonas Olsson

Krister Olsson

Seanic Group INC

Stora Hotellet

Göteborgs-PostenErik Nissen Johansen

Elin Grelsson-Almestad

Dagens Arena

Allt åt Alla

Geography and Economic
History

Region Västerbotten
White Arkitekter

Maria Perstedt

Måns Lundberg

Jakob Lif

Johanna Nordin
Vänsterpartiet

Sven BjörklandOlov Sixten Wallin

Angeta Marell Molander
Ola Nordebo

Ingrid Maria Höglund
Martin Fjällström

Form Magazine

Nina Bäckström

Hans Lennartson

Ingvar Näslund

"Det exotiska norrland "Inte min Umeåutopi"
Eller inte?"
FMT Förvaltning
Rör inte Apberget Stylt Trampoli

Maria Westerlund

Viktoria Edman

Ingegerd Frankki

Kulturverket

Konstenheten
Turistbyrån

Rikard Eriksson
Snøhetta
Jenny Brantholm

Åke Samuelsson
Anders Wikström

Idéan
Umeå Musikskola
Dansens Hus

Kammarkören Balettakademien
Sångkraft

Informationsenheten

Kulturcentrum
Mediacenter i Västerbotten

Olivia Jonsson Ollander

Galaxen

Museum of Female History
Var ska dansen vara?
Flashmob
Madelein Enström
Umeå University

Ingalill Stenmark

Sveriges Radio

Umeå City Library

Apan Fattas

Maja Hallén

Julia Samberg
Robert Bohman

Inge-Bert Täljedal

Malte Dahlberg
Lennart Frostesjö

Fernano Dos Reis Silva

Sture Bergman
Gunnar Bergström
Tobias Westerlund

Umeå School of Architecture
Västerbottens-Kurirens
Hans Åkerlind
Media AB
"Dialog med Umeåmusiken"

"Innebörden av kulturdriven
tillväxt är faktiskt rätt oklar"
Björnberg
"Saga i mellanläge"
Norrländsk Claes
protest
mot Erik Eje Almqvist
kulturdriven tillväxt
Allt åt Alla Umeå

Nils From

"Förlösande när Evelina
kulturenBurström
sätts i arbete"

"Vem tjänar på staden som
kreativt varumärke"

Kulturväven
"Welcome
Nätverket stoppa flytten
av to EUmeå"
stadsbiblioteket
Umeå Municipality

"Balticgruppen hotar
Actants requests
demokratin"

Malin Viktorsson

"Umeå kulturhuvudstad
i
Europa 2014"Po Tidholm

Såhkie Umeå Sameförening

Aftonbladet

Peter Gustavsson
Angelica Barahooi Johansson

Eleanor Bodel

Helén Hedenljung

Gabrielle Eriksson

Marie Lundin
Margareta Sundström

Anja Boman

Ann-Christin JohanssonUmeå Kultur
Emmy Eriksson

Guitars

Beppe Starbrink

Sara Meidell

Emil Myrsell

Johanna Gullberg

Nina Larsson

Det nya Umeå

Mattias Wännman
"Kultur trivs inte i glashus"
Stiftelsen VK-Press
"Umeåmusiken frånvarandeKarin Bernspång
under 2014"
Carin Mannberg Zackari
Veronica Gerini
Dennis Lyxzén
Väven i Umeå AB
Laboratory of Immediate
Architectural Intervention

Festival
"Husen som sätterUxU
staden
på
kartan"

Erik Persson

"Kulturår - för att locka
"Kulturhuvudstadssåret"
investerare" "Skymning i Umeå"

Johannes Samuelsson

"Umeå året innan"

Alberto Altés

Apberget
"Vad blir det av 2014?"
Pontus Dahlman
Kulturdriven Tillväxt
Sigbrit Normark
David Spelbacken
Utopia
"Kritik mot stadsomvandling
Umeå Central Stationi Umeå"
"Känsloladdat när Umeå blir
Kristianstadsbladet
kulturhuvudstad
U&Me
Anahita Ghazinezam
Sagateatern
"Saltstänkt vision om
Yellow Benches
biblioteksböcker"
Scherdins fastigeter

Scharinska

Nils-Henrik Sikku
Burning Snow
Agneta Johansson

Dagens Nyheter

Clas Barkman

Filip Jonsson
Ett feministiskt perspektiv
på staden

Verket

Arbetaren Viktor Hariz

"Umeå vill mer - men vad?"

Emma Swanström

Svenska Dagbladet

Jon Långström

Martin Lars Jonsson

Tobias Andersson
Folkbladet Västerbotten AB

Bertil Hammarstedt
Carl Svedjehed
Björn Johansson
Sofia Sedaghati
Umeå Kommun

Denniz Lyxzén

David Johansson

Hilda Edlund

Elmer Hallsby

Gunnar Erlanson

Katrin Sten

Anna Lith

Olov Hjärtström Baudin

Laboratory for Immediate
Architectural Intervention

Tommy Markström

Lilian Sahlin
Margareta Wikström

Tommie Landström
Björn Ylinenpää

Kerstin Eilers

Rädda Umeås öppna
förskolor

Frauke Molander

Lars P. Knaster

Tomas SilferEnrique Lescure
Mattias Johansson
Carl J. Svensson

Erik Jonsson

Annika Burlin
Karin Engman

Burmans Musik

"Experterna tycker till -"Vad
så hände med
blir kulturåret 2014" DIY-kulturen?"

Katarina Gregersdotter
Gunnar Wiklund

Johan Norström Elin Axelsson

Umeås Urbana Forum
Sara Lundvall

Lars Böhlin

Henrik Lång

Jan Danielsson

Einar Norén Selberg

Patrik Brännberg

Mikael Öhlund

Marie-Louise Rönnmark

Svensk Handel

Epidemics

Staden mellan broarna Helmer Holm

Umeå C

Mika Sinclair

Noll Tolerans

Olle Forsgren

Karin Wegebro

Vi ställer inte upp på 'Umeå
2014' utan den Scharinska
Villan

Berit Lovén

Mikael Hultdin
Leif Mårtensson
Klara Enmark
Ulf Samuelsson

Galleri Verkligheten

Lars Sahlin
Viktoria Danielsson

Kjerstin Widman

Jan-Olof Schöldström

Lasse Jacobsson

Lennart Holmlund

Tomas Wennström

Jennifer Forssell

Lars-Erik Edlund

Board of Culture

Hans-Åke Rönnlund
Rebecka Jakobsson
Maria Johansson

Eila Horsmajärvi

Irene Bäckström
Umeå Teaterförening

Björn Tegström
Marie-Louise Nilsson

Eva Westman Modig

Jörgen Boström Bassam Achour
Tommy Strand
Per-Martin Jonasson

Board of ConstructionOla Borgström

Inger Renström
Elsa Andersson Hedkvist

Hjalmar Holm
Lennar Johansson
Anders Sellström
Terese Andersson
Christina Rydberg
Örjan Mikaelsson
Peter Burström
Patric Hockum
Maria Vängbo
Paulina Granberg
Sofia Stolt
Anneli Grundberg

Igor Jonsson
Emma Nilsson

Daniel Kallos Elin Pietroni

Christer Lindvall
Board of Umeå Capital of
Culture
Andreas Lundgren
Eva Andersson
Hans Lindberg

Nasser Mosleh
Veronica Kerr
Anders Ågren
Jonas Karlberg

Municipality Council

Margarena Rönngren

Isak Bröndström
Pernilla Helmersson

Peder Vesterberg
Municipality Executive Board

Marianne Löfstedt
Elmer Eriksson
Solomon Tesfalidet

Mattias Larsson

Ove PerssonPeder Westerberg

Alireza Mosahafi
Charlotta Westerlund Mattias Sehlstedt
Eric Bergner
Åsa Ögren
Ulla Löfgren

Ingemar Jangvad

Ludvig Franzen

Ida Hansson

Carin Nilsson

Ingela Wallrud
Sven-Olov Edvinsson

Margareta Rönngren Gunilla Berglund
Anna-Karin Sjöstrand
Ulrica Westerlund

Harald Svensson

Lina Karlsson Engman
Eva Zetterström
Ingela Eriksson

Leif Berglund
Janet Ågren
Torbjörn Horliden

Anders Rålin

Ingemark Wahlström

Peter Sedlacek

Ingrid Gustafsson

Cecilia LindmarkPeter Junebland
Sören Olsson

Bernt Lundström

Rabih Ballout

Kurt Bergström

Ulrik Berg

Karin Svedlert

Doris Grellman
Tina Lindsten

Bokcafé Pilgatan

Åke Lidén

Margareta Sjöström

Karin Carlsson

Annika Edlund

Gun Isaksson

Ann Sigfridsson

Agneta Öberg

Roland Samuelsson
Angela Ekman-Nätt
Britta Sethson
Ellika Norström
Hanna Jonsson
Lena Karlsson Engman
Tommy Holmgren
Beatrice Årebrand
Peter Thuresson
Christer Lidvall
Per-Erik Johansson
Carina Ahlqvist
Magnus Granberg
Erik Danielsson
Alireza Masahafi
Lisa Nilsson
Daniel Lindström
Tomas Fridh
Karolina Frykholm
Daniel Levisson
Lotta Holmberg
Helen Edlund
Tamara Spiric
Bernt Andersson
Lars Hammarstedt
Annika Myrén
Hayden Baker
Carl Arnö
Sture Eriksson
Anna-Lena Löfgren
Tomas Westerström
Michael Murica

Christer Fessé

Marcus Helletun

Samuel Appiah-Kubi

Christer Vredin

Technical Committee

Lennart Degerliden

Christer Åström

Christina Bernhardsson

Patrick Hockum

Stefan Nordström
Lasse Jacobson
Jan-Olov Carlsson
Peter Möller Jacobsson

Jan Hägglund

Umeå Teaterförening
Election Committee

Eva Conradzon

Margareth Alfredsson

Jessica Wikström

Håkan Johansson

Henrik Lindberg

Annelie Markgren
Ulrika Edman

Sandra Zingmark
Petter Bergner
Ander Jonsson
Anderas Lundgren

Catarina Holmberg

Christoffer Berggren
Katarina Lövgren

ACTANTS, NETWORKS,
DISCOURSES

Catarina Norén

Solveig Granberg

Kenneth Edlund

Peter Eriksson

Maria Blomqvist

Margareta Ekesryd

Mona Westman
Patrick Nygren

Ari Leinonen

Lennart Persson

Lennart Sandström

Anna Lindwvist

Clara Nordlund

Roya Razani

Staffan Larsson

Jan-Olof Sandberg
Elisabeth Löfgren
Gunnar Leissner

Ellika Nordström
Catharina Danielsson

Carinne Sjöberg

Emma Mattsson

Elin Filipp
Maria Sundström

Agneta Stefansson
Mikael BerglundStina Sandström

Gonner Holmberg
Per Hedqvist
Erik Palmgren

Sandra Mattsson

Carina Nensén

Lars Rejnus

Annicka Bäckström
Anna Hauksson

Glenn Sjöström

Kjell-Arne Jonsson
Fredrik Jonsson

Lennar Arvidsson
Åke Johansson Hans-Christer Jonsson

The Struggles for Common Spaces

un-capitalized culture

Dan Vähä

Elisabeth Lind

Swedbank

Svensk Form Botnia

Kommunikationsfunktionen

Balticgruppen

Ersboda Bibliotek

Idéan

ILS

Västerbottens läns
bildningsförbund

Dansens Hus

Kulturverket

Tegs Bibliotek
Kulturcentrum för barn och unga

Umeå Musikskola

Föreningsbyrån

Länsbiblioteket Västerbotten
Humlan

Umeå City Library

Konstnärer i Västerbotten
Västerbottens konstförening

Vuxenskolan

Studiefrämjandet

Medborgarskolan

Film i Västerbotten

Mediacenter

Dans i Västerbotten

Ungdomsbidrag

Jan-Olof Schöldström

Sensus

Länsbiblioteket i Västerbotten

Culture Plan for Västerbotten

Riksteatern Västerbotten

Size is relative to the number
of connections

Funding and Support

Other

Board Member

Ownership
Manager/Director/Chairman

Person

Associations and Projects

Lars Erik Jonas Wiberg

Martin Fjällström

Carin Mannberg Zackari

Gazette Trivselbostäder AB

Gazette Lokal AB

Olov Sixten Wallin

Kulturellt utbyte Sverige - El
Salvador

Kulturskjutsen

Sara Lidman - en röst från
det nordliga rummet ut i
världen
Nordiska Författarbesök
Västerbottens
visor och
Co-working
Umeå
Backenfestival
goes Obbola
musik

Different - ButKonsten
Still theseglar
Same
Kammarmusikfestival
in II

Serieantologi 2014
Umeå Hardcore Arkiv

Anders Birgersson

Ola Hans Christian Forsman

Fastighetsbolaget
Olsson-Åström Handelsbolag

su
su

Balticgruppen Kapital AB

Viktor i Umeå AB

Balticgruppen Projekt AB

Krister Olsson

Uminova Fastighets Aktiebolag

su
su

su

Blå Huset Hotell Umeå AB

THE LOCAL MEDIA
AND CONNECTIONS
TO BALTICGRUPPEN

Broken connection

Deputy Board Member/Other

Board Member

Manager/Director/Chairman

Ownership

Size is relative to the number
of connections

Media/Product

Organization

Person

Per Håkan Martinell

Handelsbolaget Pinnen
Förvaltning

Balticgruppen Bostad AB

Balticgruppen Central AB

Balticgruppen Fastighet AB

Balticgruppen Centrumhandel
AB

Kjell Olof Österberg

Balticruppen Utveckling AB

Utopia

Balticgruppen Service AB

Stora Hotellet

U&Me

Balticgruppen Bostäder AB

Byggaren Hefaistos AB

Balticgruppen
Centrum AB
su

Balticgruppen Bio AB

Restaurang Sävargården AB

su

Balticgruppen AB

Fort Knox Förvaring AB

Markus Skog Olsson

Bra 4 AB

Envix Nord AB

Balticgruppen Trading Tre AB

Balticgruppen Lokalutveckling AB

Fort Nord i Umeå AB

su

Jonas Olsson

Gazette Hyreslokaler AB
Gazette Camp AB

Berkana Fastighets AB

Seanic Group INC

Apoidea AB

Balticgruppen Design AB

Balticgruppen Byggproduktion
AB

Balticgruppen Handels AB

Fastighetsbolaget Gazette AB

Umeå 2014 Group

Gazette Trading Ett AB

Lovisa Fastighetsaktiebolag

Marie-Louise Jarlenfors

Katarina Pirak Sikku /
Bio i parken 2013
Nammalá-hpán
Barns rösterPechaKucha
om EuropaRysk
i Umeå
temavecka

Umeå - Jurbarkas
Internationell
modevisning
Umeåregionen
läser
Tolv - föreställningar om
plats 2012
Afghanistan
genomTag
våra
Kulturmöten
i skärgården
lycka
ögon
Digitala snöänglar
U x U Festival
Tag plats
2 Days in Umeå 2013 Umeå Skaparpris
Swedish Beach
Tour 2014
Middagsbjudningen
Baltic Sea - Floating Trunks

Folkmusik intar staden
Teaterutbyte Holmön - Do it Like a Dude
Unlimited! EON Replot
meeting
Blå festival
Markanvändning
i Vxterbotten
Midnight Light
Tango - 8 filmerHortikulturLady
Sings The Blues
Stand Up and Scream 2012
8 årstider
Festival 2013
Hållbarhetsmarknad
Soumalainen Messu
Give me five Umeå
Kultur i skärgården
Waterscape / Anti Altas
Vaudeville 2014
Folkskandia Vi och dom andra (VODA)
UmepediAJubileumskonsert
Eldfesten NerdCon 2014
Man Must Dance
Norrbyskärsteatern
Tantteater

Singing revolution - than
what? Culture Trade

Den fjärde lagen

Kulturlöpare
Stick 2014

Midnight Sun...
Brittvinter
Nordic Shodown
2014

Två kulturer vid samma
Russuoh vuölieb!
vatten
Femcon 2

Fikadöds
Folkmusikeuropa
till Umeå
Hemsökta
Umeå
Gospel och storband

Birgitta Maria Lindberg

Sture Bergman

Gårdagens
musik
Konsten går på
räls
Kvinnnor i punkscenen
Sweet Sustainability
Som jag minns det
Leksam
Textila
Feministiskt
forumNorrlan Live Performance i Glashuset
Trailer Gallery

Girl Power Kulturteve

Förflyttningar
FrostByte

Eldfestival

Stor-Nila
Klubb Unplugged

Elisabeth Lind

Uminova Science Park AB

Västerbottens-Kurirens Media AB

QLTR

Albert Edman

Folkbladet Västerbotten AB

Folkbladet

Dan Vähä

Umeå 2014 Group

Västerbottens-Kuriren

Stiftelsen VK-Press

Angeta Marell Molander

Sven Björkland

VK Radio Aktiebolag

Totalt Umeå

Per Magnus Johansson

Glashuset

Marcus Weinehall

Helene Brewer

José Manuel Barroso

Mattias Wännman

Hans Lennartson

Ingvar Näslund

Daily Print i Umeå AB

Ingrid Maria Höglund

Nils From

Gunnar Bergström

Mediehuset i Umeå AB

Erik Orring

Umeå Tidning

Tidningar i Norr AB

Tidningar i Norr Ekonomisk
förening

Lars Westin

Political or Corporate Organization/Committee

THE MUNICIPALITY AND THE
MANAGEMENT OF KULTURVÄVEN

Tillväxtverket

Kulturforum

Bilda

NBV

Thomas Hartman

Västerbottensteatern

Culture Scholarships

Per-Martin Jonasson

Ibn Rushd

Kulturens Bildningsförbund

Jennifer Forssell

Eila Horsmajärvi

Johanna Lundblad

Humlan

ILS

Konstnärer i Västerbotten
Västerbottens läns
bildningsförbund

Maria Olsson

CERUM

Västerbotten på GrandEuropean
2014
Commission

Thomas Hartman

Lennart Sjögren

Medborgarskolan
Vuxenskolan
Secondary School

Tegs Bibliotek
Länsbiblioteket Västerbotten

Kommunikationsfunktionen

Iaspis
Primary School

Studiefrämjandet
Konstfrämjandet

Hamnmagasinet

Balticgruppen

Development of Organisation

VästerbottensStudieförbundet
konstförening
BildaBibliotek
Ersboda
Kulturcentrum för barn och
unga

Kultur för seniorer
Svensk Form Botnia

Patrik Berglund Gun-Marie Johansson

Marie Adolfsson

Sara Edlund

Regional Development Strategy

ABF

Region Västerbotten

Var ska dansen
vara?
Föreningsbyrån

Anna Östman Styrke
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The activist group “Huset” occupies an abandoned municipal
building in the district Ön. In August a dialogue is established
between the activist group and Umeå Municipality.

5/6 2008
Övägen, 1 day

An empty wooden house is occupied in the block Hammaren as
a manifestation for the Municipality and Industry to open a
dialogue on an autonomous cultural and social center. 200
people participated in the occupation that was organised as a
cultural event with six artists, food sales and games.

5/5 2008
Kvarteret Hammaren, 1 day

The waterfront warehouse, which had for long been empty, was
occupied by around 30 people as a manifestation for
sancuaries in Sweden and the rest of the world. The police
surrounds the building and the event gets a lot of attention in
local media.

12/4 2008
Tullkammaren, 1 day

When the women’s house was evicted it was occupied on New
Year's Eve as a 24-hour celebration of an autonomous youth
center in Umeå. The occupation was continued in the next three
weeks before it stopped and the building was demolished for
an apartment building.

31/12 2003
Östra Kyrkogatan, 3 weeks

The cinema Odéon was about to be demolished to give way for
the construction of the new 15-storey Plaza Hotel. The building
was occupied for a few weeks and bands from Stockholm and
Umeå were playing.

Spring 1990
Odéon, Storgatan

Group 8 occupied a house located on Vasagatan and
demanded a women's refuge house in the city. A few years later
the demands were met with a women’s house in Östra
Kyrkogatan in the Haga district.

1983
Vasagatan

In september 1982 a group of punk musicians and other
alternative youths broke in to an abandoned wooden residential
building where the car parking house Nanna at the time of
writing is located. The group is tired of the existing youth
centers (”Fritidsgårdar”) offered by the municipality. The
occupants, around 50 in number, wanted their own place, a so
called ”Allaktivitetshus” (”All Activity House”, described in detail
in the chapter ”Allaktivitetshus”). The years before they had
gathered around a culture association under the name Revolt
and carried out different spectacular actions, including a live
performance of H.C. Andersens story ”The Emperor Without
Clothes” on the streets in front of the eyes of the Swedish king.
During the occupation they were cleaning up the house and
giving it a punk aesthetic, organizing concerts, eating together
and sleeping in shifts. The occupants were also producing their
own newspaper, ”Ockupant”, writing about the reasons for the
occupation, the thoughts about an ”Allaktivitetshus” and what
was happening inside the building. Three months later it was
winter and the occupants left the building. The municipality had
agreed on negotiating with the group. One of the participants
has described the negotiations as a ”wet blanket of repressive
tolerance”, understanding the needs and wishes from the
alternative culture life of Umeå but on the other hand wanting
to fit it into a boring bureaucracy which ultimately becomes an
obstruction. In the end the occupants got access to an old
office space next to the Scharinska saw mill in Öbacka, today
part of Umeå Arts Campus. The space was difficult to use for
the all the different ideas about rehearsal rooms, ateliers,
meeting rooms, sewing workshops that once joined the
occupants in the dream about a house. It was used for a couple
of years before the group members had lost the engagement.
They gained a space but lost their dreams on the way because
of bureaucracy and time-consuming funding applications.

September 1982
Gula Villan, 90 days

Occupations in Umeå
Since 19822
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30/11 Göteborg
Behandlingshem, 8 days

28/11 Stockholm
Bygge på Gärdet, 1 day

24/11 Malmö
Bönelokal, Rosengård, 21 days

15/11 Malmö
Tåget, 6 days

8/11 Göteborg
Församlingshemmet, Gamlestan, 12 days

7/11 Lund
Samhällsvetarkåren, 1 day

4/11 Lund
Nyponbusken, 1 day

4/11 Lund
Björnbärssnåret, 1 day

31/10 Umeå
Djursjukhuset, 3 days

12/10 Lund
Smultronstället, 25 days

23/6 Umeå
Övägen, 1 day

23/6 Göteborg
Agnesbergs Stationshus, 10 days

5/6 Umeå
Övägen, 1 day

14/5 Göteborg
Agnesbergs Stationshus, 3 days

5/5 Umeå
Kvarteret Hammaren, 1 day

13/4 Göteborg
Drakbåten, 2 days

13/4 Visby
1 day

12/4 Umeå
Tullkammaren, 1 day

12/4 Nyköping
Fåfängan, 1 day
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Wåg, Mathias. Sedan hela staden. Brand no. 1 (2010): 27–30.

9/12 Göteborg
Lärje stationshus, 9 days
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Jonsson, Erik. Historien om en progressiv stad.
Västerbottens-Kuriren. 2014-04-02
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Wikipedia. Husockupationer i Sverige. Wikipedia.
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Husockupationer_i_Sverige
(2014-04-07)
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8/12 Lund
Smultrongården, Sliparebacken, 50 min
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OCCUPATIONS IN 2008

20/11 Lund
Normlösa, 1 day
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25/2 Malmö
Frisörsalong, Sofielundsgatan, 1 day

3/4 Lunnarp
Julmusthuset, Lunnarp, Skåne, 13 days

7/4 Göteborg
Södra Gårda, 14 days

17/5 Lund
St Lars 2: 1 day

17/5 Lund
S:t Lars, 1 day

12/4 Lunnarp
Julmusthuset, Skåne, 3–4 months

5/7 Stockholm
Systembolagetshuvudkontor, 1 day

15/7 Stockholm
Kodakhuset, 5 days

18/7 Göteborg
Palatset, Viktor Rydbergsgatan, 10 days

36

37

25/7 Malmö
Frisörsalong, Sofielundsgatan, 1 day

35

27/7 Nyköping
Stora Berga, 4 days

15/8 Lund
Romano Trajo, 5 days

28/8 Stockholm
Västbodaskolan, 3 days

28/8 Stockholm
Anarkistiska Kliniken 4 (AK4), 41 days

28/8 Visby
Nya Göransgården, 88 days

18/9 Göteborg
Gamla Almedals- vägen, 14 days

18/9 Lund
Muraren, 1 day

28/9 Stockholm
Aspuddsbadet, 62 days

25/7 Östersund
Hotell Lyckliga Gatan, 2 days
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30/9 Stockholm
Dallas, 1 day

13/11 Stockholm
Rinkebyhuset, 8 days

17/12 Stockholm
Masmo Fritidagård, 3 days
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25

3/12 Nyköping
Stora Berga, 18 days
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dance festivals and social dances are organized in the restaurant.

even though some cultural events such as the literature, music and

Today the building is used as a conference and congress centre,

“Umeå Folkets Hus”.

though it was not owned by the labour movement it was named

they were signing. The building was inaugurated in 1986 and even

mayor at the time said that people didn’t have a clue about what

1978, at the time almost 30 percent of the population in the city. The

city. 14 221 persons signed a petition against the culture house in

70’s. Protests and alternative cultural events were organized in the

economy at the time after the economic crisis in the middle of the

the project were worryingly hight, and the municipality had a weak

different districts of the city, into people’s everyday life. The costs of

centralize the culture when it rather should be spread out in the

plans. Opponents thought that the project was an attempt to

followed by oppositions from ”grassroots” that wanted to stop the

be build in the Idun block in central Umeå. This decision was also

The municipality decided in 1974 that a new house of culture was to

Protests Against the New House of Culture (C)

decision to cut down the trees, which was nonetheless executed.

Ålidhem.13 80 percent of the citizens in Ålidhem were against the

were met by 300 policemen, in what was called the riot in

protesters were marching against the tree cutting in Ålidhem and

up in massive demonstrations met by a large police action. 5000

few kids raising their voices for a preservation of their forest ended

the construction of a new school in the area. What started with a

In 1977 a grove of trees were about to be cut down to give way for

Riots Against the Removal of a Grove of Trees in Ålidhem (B)

1971 with a one-vote advantage.

However, the City Council voted for a construction of the bridge in

articles were published on the subject in the local journals.12

An extraparlamentarian action group was formed and a lot of

with several demonstrations, the largest with over 1 000 protesters.

church in the city centre, causing massive protests from the citizens

In the 1960’s a new bridge was planned over the river next to the

New Bridge in the City Centre (A)

Reactions against the Construction of a

sprung from the lively counter culture in Umeå:

Here follows a brief summary of events, protests and occupations

succeeded to take up a lot of space in local discourses and debates.

the nineties), subcultures that have a political agenda and have

well known international fast food chain to close their restaurant in

its strong straight edge and vegan movements (the latter forced a

labelled as distinctively left oriented and it has been influenced by

a hotbed for many oppositional movements, the city has been

society.11 Umeå can be said to have through the years functioned as

institutions, with accompanying hope for a better life or a new

typically involves criticism or rejection of currently powerful

bound to an ideology, it may or may not be explicitly political and it

single isolated alternative culture or subculture.10 The term is not

of a Counter Culture”, 1969. Counter culture is not describing a

historian Theodore Roszak who introduced the term in ”The Making

oppose the mass or mainstream cultural customs, according to the

substantially from the prevailing cultural hegemony in the society,

STANDPOINTS

Photos Martin Mattsson

Counter cultures emerge when groups within a society that differ

In the winter 2007 the social democratic mayor of Copenhagen,
Ritt Bjerregaard-Gaard decided to evict and sell the local
self-organised youth community centre which triggered a storm of
protests that in the end forced to police and politicians to back off.
The involvement and engagement spread in the Nordic region and
from the struggle of the youth house a wave of occupations and
protests hit Sweden in the following years.1

OCCUPATIONS IN 2009

The City of Alternative Culture

A Wave of Occupations in Sweden

MALMÖ

45 6

The monthly rent for the facilities is 5 000 SEK and the electricity bill
is around 8 000 SEK per quarter. Membership 100, 500 or 50 SEK

The group Bergatrollen in Nyköping got access to Magasinet on
the 1 st of July 2010. After that they started to build a stage with
associated storage spaces, an art studio, a free store. The next
project is to build a functional commercial kitchens to replace the
occasional cooking solutions that have so far been satisfactory.
Concerts, handicraft meetings and other events have been
organised. There are plans for a book café, recurring lectures,
concerts, film screenings and a people’s kitchen.

Nyköping is a town with a population of 50 000 inhabitants. The
occupations of buildings on the outskirts of Nyköping started
in 2008 due to a housing shortage although there were a lot of
empty buildings that were not in use. The association Bergatrollen
was formed and the aim shifted towards a culture and community
centre. The occupations made the municipality willing to give the
group a 1 000 m 2 warehouse located in the centre of the city.

BERGATROLLEN

Shop Units, Flats and Office Spaces
Norrporten. Evicted, awayting demolishion

The old School in Ålidhem
Umeå Municipality

Abandoned House in Teg

Old Scharinska Office Building at the Arts Campus
Balticgruppen

Office Building at the Arts Campus
Balticgruppen

Varmbadhuset Office Building
Balticgruppen

Old Farm
Will soon be demolished to give way for apartment buildings

Empty Shop Unit, former 4sound
(one of many examples)

Old Train Roundhouse
Umeå Municipality, recently bought from Jernhusen

Preem Gas Station
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EMPTY BUILDINGS

achieve a change.

-

more likely to invest you energy and resources to

meaning - if you believe in something you’re

and open up for alternatives. The struggle gives

It can make you see things in different ways

want to live in, and for whom it is being created.

effects of neo-liberalism, what kind of society we

Culture is questioning, reacting against the bad

CULTURE AS STRUGGLE

7

8

8

During the Fall of 2008 the discussions with the municipality
runs out of steam. A lack of organisation and structure within
the activist group is seen as a possible reason.

31/10 2008
Djursjukhuset, 3 days (Huset)

23/6 2008
Övägen, 1 day (Huset)

would support the idea.

people who otherwise share the opinions and

can be perceived as threatful and thus intimidate

opposition becomes the main goal. By others it

ticipate, but there’s also a risk that for some the

Activism can both trigger a lot of people to par-

AN ACTIVIST LABEL CAN BE DANGEROUS

zation the project is still likely to fail.

helps but without clear aims and a strong organi-

prove dedicated. Having a strong public support

One can reach far by voicing ones opinion, to

BUT ORGANIZATION IS ESSENTIAL

OCCUPATIONS CAN GIVE ATTENTION

The old youth house on Jægtvej 69 in Copenhagen was an
important place for many youths and when it got sold by the
municipality and later demolished a storm of protests arouse. The
Danish labour movement originally constructed the building as one
of the first Folkets Hus in Denmark, but since the early 1980’s it was
a legalized squatting. The conflict about the youth house came to
function as a node for the resistance against the changes in the city,
with gentrification and dismantling of the commons fueled by a
‘post-industrial’ urban planning. Demonstrations and riots followed
after each other. Karlsson38 describes how the movement around
the house changed as a result of the threat and the demolition of
the building and how people who had not been part of the Youth
House before, while it still existed, also felt obliged to act and to
stand up for their objectives. The conflict was about more than the
struggle for a specific building. Social movements exist, according
to Karlsson, to protect the fundamental expressions of life and once
it doesn’t need to be defended anymore it also means the social
movement is fading away.

UNGEREN, COPENHAGEN AND
THE STREGHT OF FRAGILITY

9

910 M SEK

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS

best location - right next to the river.

experience the culture and commerce in the city's

offer and attracts citizens to create, explore and

central Umeå. Kulturväven will house activities that

meeting place for “cross-cultural meetings” in

The aim with Kulturväven is to create a new
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Kulturväven. A space on the

Balettakademien to move into

There were extensive plans for

HOW A
FLOOR
DISSAPEARED

Stallet. Photo Mattias Larsson

“STALLET”
KULTURBAGERIET
Bakery

“INTERIOR PIAZZA”

DUÅ
Deli

STORA HOTELLET
Hotel (from 1 800 SEK/night)
Balticgruppen

GOTTHARDS KROG
Restaurant (mains 280–340 SEK)
Balticgruppen
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Annual rent
existing library

Estimated cost for
Kulturväven in 2015

The design of the building, by the
Norwegian firm Snøhetta, was
decided before it was known what
activities actually would go into the
building.
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there when they feel like it.

people and everyone should be able to do things
-

areas where people live, where it crosses a lot of

Cultural facilities should be readily available in

ACESSABILITY AND OPENNESS

cuts are implemented.

objectives change and new policies or budget

change drastically as politicians are replaced, the

The history has shown that the conditions can

CULTURE DOESN’T NEED MONUMENTS

Less space for the library means that
the amount of books has to be
reduced.
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Culture
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The existing library is located right
next to the main bus terminal in
Vasaplan. The relocation of the
library to Kulturväven makes it less
accessible through public transport.
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meant for Balettakademien.

claimed the surfaces that were

Balticgruppen shall then have

surfaces within Kulturväven.

instead redistribute the

demolish the building and to

the municipality chose not to

to not risk a long legal process

fabric, had been appealed and

provide space for cultural

to Stora Hotellet, which would

demolition of the stables next

likely can be that thee

is later revealed that the reson

can not be publicly accessed. It

documents and agreements

of the company behind Väven

the municipality owns only half

reason is confidential and since

be a part of Kulturväven. The

Balettakademien can no longer

September 2012 they told that

cover for themselves. In

expenses that they have to

involvement in the planning,

working days for their

organisation spends 28

increase of the rent. In total the

Balettakademien will get a 5 %

discussed, plans are presented.

5th floor of Kulturväven is

courses and urgencies changes.

as the interests of people and the ongoing dis-

The building should change as culture changes

FLEXIBLE LOW COST SPACES THAT CAN
AFFORD MANY DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES,
CHANGE AND BE ADAPTED TO NEW NEEDS

When the municipality is owning 50
% or less of a business the priciple of
openness can be circumvented,
meaning that documents doesn’t
become public records.

THE PRINCIPLE OF
OPENNESS DOES
NOT APPLY

Film about the construction of Kulturväven, www.kulturvaven.se
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DESIGN INPUTS

Worries has been raised about how
the high costs for Kulturväven are
going to affect the cultural budget
of the municipality.
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On the basis of the on-going transformation of the city of Umeå that is
not only happening in parallel with the Cultural Capital year, but is openly
and explicitly presented and discussed in relationship with theories of
culture-driven growth, this thesis investigates the complexities of these
developments and their social, political and spatial impact on the life
of Umeå’s inhabitants, as well the urban and architectural strategies
involved in the production, staging and branding of ‘culture’. The thesis
explores alternative ways of organizing cultures and communities in/
of the city that cherishes the commons, collective work and everyone’s
opportunities to express themselves creatively, and intervenes directly
upon the making of culture in the city, establishing spaces and times to
imagine together, and enabling cultural encounters and productions.
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